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Abstract
The aim of this work consists in the simulation of cryogenically assisted milling of Titanium al-
loy Ti6Al4V to investigate the mechanisms responsible for inconsistent tool life performances.
While cryogenic fluids have enhanced productivity for most studies in turning, in milling re-
search is still at work due to increased process complexity.
Titanium, Nickel, Cobalt alloys, Stainless steels are designed for superior strength, fatigue,
corrosion, toughness properties. They retain those properties at high temperature and present
lower conductivity with respect to common steels. Cutting zone heat build up increases,
without softening the material, promoting high wear rates. High strength alloys have been
increasingly adopted in aerospace, chemical, structural, automotive fields who demands for
high material removal rate technologies withstanding hard materials.
FE Simulations can provide information on machining processes hardly achievable with exper-
iments. However, a numerical model need to be trustful. A good knowledge of machining and
cryogenic applications can steer simulation toward the wanted targets in a reduced amount
of time and discriminate on the goodness of the produced results. An introduction to cutting
processes and Ti6Al4V machining is presented.
Many studies have analysed cutting performances considering various couples WP-Tool, but
there are inconsistencies regarding cutting forces, friction coefficients, tool life. A critical
analysis was made regarding experimental findings into the field of Cryogenic Machining ap-
plication to Ti6Al4V.
The improvements regarding cutting performances seem to be strongly dependent on the
cryogen delivery design. A review on delivery design solutions in relation with achieved per-
formances is undertaken.
Many researchers focused on simulation of machining processes, trying to reproduce numeri-
cally their experimental findings, predict temperature and stress distributions in the tool-chip
interface, combining them to forecast wear rates. A deep state of the art analyses (thermal,
material and friction models) have been performed to help in the final model set up.
Experimental tool life tests were performed for dry, emulsion and cryogenic cooling with
square shoulder mill. Cutting performances proved poor for cryogenic cooling if compared
with emulsion. Measured quantities helped in setting up a FE model to better understand
the aroused problematic.
Material models developed for orthogonal cutting simulations proved inefficient for heavy
industrial-purpose numerical models. Stress flow response for Ti6Al4V were compared, ex-
hibiting high variability. Simple Johnson-Cook material and Latham-Cockcroft damage mod-
els can predict square shoulder milling experimental results.
The FE Model could reproduce experimental chip morphology and cutting force (∼ 10%error)
for four different feed and speed combinations in dry and cryogenic cutting (8 different condi-
tions). Lower friction needed to match cryogenic experiments. Results suggest the tendency
of cryogenic machining to increase the local load on cutting edges. Tool geometries and mate-
rials need to be tougher. Attention should be given to smooth chip load evolution on cutting
insert during engagement. A new interpretation of issues regarding tool wear and life results
is therefore demonstrated. Work material exhibit lower plasticity. Simulated cutting temper-
ature was slightly reduced. The portion of heat flowing into the tool increased due to lower
temperature reached in the non-cutting phase rake face cooling. Consequently, the idle phase
cooling action of jets on inserts is important.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Cryogenic Manufacturing Processes

Cryogenic Manufacturing Processes are production oriented operations in which a cool-
ing media is adopted in order to exploit advantages of material properties obtained at
low temperatures. They can be divided into: Cryogenic Machining, Cryogenic Pro-
cessing and Cryogenic Forming processes. Cryogenic Processing is somehow related
with Machining as one of its more diffuse application relies in the study of procedures,
involving low temperatures, for the enhancement of the performance characteristics of
tools in metal cutting.
Cryogenics (Kryos: icy cold) refers to environments at very low temperature. There
is no general agreement on the threshold where Cryogenics starts and refrigeration
ends, [1, Jawahir 2016]. For what concerns machining, cryogenics refers to adoption
of liquefied gases like LN2 (Tlv ∼=−196 °C), CO2 (Tlv ∼=−78 °C), while in general the
term refers to temperature lower than −150◦C or −180◦C , being the liquation point
of permanent gases colder (Nitrogen, Hydrogen, Helium, Oxygen, Air, Argon). Some
applications of Cryogenic manufacturing, especially for Machining, make also use of
chilled air up to −50◦C.

1.1.1 Cryogenic Forming

Cryogenic Forming exploit the advantages coming from low temperature ductile to brit-
tle transition of BCC metals. Less energy will be required to punch carbon steels at
cryogenic temperature as a result of reduced fracture elongation. At the other side, for
FCC metals that does not exhibit ductile to brittle transition, cryogenic temperature
deformation can enhance properties by increasing dislocation density and work hard-
ening abilities: when the material gets loaded dislocation arrange into cell structure.
Cell structure size gets lower with decreasing temperature, therefore dislocation density
of a low temperature formed FCC metal increase. High density of defects and conse-
quent recrystallization lead to finer grain structure requiring less plastic deformation
at cryogenic temperature, [1, Jawahir 2016].
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1.1.2 Cryogenic Processing
Cryogenic Processing aims at the enhancement of material properties through devel-
oping heat treatment procedures at very low temperatures. In fact it would be more
intuitive to call them Cold Treatments instead of Heat Treatments. Cryogenic Treat-
ments can be adopted to enhance hardness, wear resistance properties, dimensional
stability of tools for metal cutting, [2, Yildiz 2008]. By lingering some time at very
low temperatures, with smooth cooling and warming rates to prevent residual stresses,
allow metallurgical structure of metals to stabilize, relax or develop ultra fine and ho-
mogeneous texture, strengthening tools during cutting operations.
HSS Tools treated at low temperatures shows lower levels of retained Austenite (RA).
With high pressure and temperature developed in the cutting zone, retained Austenite
can transform into martensite with associated shrinkage and development of microc-
racks. Those phenomena enhances tool wear and chipping mechanisms, [3, Shokrani
2013]. Cryogenic processing help in transforming the RA almost completely into
martensite, then a tempering treatment will compensate for the necessary toughness,
[1, 4, Jawahir 2016, Deshpande 2018]. However there are inconsistent results regarding
HSS drills and mills in comparison with the non-cryogenic treated counterparts. Tai-
loring cooling, lingering and heating phase have been done for trials and mechanisms
explaining enhanced wear properties have to be clarified in depth, [3, 4, Shokrani 2013,
Deshpande 2018].
Carbide containing inserts treated at low temperatures exhibit homogeneously dispersed
ultra fine carbide particles. At low temperatures Carbon atoms tend to cluster, this
clusters works as nuclei for the formation of disperse ultra fine carbides, richer in alloy-
ing elements, during the warming up of the piece to room temperature. This result in a
denser, refined uniform structure, characterized by lower internal stresses, [1, 3, Jawahir
2016, Shokrani 2013]. Thermal conductivity raises for increase in size and dispersion
of carbides and reduced bonding, [4, Deshpande 2018].
However, there is little mention in the literature regarding the application of cryogenic
treated inserts in cryogenic machining. Do cryogenic treated inserts behave better than
non-treated counterparts in cryogenic machining? Then little mention is done on cost
and energy consumption comparison between treated and non treated inserts. Cutting
tools are currently considered only through cost and time (time for change when worn).
MT owners do not care about energy enclosed in them (consumption to realize them).
Cutting inserts are consumed and thrown away. Anyway, the price to the environ-
ment we all will pay in the future. Therefore, additional cost-to-benefit ratio related
to long-lasting and energy demanding cryogenic treatment of insert must be carefully
analysed.

1.1.3 Cryogenic Machining
Cryogenic Machining can be considered as an evolution of classical Machining, where
any sort of super-cool substances is applied to the workpiece (WP) or cutting zone.
Mainly, cutting fluids are substituted, from usual lubro-coolants such as Mineral-Oil-
Floods, by cryogenic liquefied gases: liquid nitrogen LN2, liquid carbon dioxide LCO2
are the most used.
Machining is defined as removal process: starting from a blank, through sharp, diversely
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shaped tools and different approaches, the piece is processed and material is removed
so to obtain the final shape. The different approaches refer to the technological achieve-
ment of relative speed between the tools and the workpiece:

• Turning: a sharp tool advances in the axial or radial direction while an axi-
symmetric workpiece rotates;

• Milling: the tool rotates while workpiece or the tool head moves in space;

• Drilling: a tool rotates and penetrate the piece making variously shaped axi-
symmetric holes;

• Grinding: an abrasive tool rotates removing by abrasion, ablation and ploughing,
thin layers of material per cycle. Optimal tolerances with hard to cut materials
can be achieved, but the process is highly energy demanding;

• Ultrasonic Machining: rotating abrasive tools vibrates in the axial direction (ul-
trasonic range) removing thin layers per cycle. Complex shape of hard to cut
materials with tight tolerances can be machined;

Those, really in brief, are the machining approaches in which cryogenics acts a role.
Other specific processes different from removal processes can be done at cryogenic tem-
peratures such as Burnishing: a round shaped roller is pushed onto the surface of a
machined WP to lower surface roughness and induce compressive residual stresses en-
hancing fatigue life. We will focus on the first three processes as the most wide-spread
in the industrial manufacturing sector.
Cryogenic fluxes are fed to workpieces in order to vary their mechanical properties
and/or to cool down the cutting zone. The first method is adopted for soft materials
such as aluminum or polymers, in order to enhance compactness and brittleness in the
piece to machine. The second approach is used to control the cutting region temper-
ature in machining hard to cut materials such as Ti-alloys, Ni-alloys. Fe-Ni-Cr-alloys,
Co-alloys, high strength steels and others.
Cryogenic techniques are also applied in machining of ceramics and composites, exotic
metals such as tantalum and porous tungsten for electrodes. In composites low tem-
peratures allow for better delamination control, for ceramics, it prolongs the life of the
tool, for porous materials, it stabilize the structure avoiding pores to close when cutting
(smearing), [5, Pusavec 2009]. In machining magnesium alloys, the lower temperature
avoid chip burning.
Low temperatures achieved during cutting can in their turn modify the metallurgical
structure of the machined surface, promoting hard phases, compressive residual stresses,
grain refinement and thinner deformed layers.

1.1.4 Hybrid machining
Progressive increase in material properties leads to increased complexity of machining
strategies. At the frontier of machining processes, hybrid machining tries to fulfill per-
formance demands by combining different manufacturing techniques. For what concerns
Cryogenic Machining, in the last decade it has been applied in synergy with plasma
heating and laser heating. The material is heated in the forefront of the tool, resulting
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in partial softening and reduced shearing stress limits. On the other side, the tool is
cryogenically cooled to preserve its compactness properties during cutting. Therefore,
by appropriate balancing of parameters, benefits of the two processes can be exploited.
On the other side, the complexity, cost and energy demand must be carefully considered
and the cost-to-benefit ratio needs to justify the efforts.

In the next section, fundamentals of machining processes will be presented. Concepts
of productivity, quality, tool life and more specific variables such as cutting forces,
temperatures, tool wear, cutting fluids added to economic and ecologic aspects will be
introduced and linked with the purpose of the present study.
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Chapter 2

Cryogenic Machining Fundamentals

Knowing the fundamental phenomena of cryogenic machining is crucial for the set up
of simulations and cutting tests, for the critical interpretation of their result, for the
development of new designs, strategies exploiting our creativity and to make correct
choices with responsibility. The effectiveness of Cryogenic Machining mainly focuses
on three aspects:

• Economics and ecologics: tool life improvements (wear rate and mechanisms
analysis, tribology, cutting forces), tool and fluids consumption in relation to
achieved cutting performance. Often comparisons are done with other lubro-
cooling strategies such as dry machining, conventional lubro-coolant floods, mists
or high pressure systems, MQL, gaseous coolants, sustainable fluids, solid lubri-
cants and nanofluids;

• Quality related issues: mainly Surface Integrity evaluation which embrace aspects
like: achieved surface roughness, residual stresses, chemical and metallurgical sur-
face alteration. This does not represent a separate aspect: high MRR roughing
operation are not influenced by roughness limitation, however the surface mor-
phology left after a tool passage vary with the cooling approach and could result
in differences of material properties felt by the next cutting passage;

• Social and application related issues: cryogenic machining application need to be
compatible with normal working legislation and of handy implementation.

During the initial part of our study we will focus mainly on the first aspect. In particular
the tool life variation with the application of a low temperature fluid, being our final
aim the characterization of the solicitation of different tools and their achieved life with
LN2 cryogenic cooling. Higher tool life or same tool life at higher speed generates lower
machine tool (MT) downtime, lower tooling cost and consumption, higher flexibility,
lower energy consumption (MT), stabler processes. Higher tool life must be achieved
with economic and ecologic cutting fluid parameters. When a CF strategy offer this, it is
advantageous its application in the roughing regime. If surface properties are enhanced,
also its application in the finishing regime could avoid additional material processing.
Finally, if the strategy is socially bearable, it is ready for industrial implementation.
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2.1 Cutting zone temperature
During machining of metals high temperatures are reached in the cutting zone. In metal
cutting of ductile materials, the tool removes a layer of material, after called chip, by
shearing action. Cutting zone temperature is described as the most relevant parameter
influencing cutting forces, tool life, power consumption, surface finish and geometrical
accuracy, [3, Shokrani 2013].

2.1.1 Cutting zone temperature generation
Cutting temperature generation in chip removal process is generally divided into three
separated areas, depending on the location and the mechanisms promoting heat gener-
ation.
The primary deformation zone is the one interested by this phenomena. The grain
structure of the chip is characterized by elongated oblique grains in the shearing direc-
tion. Moreover, for some materials, the high strains applied cause valley-peak structure
in the upper part of the chip, called segmentation. For other materials, continuous chip
are obtained at industrial speed, but raising speed segmentation can still be obtained.
A secondary deformation zone is present where the newly formed chip rubs against the
tool rake face. Metallurgical evidence of this is the recrystallization of grains in a narrow
band in the lower portion of the chip, the one that slipped on the rake face of the tool.
This area is the most detrimental in terms of temperature generation. Due to friction,
temperature can reach up to 700◦C during cutting common steel (dry cutting).
A tertiary deformation zone is located below the edge of the tool and in the flank
face. The axial force applied by the MT needed to plough into the material cause the
machined surface to be pushed down and scratched with the tool flank.

Figure 2.1.1: Chip formation mechanism and deformation zones, orthogonal cutting
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Friction generates heat build up. Surface heating by this mechanism can induce
detrimental stress states that lead to anticipate fatigue failure of components under
cyclic loading. This effect increases as the tool worns out. However being the smallest
region and the one with the lower temperatures, is in this area that tool wear is mea-
sured, because the portion of tool material removed by abrasion or chipping influence
the geometry of the cutting edge and the final geometric tolerances of the workpiece.

Temperature definitely raises in the tool, workpiece surfaces and chip. Heat gen-
eration in primary and secondary zones is dependent on tool-workpiece materials and
process parameters such as speed, feed, depth of cut, [6, Abukhshim 2006].
It has been proved by many researches that most of the generated heat is evacuated
by the chip (∼= 80%), then some remain in the tool (∼= 10÷15%), while the remaining
affect the machined surface (∼= 5÷10%). The proportion of heat shared between the
three actors is variable depending on the material pairs and cutting parameters. The
proportion of heat flowing into the tool is in generally dependent on tool and work-
piece conductivity, specific heat, and interface conductance (perfect contact or not). At
higher feed temperature is higher due to increased deformation and friction area. Rais-
ing speed, temperature raises because of increased strain rate, higher chip flow over the
tool and lower time for heat dissipation. If higher cutting speed generates more heat, a
larger portion of it is conveyed by the chip, due to the higher speed in comparison to the
material conductivity. The heat fraction coefficient into the tool explains the portion
of cutting heat, generally assumed as cutting force times cutting speed: Q = vc ·Fc,
flowing into the tool. It is an important value needed for cutting simulations that often
need experimental trials to be determined.

2.1.2 Temperature dependent tool wear mechanisms
Tool materials must be harder than the material to be cut. This can be difficult for
example when cutting ceramics. In any case, even if inserts are harder and tougher
than the workpiece, they will undergo progressive degradation under cutting. The
degradation rate depends on several factors like process parameters, workpiece and
tool material properties, lubro-coolant strategy adopted. One of the most important
parameter describing tool wear is temperature, and that is the reason why we will
discuss wear mechanisms here.
Heat build up in the tool is responsible of several mechanisms that raise the wear rate,
[7, 8, Hong 2001d, Hong 2001b]:

• High temperatures of the tool make it softer, thus closing the hardness gap be-
tween workpiece and tool materials, favoring abrasion wear;

• Chemical activity of tool and work material increase, diffusion mechanism are
faster and the tool can loose the metallurgical structure that was achieved to
guarantee its strength, wear resistance and toughness;

• Adhesion mechanism are enhanced, a hotter tool is stickier than a colder one
and depending on the workpiece activity, adhesion and diffusion of elements in
between tool and chip are enhanced.

The two latter mechanisms can lead to melted metal deposit on tool faces, modifying
tool geometry (leading to dimensional deviation), influencing quality, raising cutting
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forces and friction (and in turn temperature). When the BUE or BUL detaches because
too big or embrittled by the coolant, it generates vibrations and unstable cutting,
tool edge chipping or microchipping and deposit on the machined piece generating
poor surface quality. Crater wear in the secondary deformation slipping zone and
flank wear are recurrent progressive wear consequences. Friction forces are higher and
higher cutting forces follow. Crater wear weaken the tool heightening sudden failure
probability.

Figure 2.1.2: Tool wear characteristics

With respect to this, the application of lubro-cooling fluids have always had the
function to reduce friction (Oil content of CCF, Conventional Cutting Fluids) and re-
move heat (Water content of CCF). Regarding this aspect, cryogenic fluids help in heat
dissipation of hard to cut materials like Ti, Ni-Cr, Ni, Co alloys and High strength
steels, where the higher force required for the shearing and the low heat transfer coef-
ficient (low thermal conductivity) contribute with even higher heat generation in the
cutting zone. Adversely, heightening temperature does not soften those materials which
are designed to maintain high properties at elevated temperatures (hot side of engines).
Cutting Titanium alloys in particular exhibit peculiar features. With respect to steel
and other softer materials, crater wear is situated much more in the vicinity of the
cutting edge. This cause another peculiar effect called edge recession. Edge recession
happens when crater and flank wear meets, causing the actual cutting edge to be very
weak and back off, [9, Sun 2015a].
Another recurrent mechanism happening when cutting hard materials, especially at
higher speed with inefficient cooling technique, is edge plastic deformation. The heat
build up near the edge and the weakening caused by the intense wear, sharpening the
edge angles, cause the tool material to yield plastically, [9, Sun 2015a].
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Figure 2.1.3: Plastic edge deformation when cutting Ti6Al4V (dry cutting) and edge recession
(cryogenic chilled air)

Frequent when cutting high strength alloys, which are prone to chip segmentation
and shear banding (see Chip Morphology section below), is flaking of the insert. It
generally takes place in the proximity of the crater edge toward the interior of the
insert. It is believed to be caused by alternate thermal loading generated by chip
segmentation with consequent variation of the friction characteristics, from sticking to
sliding, added to the alternate mechanical load, [10, Venugopal 2007].

Turning and Milling wear issues

Some differences arise when talking about milling or turning wear issues. Added to
the previously explained tool wear mechanisms and related causes, milling is affected
by macroscopic thermal and mechanical cycling, due to the interrupted nature of the
process. This causes warming up when cutting and chilling down in the idle phase.
Cryogenic cooling could worsen the more this effect. A non precise nozzle configura-
tion, not reaching the heat generating cutting zone, could result in warming the insert
skin in cutting (hundreds of Celsius degrees) and cooling it to frozen temperatures in
the idle phase (decades of Celsius degrees below zero). This thermal alteration of the
inserts result in weakening of the tool and reduced improvements in life with respect
to turning.
On the other hand, turning cutting tools are subjected to continuous erosion by the
workpiece material during cutting, while milling inserts cut only on a variable (engage-
ment dependent) portion of the process. Therefore, higher absolute tool life values are
achievable, in theory, for milling inserts, independently of the cutting strategy. The
more, adding a strong coolant could worsen the situation. The balance plays on the
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reduction of friction and temperature while not increasing the thermal solicitations on
the cutting edges. Emulsion and High Pressure emulsion prove to prolong tool life in
milling with respect to dry cutting, even if features (like flaking) have generally been
observed that witness the increase in edge thermal cycling. If thermal cycling become
preponderant, intense edge chipping promote sudden insert failures.
Cryogenic machining pushed toward an increased cooling action of the tool, aiming at
keeping its hardness and compactness properties, decreasing wear rates. Due to its
strong cooling capacity, careful cooling design must be achieved. For instance, it could
be detrimental to increase the thermal loading by placing the nozzle so to cool down
during the idle phase. This could decrease the minimum temperature of the thermal
cycle. On the other side a cooler tool would engage with the workpiece and the max-
imum temperature could be reduced as well. Accurate studies on thermal analysis of
inserts will be presented in the modeling chapter, Chapter 5.

2.1.3 Material properties at cryogenic temperatures

Understanding material behavior at low temperatures is crucial for cryogenic machining
purposes. At low temperature material properties change:

• As a general trend, Hardness, Yield strength, Tensile strength, Wear resistance,
Fatigue strength increase. The material is definitely stronger [1, Jawahir 2016];

• FCC cell structures show a slight decrease in Ductility and Toughness, whereas
BCC and HCP becomes brittle. For alloys like Ti and Ni toughness and ductility
decrease at a much lower rate than the increase in strength properties, [11, Hong
1999];

• Residual stresses, at low temperature, tend to be lower, and dimensional stability
increase [1, Jawahir 2016].

Cooling the tool will result in a harder and stronger cutter, more wear resistant, with
reduced chemical activity, as the workpiece, with less sticky rake and flank faces lead-
ing to lower wear rates and BUE suppression in many cases, [12, Yasa 2012]. Carbides
tools have been widely investigated in cryogenics because of economics and retention
of toughness, transverse rupture and impact strength at low temperatures, [2, Yildiz
2008].
[11, Hong 1999] and colleagues started their study in the field of cryogenic machining
by examining material properties at low temperature. In general, at the very low tem-
peratures achieved with cryogenic cooling, hardness, wear resistance and strength rise,
while chemical affinity and toughness decrease. For what concerns the tool side, in-
dentation, three point bending, impact strength and microstructural observations tests
were done on several carbide grades, all of them capable of maintaining their strength
and toughness at low temperature, rising hardness and wear resistance. However, other
tool materials were not considered, for example more expensive CBN, B-CBN, PCD,
Ceramics, or cheaper HSS.
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Figure 2.1.4: Different Carbide grades properties at low temperatures, [11, Hong 1999]

From the work material side several materials were tested:

• Mild-low carbon steels, AISI 1010, 1070: at low temperature has lower toughness
and ductility: reduced elongation, reduction in area and impact strength, higher
hardness and yield strength, therefore a smart solution is that of cooling only the
chip;

• High strength steels AISI E52100, Al A390: they increase hardness and strength
promoting higher tool wear, in this case a smart solution would be to cool the
tool only to increase its wear resistance;

• Ti6Al4V: it doesn’t markedly loose its toughness, elongation impact strength and
ductility while increasing hardness and yield. In this case the best option is to
cool the tool avoiding cooling of the workpiece or chip.
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Figure 2.1.5: Different material’s properties at low temperatures, [11, Hong 1999]

Other materials like Aluminium castings alloys, with Silicon content, have been difficult
to machine because of hard Silicon phases causing high wear rates of tools. In this case,
cryogenic cooling, by enhancing the wear resistance properties of inserts will increase
tool life, [3, Shokrani 2013]. Cooling the workpiece is not the smartest idea for alloys
that retain toughness and ductility at low temperatures, raising the shearing stress
limits, [2, 12, 3, 13, Yildiz 2008, Yasa 2012, Shokrani 2013, Hong 2001c]. The position
of nozzles for cryogenic cooling fluxes must be carefully tuned to avoid over-hardening
of the workpiece material. Overhardening of the workpiece would lead to higher forces
and power, increased energy consumption (the more the consumption if production of
cryo-fluids is considered), increased wear rate of the tool. It is evident that a trade off
must be achieved.
For ductile materials, soft and low strength, cooling the work material would reduce the
fracture strain, having better control in chip formation. This materials have generally
a precise temperature of ductile to brittle transition (like glass temperature for poly-
mers). Welding tendency and BUE formation can be suppressed by cryogenic cooling,
[3, Shokrani 2013]. However cooling indiscriminately the piece will lead also to higher
strength, therefore a material soft to cut such as aluminum would be unreasonably
hardened. A smart idea is to freeze locally the chip, in order to promote chip breacka-
bility without altering too much the properties of the workpiece.

2.2 Cryogenic fluxes heat dissipation
Cryogenic fluxes have high heat transfer capabilities, exploiting latent heat of vaporiza-
tion and then the temperature difference up to room temperature. The Heat transfer
ability and therefore the cooling capacity of cryogenic fluxes strongly depend on the
way the fluxes interact with the surface: state of the flux (liquid, liquid and vapour,
vapour), pressure, nozzle position and orientation. Moreover it was seen a general de-
crease in the cooling capacities of cryogenics when cutting at very high speed. This
could be due to the obstruction of the cutting area by the chip and the impossibility
of fluxes or jets to reach the heat affected zones, [2, Yildiz 2008]. Besides that, another
reason could be that the rate of heat generation was not balanced by the correct flow
rate or pressure of cryogenic fluid.
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Theoretically, the combination of pressure, jet speed and spot size, vicinity of the noz-
zles, orientation, and fluid quality, should generate cooling rates that are balanced with
the process heat generation rates. Additionally the correct locations of heat build up
should be targeted. This so to cool down the tool without producing detrimental effects
such as lack of fluid (simil-dry cutting) or fluid excess (overhardening of the workpiece,
increased strength, hardness and wear rates of the tool).
Practically determining the cooling capability as a function of the exposed parameters
is not trivial. It is necessary to know the cooling capacity of the flow depending on its
properties in relation with the geometry and nozzle design. Then the heat generation
in different zone, related to the targeting areas of the cooling flows, need to be modeled.
The heat extraction and generation rates can then be compared and flow properties or
nozzle design adjusted so to promote a balance.
Another problem recently addressed by researchers is the lower heat transfer capacity of
vapor cushions that form when liquid Nitrogen come in contact with hot targets. This
phase has significant lower thermal extraction action, definitely causing an insulating
cap on the target, lowering the cooling effect of cryogenic coolant, [3, Shokrani 2013].
We can distinguish between three different techniques regarding how to approach the
cooling of the cutting zone.

2.2.1 Workpiece Cooling
Workpiece cooling should be applied to materials that does not exhibit excessive hard-
ening at low temperatures. Benefits to this technique come from cutting materials
impossible to cut at ambient temperature due to melting or burr formations such as
Aluminium or polymers, [14, Biermann 2010], materials subjected to delamination that
require compactness such as composites, or materials that exhibit difficulties in control-
ling the newly formed chip: long chip causing entanglement with the tool, or burning
chips (Magnesium).The main options to achieve low temperature in the piece are:

• Cooling bath: high energy demand and quantity of cryogenic fluid necessary, time
demanding (also for the interrupted nature), in general the workpiece is overhard-
ened, abrasion and cutting forces are generally higher, dimensional deviation must
be considered;

• Flood cooling: less quantity of coolant necessary, less time demanding and more
localized, but the shearing stress of the material is enhanced, abrasion is increased,
dimensional deviation may be possible;

• Jet cooling: even less consuming and more localized, but cooling power can be
insufficient. It can prove to be the best choice when needed to embrittle the
newly formed chip so to promote chip breackability, or avoid burning, without
undergoing in excessive hardening.

Evidence is showed on how is important to limit the consumption of cryogenic fluids. A
correct modeling of the cooling capacity is necessary for flood and jet cooling systems.
Overhardening of the piece is a recurrent phenomena that needs to be avoided in cutting
metals. Dimensional deviation due to very low temperature must be predicted. A
general rise in cutting forces and power and energy consumption due to cryogenic fluxes
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are main drawbacks of this method, suitable for limited materials, [2, 3, 4, Yildiz 2008,
Shokrani 2013, Deshpande 2018].

Figure 2.2.1: Different strategies for workpiece cooling

2.2.2 Indirect Cooling
Indirect cooling technique refers to the cooling of the insert only. Also known as Cryo-
genic Tool Back Cooling or Conductive Remote Cooling, [2, Yildiz 2008]. This technique
is highly dependent onto tool thermal conductivity properties. The cryogenic fluid can
be recirculated into the machine. Tested applications apply the cryogenic fluxes to the
rake and rear face of tools by means of external covers. Thus, the tool being set in a
sandwich of cryogenic flux. This method is very interesting from a modeling point of
view as its benefits will refer only to the material properties achieved at lower cutting
temperature (to be measured) and not to unclear and incoherent interpretation of cryo-
genic fluxes lubrication effects.
The effectiveness of this approach, dependent on the thermal properties of the insert,
proves less with insulating materials like ceramics. Moreover, the cooling effect is more
effective as cryogenic fluxes are provided in the liquid form (LN2, LCO2) having higher
heat transfer capacity. Effective cooling depends as well on the position of the highest
temperature point. The larger the contact area, the larger the cooling capacity, [2,
Yildiz 2008]. One of the advantages of this method is that overhardening of the work-
piece is prevented, being the cooling action localized to the insert, [15, Wang 2000].
Moreover, increase in the heat conductivity is reported at low temperatures, [16, Dhar
2001].
The cooling system schematically consists of evaporation, adiabatic and condensation
zones. By conduction, heat is extracted from the cutting zone and evaporate the fluid,
which is sent through an adiabatic delivery to the condensation unit to be re-liquefied,
[3, Shokrani 2013]. Excellent example describing promising results have been already
published in the nineties, [17, 15, Wang 1996, Wang 2000] and will be treated in the
Performance chapter, Chapter 4.

2.2.3 Pressure jet cooling
This is one of the most promising alternatives. The jet is highly controlled and delivered
where it is needed, cooling locally the rake, the flank or the bending chip. Cryogenic
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consumption is minimized and optimized for the required function: cooling the wanted
target, avoiding workpiece material alterations, [12, 3, 4, Yasa 2012, Shokrani 2013,
Deshpande 2018]. Nozzles can be externally added to the machining apparatus, thus
lowering the implementation effort of cryogenics. However, this could cause cooling
of unwanted areas promoting overhardening of the piece. A smarter implementation
to avoid this is combining the design of the tool with micro-nozzles that minimize the
cryogenic flow rate maximizing the cooling effect by precision toward the cooling targets
[2, Yildiz 2008]. Various researchers implemented integrated nozzles designs, including
chip breakers, cooling rake and/or flank faces, detailed presentation will be held in the
next chapter, Chapter 3.
Heat transfer properties are strictly dependent on the dynamics of the flow, which in
turns depend on the flow condition. Flow is localized when directed at the rake-chip
interface or at the bending chip. Flow is free when directed to the flank or impinging
on the insert, [1, Jawahir 2016].

Free flow and confined flow properties

Regarding LN2, a jet impinging on a surface (free flow) is characterized by the dense
jet core, the stagnation region at the contact with the surface and the wall jet region,
where it spreads radially and the speed becomes parallel to the surface. The formation
of a liquid wall jet region with vortices entertaining fluid strongly influence the heat
transfer properties of the jet. The length of the liquid like jet can last up to 10 diameters,
therefore the cooling target should be closer. At 40 diameters form the exit, 50% of
LN2 is gaseous, with astounding increase in volume (1 : 694) that has a good chip
evacuating effect, [1, Jawahir 2016]. In the article, several other sources are reported
regarding heat transfer capacity of jets. Along the centre of the cores lies the highest
heat extraction ability (up to 50kW/m2k) while in the wall region it reduces drastically(
≈ 1500W/m2K

)
.

Figure 2.2.2: Free flow and confined flow
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However, regarding the cutting process, the flow is generally confined in the crevice
between tool flank and workpiece, or tool rake and chip. Heat transfer mechanisms
are there governed by strong mixing momentum transfer. Heat transfer capacity is
influenced by geometry and by surface overheat temperature.

Heat transfer determination

Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) determination is really important for the determina-
tion of the cooling capabilities of the flux. However, it remains an issue to be addressed,
due to the high number of parameters that influence the problem. It is clear that bound-
ary vapour film is to be suppressed due to poor HTC properties, jet velocity, pressure
and orientation of the nozzle can help, forced convection boiling, should be achieved
for enhancing the HTC [1, Jawahir 2016].
The geometry of the crevice formed by tool-chip and tool-surface of the piece needs to
be considered, as the stagnation point of jets is not on a flat plate but at some depth of
the crevice. HTC should be calculated for this geometries (crevice like gap, nozzle di-
ameter and distance), for variable pressure and related jet speed (nozzle diameter link),
fluid quality. In general the HTC would be dependent on the surface temperature as
well, depending on heat generation zones during cutting.
Moreover, for jet speed much higher than workpiece or tool peripheral speed, the rela-
tive movement can be neglected. However, due to the opposite motion of jets and chip
or work surface, the ratio is in terms of 2vchip/surfvjet

, which has to be small in order to
model the sliding surfaces: back chip or workmaterial machined layer, as standing still.
Furthermore, when the gap between tool and chip/work surfaces reduces, evaporation
and high expansion rates would generate turbulence and slow down the average jet
speed. The fluid/vapour flow would then be dragged out of the crevice due to tool-
workpiece relative movement. At the author knowledge, the fluid-dynamic nature of
jet-material interaction have never been studied with this level of detail, however, HTC
values depending on surface overheat and cutting geometry can be found. Detailed
analysis will be given in Chapter 5, Modeling.

2.2.4 Hybrid Cooling

To exploit the benefits of multiple cooling strategies, one can achieve indirect and di-
rect jet cooling contemporarily. With this method, before the jets exit from the nozzle
toward the heat generation zones, it would pass in contact with the insert. This could
create in the bulk of the tool a heat sink capable of extracting heat more rapidly from
the skin in contact with the piece, added to the usual external action of jets promoting
interface cooling or work material surface enhanced properties. However, at the author
knowledge there are no example of this technique present in the literature.
Another example of Hybrid cooling technique would be the use of both the hot and cold
streams of a RHVT (Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube) cooled compressed air. The hot stream
targeting the shearing zone, the cold on passing through or on the tool so to keep it cold.
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Figure 2.2.3: Hybrid cooling strategies

2.3 Tribology and chip morphology
Tribology deals with the determination of contact properties derived by the interaction
of materials in relative motion. CoF (Coefficient of Friction), lubrication and wear are
some important concepts in tribology. This study area plays a role in determining fric-
tional components of the cutting forces in machining. Friction behaviour at rake and
flank depends on chip induced pressure, sliding velocity, material sliding couple, tem-
perature. Friction at flank, other than flank wear, promote heat build up, higher forces,
tensile residual stresses and possible phase transformation or metallurgical alteration
of the machined surface.

2.3.1 Cutting forces
Cutting forces represent macroscopic quantities, affected by several phenomena, often
addressed as the most important variables of a cutting process. They are used for pro-
cess stability analysis, tool wear evolution, power prediction. They depend on cutting
insert geometries, material pair, process parameters, chip characteristics, overhardening
of the workpiece by wrong cooling, alteration of CoF by lubro-coolants as a function of
speed, [12, Yasa 2012]. It is clear how carefully cutting forces should be analysed, and
comprehensible is the scatter in result obtained by researchers regarding their difference
between cooling strategies, therefore no general conclusion can be drawn, [18, Haron
2018]. [3, Shokrani 2013] and others, in their review, draw a complete comparison
on studies and findings on cutting forces underlying the incompatibility among results.
Various results of cutting forces comparison between lubro-coolant types, strategies and
implementation will be given in the cryogenic performance chapter, Chapter 4.
Generally cutting forces increase with feed (higher chip load) and decrease with speed
(reduced shearing deformation area) being the material unable to express his all ductil-
ity (brittleness induced by high strain rates) or, in contrary, being the material softer
because more ductile at higher temperature. BUE tendency increase forces by modify-
ing the sharpness of the tool and increasing the friction at flank, therefore both thrust
and feed forces can be influenced.
What is clear is that an indiscriminate cryogenic application in the cutting zone is
capable of overhardening the piece, thus motivating the results of overall higher cut-
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ting forces found in literature, [2, Yildiz 2008]. Even considering precise micro-nozzle
applications, hypotizing little penetration of cryogenic fluid in the tool-chip interface
and considering the lifting action due to liquid-gas expansion ratio, at low speed the
material just ahead the tool could have time for overharden. The shearing stresses will
grow thus determining higher forces. At high speed less time would be given to the
material to harden, whereas less time would be given to remove heat. The cutting zone
will be hotter and the material sheering almost unaffected, besides the tool could still
be relatively colder and the obtained forces could be lower, [4, Deshpande 2018].
Cutting forces are often used in experiments for the determination of the inserts wear
rate. By looking at the variation (raising) of cutting forces as the cut proceed the con-
sumption of the tool is guessed, [12, Yasa 2012]. In cryogenics, improved wear resistance
properties of tools coming from the controlled cutting zone temperature translates into
stabler cutting forces for longer cuts.

2.3.2 Coefficient of Friction
In principle, it is not easy to separate the cutting forces into shearing force, friction
at rake, friction at flank, bending of chip. So CoF estimated by overall cutting force
measurement can lead to misleading evaluations as the way to relate overall forces to
friction forces is purely geometrical. This includes, in the calculation of friction, other
effects such as shearing strength of the material. The very concept of a single friction
coefficient to represent a complex contact phenomena is also matter of discussion. An-
other method to determine the CoF could be by reconstructing the frictional behaviour
in laboratory, putting into sliding contact two surfaces under pressure. Devices that
tries to reproduce frictional behaviour of sliding pairs are called Tribometers.
It is however clear that for decades the adoption of lubricant as cutting fluids has
preserved the tool, lowering the CoF between chip and inserts. The effect of CCF
(Conventional Cutting Fluids) has proven to be effective at low speeds (relative be-
tween workpiece and tool), the fact explained by the formation of a lubricating film
in the tool-chip interface. Due to the very high pressures between rake and chip this
has been argued, in the same manner regarding the hypothesis of lubricating vapor-
ized film of cryogenic fluid in the interface, [2, 3, 7, Yildiz 2008, Shokrani 2013,Hong
2001d]. Adhesion takes place and any fluid in between the surfaces will be ejected. The
effectiveness of conventional lubro-coolant fluids are likely to be addressed to a partial
penetration of lubricating liquid, a reduction in tool chip contact length (especially for
high pressure cooling), heat removal maintaining the bulk tool colder, so harder and
less sticky, and finally a colder workpiece surface which induce lower ductility and more
definite tearing.
Cryogenic fluxes certainly help to avoid heat build up at high speed, especially for hard
to cut materials. On the other hand, the lubrication effect of cryogenic fluids is not
clear. For sure the lower temperature alter properties of materials and increase surface
hardness, [4, Deshpande 2018]. What is not clear is if the reduced friction depends on
the hardening, compactness, avoided thermal softening of tool only, or on some lubri-
cating mechanism of cryogenic flux infiltrating and expanding in micro-gaps between
tool and chip, or both the two mechanisms.
It has also been determined that tool properties are more relevant than material prop-
erties in describing frictional behaviour. Coatings designed for dry cutting may induce
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lubrication at high temperature and will result in failures or higher forces when applied
in cryogenics. On the other hand if cryogenic machining application is inaccurate it
would result to a simil-dry cut and the coating effect would be activated, [2, 12, 3,
Yildiz 2008, Yasa 2012, Shokrani 2013].
Misleading and conflicting effect in literature on CoF reduction/increase should be due
to process/cryogenic parameters interaction. In [7, Hong 2001d], by measuring cutting,
feed and thrust forces and consequent 3D decomposition, they obtained frictional coef-
ficients for various cutting speeds for dry and cryogenic (LN2) cutting with rake, flank
or both cooling nozzles activation. They found lower friction coefficient for rake cooling
and combined flank and rake cooling, despite cutting and thrust forces increase. They
also underlined metallurgical evidence of reduced friction by much thinner SDZ layer on
the chip (see following section). Reduced friction was attributed mostly to compactness
and decreased stickiness of the tool kept cold, added to the chip-breaker lifting action,
promoting lower contact length and increasing fluid penetration.
Some researchers performed tribological studies with pin-on-disk or pin on bar tech-
niques: a roller corresponding to the piece was pushed against a surface (tool) while
rotating, then several lubro-coolant environments where applied to study the variation
of the CoF. Some others related experimental tribological trials to FEM analysis for
better understanding the nature of heat exchange and friction stresses shared between
the sliding bodies, details will be given in the Modeling chapter, Chapter 5.
What becomes clear by these studies is that the CoF strongly depends on the shape of
the tool and on the way lubro-coolant is provided to the cutting zone. Some argued as
well that with tribometers, achievable pressure are much lower than real cutting pres-
sures. In some cases even the delivery of fluids does not resemble the cutting process,
easing their penetration into the interface of the bodies in relative motion.
Another factor which can influence the friction behaviour is that, for LN2 , the nitrogen
vapour isolate with inert environment the cutting zone, thus avoiding welding phenom-
ena and reaction with atmospheric Oxygen (excellent isolation for Magnesium alloys
cutting).
Material pairs also influence the CoF. For example, cutting Titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V,
[19, Courbon 2013] found that LN2 could not alter neither friction not adhesion. On
the other hand, during cutting of Inconel they noted that CoF was reduced as well as
adhesion.

2.3.3 Chip morphology
Produced chips during machining are more than scraps. Chip morphology and metal-
lurgy analysis can explain tool wear modes, removal process dynamics and performance.
Chip morphology include analysis on the shape, thickness, continuity, fragmentation,
saw teeth presence, metallurgy (grain size and orientation), colour of obtained chips.
By looking at those features one can extract process variables that are impossible to be
noted during the process because of limited visibility. Generally ductile material pro-
duce continuous chips, whereas brittle ones produce discontinuous chips. Chip thickness
increases with feed and reduces with speed at equal feed because of reduced shearing
area.
With respect to dry or CCF cutting, cryogenic machining produces thinner chips.
Colder chip will translate in a decreased deformed chip thickness, and consequent in-
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crease in the shearing angle, [18, Haron 2018]. Consistent results have been presented
by [20, Dhananchezian 2010] and colleagues. Chip thickness and shearing angles were
reduced for all cutting parameters combinations, details in Chapter 4. Higher shearing
angles allow for lower shearing stress limits. By the way, this effect is often negatively
balanced by overhardening of the workpiece, thus an increment in forces can be seen.
Reduced chip thickness could release some pressure on tool rake face, thus reducing rake
wear. Finally by looking at the side of the chip that scratched with the rake face of the
tool, thicker secondary deformation bands are index of higher friction and associated
wear rates of tools, [18, Haron 2018].
The secondary deformation zone induce recristallyzation in the lower layer of the chip,
generating a long tail with longitudinally oriented grains, whereas in the upper part,
grains are transverse in the shearing direction. The long tail reduce chip breakability.
Cryogenic machining help in decreasing adhesion, welding and therefore recrystalliza-
tion phenomena. Lower thickness of SDZ was found for cryo-turning of Ti-6Al-4V.
This was taken as a proof of reduced friction coefficient between rake and chip, [7,
Hong 2001d].
Excellent images where obtained through SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) and
EBSD (Electron Back Scatter Diffraction) by [21, Courbon 2013a] and colleagues. It
shows how temperature build up due to deformation can cause recrystallization in both
primary and secondary zones. Careful analysis of chip metallurgical features can give
evidence of material deformation history, which in turns could help in understanding
differences between cooling strategies.

Figure 2.3.1: Chip morphology and metallurgy characteristics for AISI 1045, obtained with SEM
and Electron Back Scattering Diffraction, EBSD, [21, Courbon 2013a]

Shear banding

Shear bands formation represents still a research topic, its motivations deepening in material
science. Since shear banding is not the main topic of this work, we will report what is needed
with the help of one of the most complete reviews on the topic.
Shear banding, shear localization, shear band deformation are all same names regarding
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the tendency of a material to yield along preferential, narrow, well defined paths. We
know that the main deformation mode of materials is shearing: even in tensile tests,
metals finally yield with inclined surfaces, evidence of catastrophic shearing. In shear
banding, shear deformation begin to localize in narrow bands. Going on with the strain,
the bands progressively define and carry the deformation of the material, which outside
the band remain almost undeformed.
[22, Xu 2008] et al. organized the work of many other researchers. They listed the main
characteristics of shear banding:

• Shear band formation start at a critical strain, in turns depending on the strain
rate: εcr = f (ε̇cr) ;

• It is a progressive process during which shear deformation become gradually lo-
calized;

• High strains can be achieved quasistatically avoiding shear bands, therefore strain
rate has a great importance in shear banding. High deformation rates and low
thermal conductivity cause inelastic heat generated to promote thermal softening
and consequent shear localization;

• Temperature in the shear band could reach 440÷550◦C, enough for Ti3X small
particles to form, particles likely to be sheared by dislocations;

• Materials prone to SB (shear banding) exhibit low specific heat/conductivity,
high thermal softening and low strain hardening (which logically will restrain
shear localization);

Figure 2.3.2: Shear bands in Interstitial Free Steel (left, [22, Xu 2008]) and Ti6Al4V shear banding
at b) 30m/min, c) 300m/min, f), g) superior face of the chip, [23, Ye 2013]
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• High temperature and strains levels reached in shear bands promote recrystal-
lization. Dynamic recrystallization (DRX) is originated by the reorganization of
dislocations in cells, forming new boundaries and equiaxed grains

• Deformation mechanisms of small, nanometer, grains is different from normal
metal matrix grains, dislocations generate at GBs and annihilate at the opposite
side promoting grain rotation;

• Coalescence and growth of microvoids and microcraks in the shear band lead to
ductile fracture inside the band while it is still hot;

• Shear banding spacing is described well by a Weibull distribution, dependent on
strain.

Studying shear bands is, as expected, not trivial. It is difficult to obtain them in a
controllable way, extremely complicate to look at their evolution, they are hard to be
seen clearly due to the nanometer size and the evolution of phase transformation that
can hinder their deformation history. [24, Cotterell 2008] and colleagues analysed the
evolution of shear bands in orthogonal cutting of Ti6Al4V as a function of feed and
speed. With a sophisticate microscope and strobed copper-vapour laser illumination
system they captured at 24000frames/s the evolution of shear bands. Then with the
aid of analytical formulas approximating strain in the shear bands they described their
geometry at the variation of cutting parameters. Interesting to note that the shear
band frequency increases with speed and reduces with feed. [25, Molinari 2013] and
coworkers undergo an exhaustive analysis on shear band evolution for Ti6Al4V as a
function of cutting parameters.
Serrated chip morphology is characterized by segment heights (peak to valley h and peak
to bottom H) and pitch (distance between two peaks p). Serration degree and pitch
frequency are also recurrent quantities, being respectively expressed as χs = h

H , fs =
V ·f

p(H−h/2) , being V,f speed and feed (uncut chip thickness).

Figure 2.3.3: Segmented Chip Morphology

[26, Krishnamurthy 2017] studied deeply the chip morphology during Dry and Cryo-
genic bathed Ti-6Al-4V with PCD. The segmented chip formation was described by
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points: i) the tool generate a concave crack in the material, ii) crack initiation along
the shear plane, iii) stable propagation of the crack along the localized shear band, iv)
unstable crack propagation till the workpiece surface or slightly below.

Figure 2.3.4: [26, Krishnamurthy 2017], chip formation procedure in Ti-6Al-4V

Whether or not shear bands are modeled with cracks or material softening, obtain-
ing this particular material behaviour in cutting simulations require considerable effort.
Shear bands are neatly obtained in orthogonal cutting models, but reconstructing the
stress state of the material is difficult due to the interaction of other phenomena, like
friction. Therefore, material models needs to be developed extrapolating data coming
from other kind of test (in which material behaviour is simpler to be described) like
Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar, SHPB. This introduces material models which are theo-
retical forecasts of material behaviour, based on experimental evaluations or dislocation
behaviour (the more sophisticated and difficult to implement). Exhaustive details will
be presented in the Modeling chapter, Chapter 5.

2.4 Productivity
During machining of difficult to cut materials, such as the high strength alloys cited
above, the build up of high temperatures, promote intense wear rates on tools. Dry
cutting exhibit generally the highest wear rate. MQL become ineffective in removing
heat from the cutting zone. Cryogenic coolants or high pressure flood cooling help in a
significant reduction of heat and could preserve the cutting inserts for longer time.
A longer lasting tool means lower MT stops, lower number of insert used, continuous
production, machine stand by energy spread over longer cutting period meaning less
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energy for unit volume material removed. The result of a longer life tool translates in
higher productivity at lower cost, both considering energy and time, which translates
in higher flexibility.

2.4.1 Tool wear, wear rate, life and failures
The majority of researchers found cryogenic fluids (LN2, LCO2, Chilled Air) to pro-
longue the wear resistance of tools in comparison with dry cutting, [18, Haron 2018].
More variability is found considering the comparison with other lubro-cooling tech-
niques such as Flood or MQL. It is clear that the life benefits depend on the particular
insert-workpiece couple. A lot of studies describe the improvements with cryogenic
fluids as cutting speed dependent. Cryogenics will be therefore meaningful for high
performance cutting, high speed cutting of hard to cut materials, so where it is really
necessary to remove heat from the cutting zone.
Mechanisms responsible for tool life enhancement under cryogenic conditions regard de-
creased wear rates due to higher hardness, compactness, strength. Reduced softening,
stickiness, chemical activity, diffusion wear process, adhesion and welding phenomena,
BUE formation. Another important aspect concerning specifically LN2 strategies is the
inert environment generation, which exacerbate oxidation and corrosion phenomena.
Tool wear analysis has been performed by monitoring cutting forces or by stopping the
cutting process to look at the insert with a microscope, [18, Haron 2018]. When the
tool flank and rake worns out, surface friction increase and chip flow is more difficult,
therefore forces are higher. Force monitoring allow for continuous cutting without in-
terruptions. Interrupted cutting could cause additional thermal cycling in the cutters,
so each stop a new tool should be used. This is more demanding from an experimental
point of view because of number of inserts needed, but wear determination is more
precise.
Until now, few studies tried to describe and determine the optimal cooling capacity of
cryogenic flux to the cutting zone as a function of cutting parameters, material prop-
erties, cryogenic fluid properties. In literature, conflicting results have pointed out the
necessity of further investigation in the topic. Some researchers found better results
with indirect cooling than applying direct jets, and attributed the fact to overhardening
of the workpiece in the second configuration. From a material point of view, a lack of
studies investigate the effect of cryogenics with expensive and modern ceramic or PCD
tools. The great portion of studies concentrate on Carbides, for economics and ability
to retain toughness at low temperature. Lack on comparisons with cheap tools & Cryo-
genics versus more expensive high performance inserts and conventional lubro-cooling
strategies is also found, [3, Shokrani 2013].
In the Performance chapter, Chapter 4, tool life and wear characteristics of inserts
related to cryogenic machining will be presented.

2.4.2 Product quality and performances
[1, Jawahir 2016] suggest that among all possible benefits coming from the application
of cryogenics in machining, one of the most relevant is the enhancement of surface
properties. With respect to dry conditions, deterioration of the tool (tool wear rate)
was decreased for the majority of performed tests in the literature, resulting in better
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surface finishing for longer cutting time. This proved to be wrong for large grained
workpieces overhardened by the coolant. Researchers pointed out as well the reduction
in chemical activity of piece and tool. Cryogenics can induce beneficial phase transfor-
mation, promote severe plastic deformation layers (SPD), high dislocation density and
grain refinement, enhanced microhardness. Furthermore, it has been showed how the
effect of low temperatures on the machined surface can induce improved compressive
residual stresses, heightening fatigue life, stress corrosion resistance and pitting corro-
sion resistance. Performance characteristics include surface oxidation resistance and
chemical reactivity, surface polarization and biological parameters such as cell attach-
ment and proliferation.
As already mentioned, we will not directly focus on surface integrity-quality analysis. How-
ever, its analysis is not separate from the subject we are dealing with: comparing different
lubro-cooling strategies, surface integrity must be considered, and we will do it, where it will
be important to point out, in brief. Moreover, a lack on studies about surface integrity has
been observed in the literature, expecially in accordance with normatives and legislation in the
aerospace field. Study and Analysis in this field will help in allowing cryogenic machining
applications in high performance fields, where it offers the more benefits.

Topology: Geometric and Natural Finish

In the cutting process, parameters like feed, depths, tool radius and edge angles, define
the geometric finish. The natural finish, obtained by fact, in the machined surface is
different. What causes the difference are vibrations, tool wear, BUE, chemical activity,
effectiveness of lubro-coolant fluxes etc. Dimensional deviation is the difference between
the designed final dimension and the achieved one. It depends mostly on workpiece
strength, MT stiffness, flank wear, dimensional stability of tool assembly and workpiece.
BUE and material ductility can also affect the natural finish by material deposition and
burr formation. Lower feed and higher speed decrease surface roughness by reducing
geometric finish as well as the plasticity of ductile metals.
The benefits of cryogenic machining can be noted observing a better natural finish. It
has been pointed out that one of the major factor responsible for that is the decreased
tool wear, promoted by the higher resistance of cutting edge materials at lower cutting
temperature (higer hardness, dimensional stability, wear resistance, reduced thermal
softening, stickiness and adhesion), [2, Yildiz 2008]. Cryogenics can also avoid BUE
deposition on tools, therefore reducing forces and increasing surface quality, [27, Kane
2016]. On the other side, the low temperature can reduce the ductility of work materials.
Thus the removed material can exhibit uneven tearing and the surface characteristics
can worsen. Cryogenic temperatures also poses problems regarding the dimensional
stability of MT organs and workpiece.
[28, Isakson 2018] and his team tried to get rid of the difference in tool flank wear so to
understand whereas cryogenic fluxes had an influence on surface quality which was not
directly dependent on reduction in tool wear. Using preworn inserts they found that
both surface roughness and residual stresses improved, with respect to flood cooling
(6bar) even if cutting forces were found slightly increased.
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Surface Metallurgy

Conventional machining is characterized by high temperature generation in the tertiary
deformation zone. This can cause several metallurgical alteration on the machined sur-
face. Depending on the heat affected zone size, alloy depletion, carbide coarsening and
decarburization, phase transformation can occur. This phenomena changes skin prop-
erties in the workpiece that can lead to decreased performances in field.
Cryogenic machining help in reducing surface temperature, reducing flank friction, keep-
ing it sharp for longer. This obstacle temperature rise, lowering the possibility of
thermal alteration in the material. Furthermore, cryogenic machining promotes grain
refinement (high dislocation density and dynamic recrystallization) and could induce
beneficial phase transformation, such as lowering RA content in steels promoting hard
martensite phases. The insulating nature of Nitrogen or CO2 could help in avoiding
interaction and reactivity with the environment.

Surface Mechanics

Cryogenic temperatures enhance hardness and micro-hardness of workpiece surface.
Also the depth of the hardened affected layer is found to be higher [29, Nimel 2019]. It
is proven how high temperature lead to tensile stresses while low temperatures promote
residual compressive stress states. Conventional machining of hard to cut materials
exhibit high tool wear rates, consequent force rise and heat build up at flank. Tensile
residual stresses are detrimental for fatigue life and corrosion resistance performances
in service. Cryogenics offers to be a valid machining approach to improve service
performances of machined pieces.

Chemistry

Corrosion resistance in stainless steels can be deteriorated due to the high temperatures
reached during cutting. Cryogenic machining could help in reducing the maximum
temperature, preserving Chromium content in the metal matrix. Further thermal cycles
to restore corrosion resistance could be avoided, [30, Bertolini 2019a].

2.5 Economics and ecologics
One of the most important aspects, often underlined, for cryogenic machining stands in
its need to be of superior economic and ecologic with respect to conventional machining.
By prolonging tool life, cryogenic fluids allow for more performant machining, less time
consuming, high quality producing, which turns out in less energy demanding processes.
On the other side, looking at CCF substitution, cryogenic fluxes limit or totally elimi-
nate disposal issues, cleaning workpiece and chip, filtration of lubro-coolants, existence
of CCF recirculation systems (pumps etc.). Regarding Health Hazards, cryogenic fluids
also eliminate the threat of CCF in polluting the environment if non correctly disposed,
and partly eliminates human health danger produced by mists.
It is to be underlined that the economical benefits of cryogenics over conventional
strategies must be analysed considering both productivity and cutting fluid consump-
tion and treatments, concerning energy and time consumed. It becomes evident that
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the benefits of cryogenic fluxes is as high as their use is smart, optimizing flow rates
to maximize their effect, being their production on of their principal cost, [31, Supekar
2020]. Determining the correct amount of cryogenic flux is again addressed as one of
the primary issues to be further investigated. Economics of cryogenic machining is for
sure affected by the initial investment cost for the MT adaptation and the price of
non-reusable cryogenic fluxes, [12, Yasa 2012].
Many researchers found cryogenic machining to be performant at high speeds compared
to CFL or MQL techniques. [4, Deshpande 2018] and others underline how, economi-
cally, cryogenics is the cheapest option at high speed, and should be implemented with
the perspective of improving productivity, [32, Strano 2013].
[33, Pusavec 2011] and teammates developed a life cycle assessment of conventional
machining versus cryogenic LN2 assisted turning of Inconel 718. They deeply analyse
the effect of CFL production costs and impacts, health related issues, machining costs
(initial costs, depreciation, maintenance, labour), waste associated costs and production
costs. It turned out that cryogenic machining is economic at higher cutting speed, but
lower cutting speed for economics of conventional machining are not optimal, therefore
cryogenic is to be used where higher production rates are achievable.
The key factor for cryogenic machining performance is tool life improvement. It leads to
lower tooling costs, downtime and machining cost spread over parts. Therefore improv-
ing tool life is seen as the major factor influencing cryogenics economics. Absence of
post cleaning and swarf treatments are also influencing. These pros balance the draw-
backs of higher initial costs, labour and maintenance costs and LN2 energy production
costs.
Regarding Sustainability of Cryogenic machining with respect to high pressure emulsion
cooling, the author strongly suggest the reading of a previous project-work, developed
with a thesis mate and the aid of MUSP lab. The document will be available in the
additional information.

2.5.1 Cutting fluids consumption and impact
Many companies are not enough aware of the cost proportion that CCFs have in the
manufacturing process [5, Pusavec 2009]. Cryogenic Machining emphasise those cost
to highlight the benecial effects of its implementation. The effective cost and impact
of CCF in manufacturing processes in terms of maintenance, cleaning of chips, part,
machine and disposal, pollution and health hazard is high. [2, 5, Yildiz 2008, Pusavec
2009] and others pointed out, looking at the astounding and threatening consumption
of CCF in the machining sector, that is necessary to adopt environmentally acceptable
coolants. The global lubricant consumption for the machining sector is estimated to
reach the 2000000tons in 2022. Large portion of machining lubricants are mineral
based and provide lubrication, heat extraction, tool-workpiece and MT protection from
corrosion, removing also metal particles, prolonging tool life and allowing for higher
cutting speed and surface quality. However their effectiveness in performing this actions
lowers with increasing cutting speed, [34, Benedicto 2017].
Purchase, workpiece and chip cleaning, water consumption (for cleaning and fluids
content), energy, replacement, storage, supply and maintenance, filtration and disposal
cost affect cutting fluids. Additional costs come from realization of safe and healthy
environments for workers, [34, 5, Benedicto 2017, Pusavec 2009].
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CCFs

Conventional Cutting Fluids are straight/neat oils (mineral, animal or vegetable, poor
cooling capacity but excellent lubrication, effective at low cutting speed) or water sol-
uble (increased cooling effectiveness). Water soluble CCFs are emulsions (Oil content
> 40%), semisynthetic fluids (< 40%) or synthetic (only cooling capacity, Oil free).
CFLs are generally applied as floods and need: pumping, circulation, filtering, recover-
ing, storage systems. Moreover, they require to be re-added of components that may be
consumed in the process. They can be also provided in mists, pressurized toward the
cutting zone. The carcinogenic nature of those mists has been underlined by various re-
searchers, [34, Benedicto 2017]. They represent a threat for environment due to disposal
energy, water and detergent demands and disposal in their turn. The threat of ecosys-
tems pollution becomes reality if indiscriminately released in the environment. Several
techniques develop different solution to limit or avoid the usage of CFLs. Among this
Dry, MQL, Vegetable Oils, Cryogenic, Solid lubricants, Nanofluids are studied. We will
report in brief the excellent work of [34, Benedicto 2017] and colleagues.
Problems linked to CFLs disposal concerns Oil-Water separation, debris separation.
During usage microbial growth and additives depletion, fluid drag out in chip and
material cavities and consequent cleaning, atomization and evaporation of oil due to
impacts and high temperature generating hazardous mists.

Dry

Dry machining tries to avoid completely the usage of cutting fluids and related issues
by exploiting superior high temperature strength, hardness, lubrication, thermal fa-
tigue and corrosion/chemical resistance of engineered coatings. Disadvantages of this
technique are in the heat affection of both tool and workpiece generating welding and
adhesion phenomena added to poor machined surface properties. Dry machining could
provide longer tool life in intermittent cutting processes due to less thermal shocks with
respect to other more aggressive cooling strategies.
This strategy eliminates all consumption and pollution threats related to CCFs. The
only drawback is the lower productivity performance achieved. High consumption of
tools with higher energy history must also be considered.

MQL

To reduce the amount of CFLs used, a mist made by droplets of Oil and pressurized
air is fed to the cutting zone. It combines the chilling effect of air with the lubrication
effect of oil with a precise application of flux so to optimize fluid consumption.
Economic advantages of this technique come from the lower fluid consumption, absence
of chip and piece cleaning due to the almost total absorption of oil in the process.
Also recirculating system and maintenance are avoided. Anyway those oil have to go
somewhere, therefore fumes extraction and caged environments is compulsory, given
the carcinogenic nature of oil mists.
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Solid Lubrication

The lubrication effect of Graphite, Molibdenum Disulphide or Titanium Disulphide is
addressed to the layered atomic structure with weak Wan Der Waals bonds in between
layers. They provide stable lubrication at high temperature and pressure and have
excellent thermal conductivity properties. Application in the cutting zone is however
difficult due to the solid nature.

Gaseous lubricants

Generally air or chilled air is used. Due to his poor lubricating capacity it can be
added by oil mists. Alternatively, gaseous Nitrogen can be used, loosing the latent heat
thermal extraction capacity but preserving the cooling action.

Sustainable Fluids

Biodegradable vegetable or synthetic oils have been produced to replace petroleum
derivated oils. They have low cooling effect and oxidation protection but excellent
lubricity and low volatility. However, their cost, almost double than conventional oils,
is a limit on the diffusion. Finally, their ecologic superiority is achieved only if smart
consumption is adopted, [35, Clarens 2008].

Nanofluids

Nanofluids exploit the synergy of solid lubricant nanoparticles and compressed fluids
or gases so to increase penetration in the cutting region. They promote thermal con-
ductivity and lubrication. A drawback is increased viscosity in the cutting fluid and
difficulties in maintaining homogeneous dispersion of particles in the fluid.
The high cost is one of the major drawback limiting the diffusion of this method. More-
over, studies have to go deeper in understanding where this microparticles would go
during the cutting process and their threat for human and environment.
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Chapter 3

Application of Cryogenics

Cryogenic cooling strategies have been extensively adopted in turning operations. The
fixed nature of tool and holder allowed for easy conversion of conventional lathes into
cryogenic machines. Cryogenic fluxes have been directly applied through nozzles. In
other cases more complex apparatus have been adopted, delivering the cryogenic flux
through the holder and/or through small holes in the insert itself or using a properly
shaped chip breaker and insert holder. Less immediate is the integration of the cooling
flux trough the spindle of a milling machine [2, 3, Yildiz 2008, Shokrani 2013]. There-
fore, many researches opted for external nozzles. In a milling machine, the interrupted
nature of cutting, lead at first to problems of sudden and brittle failure of inserts, prob-
ably due to thermal shocks (heating during engagement and freezing in idle phase).
This problem could have been enhanced by the use of external nozzles which allow for
low precision in targeting the heat generating zones, cooling too much the WP and the
inserts, but unable to reach the rake and flank face during cutting. Other researchers
made use of internal nozzles, carved into the spindle and holders, exiting directly at
inserts. This allowed for high control of cooling media.
[3, Shokrani 2013] and others observed a lack of application of cryogenic machining
in industrial environments. They pointed out how cryogenic application has been re-
stricted to turning operation with LN2 only. The consumption of LN2 is another issue
that requires precise flow tailoring. Exact targeting by cryo-nozzles must be achieved.
Orientating studies on more widespread materials instead of exotic alloys and toward
milling and drilling operations could attract the interest on this performant and possibly
environmentally friendly technology.

3.1 Tool design

3.1.1 Turning and Milling angles

It is important to introduce the way to describe insert orientation in turning and milling.
An insert in space is characterized by three rotation axis, therefore three angles can
describe its position relative to the workpiece. Added to this rotations, there are other
angles that refer to the original geometry of the insert. To compute interaction angles
with the workpiece the insert shape has to be considered.
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Figure 3.1.1: Angles in turning

Figure 3.1.2: Angles in Milling with indexable mills
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3.1.2 Cryogenic Tool design

With respect to the tool, inserts have started to be designed specifically for cryogenic
applications, an aspect which have never been given the correct attention. In turning,
tool life achievements with cryogenic machining have reached levels that researchers are
hardly capable of reproducing in Milling. This is to be linked to the complex interrupted
nature of the process, the delivery difficulties and tool design variations. Turning tools
are very bulky. Flank angles can be small as the roundness of the workpiece can com-
pensate, avoiding the flank face to rub the workpiece surface. In Milling, higher flank
angles are needed. Especially for solid mills, the reduced space and tolerances push in
designing light geometries with sharper angles. Regarding this aspect, is important to
point out some recent findings.
It has been made hypothesis (consequently to experimental findings at MUSP lab,
Piacenza, Politecnico Milano) on how large positive rake angles are detrimental for
cryogenic milling: it means we need to strengthen the tool. This can be due to exces-
sive overhardening of WP, leading to higher forces. Another explanation possible is the
excessive cooling of the tool, raising its hardness but lowering too much its toughness.
Another important aspect underlined by failures in experimental trials is the mechan-
ical load experienced by inserts as a combination of insert shape and milling strategy
adopted. Square shoulder inserts with small or null recline angles in wall milling are
subjected to intense hammering action when approaching the cut. The whole insert
edge is engaged at one time, the engagement is sudden and not gradual. Moreover the
square shoulder concentrate the chip load on a small bulcky rake area. This rapid and
cyclic mechanical load could be the explanation of the poor results obtained with square
shoulder mills, expecially with cryogenic cooling ([36, Tapoglou 2017]), as the workpiece
can be overhanded, the tool slightly embrittled, the thermal cycles could be enhanced
or a little reduced ([37, Augspurger 2019]) and little lubrication and damping action
can be obtained from the cryogenic fluid, whereas it is offered by emulsion.[38, Fernan-
dez 2019] and teammates, comparing cryo CO2 and emulsion cooled cutting of Inconel
718, Gamma Ti-Al and EA1N grade Steel adopted 45◦ shoulder angled mills instead
of 90◦ and obtained fair results. [39, 40, Sadik 2016-2017] adopted round shaped high
feed inserts that would provide a gradual engagement while approaching the workpiece:
they obtained excellent results with LCO2 cooling.

Figure 3.1.3: Shoulder angle variation in Milling
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In drilling is difficult to reach the cutting zone. Limitation of the external nozzle
approach is pointed out as it decrease the reachability of nasty features. An internal
nozzle system is fundamental. This pose the challenge of making small holes into HSS
or Carbide drills, generally by EDM.

3.2 Cutting parameters and approach
Cutting speed and feed will be given much attention in the next chapter, Chapter 4.
Here we consider the process design, which is linked to the geometry of the part we
want to achieve, governing the choice of depth of cut and percentage engagement of the
mill in Milling.

3.2.1 Natural process parameters
Turning

The depth of cut is generally governed by practical issues such as layers to be removed
or stability of the process (Stability Lobes Diagrams). Increasing depth in turning with
the same feed increase the edge portion under load. Decreasing the feed while increasing
depth raise the mechanical loading of the insert edge, which is the weakest part of it.
Low depth and high feed, on the contrary, generates localized thermal and mechanical
load on the insert, which is difficult to be reached by the coolant.
The author believes handy to refer to a new process variable we called Chip Ratio, CR:

CR = depthof cut [mm]
feed [mm/revrmm/tooth] [−]

Figure 3.2.1: Angles in Milling with indexable mills

The belief is that there is an optimal Chip ratio that allows for good reachability of
the heat affected zone by the coolant and fair sharing of mechanical load on the edge,
not being localized in one spot and not concentrated on the outer brim of the weak
edge. The optimal CR for longer tool life depend on the characteristics of the cutting
fluid. Emulsion has confirmed higher bulk cooling capacity, [41, Pusavec 2019], LN2
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has not because it tends to evaporate suddenly in contact with hot surfaces. LCO2 has
higher bulk cooling capacity, [42, Kirsch 2018]. Bulky Chip Ratios can be effectively
cooled with emulsion but are detrimental for Liquid Nitrogen. On the other side, huge
CR means it is difficult for a fluid to spread on a so large area, if its delivery is highly
localized.
This reasoning is a mere consequence of logic and reason, we will deepen into it, with
examples that confirm or debate it in Chapter 4. Moreover, the Chip Ratio is a useful
criteria considering alternatives at the same MRR, so with the same Chip Section area,
CS (at constant cutting speed):

CS = depthof cut [mm] · feed [mm/revrmm/tooth]
[
mm2

]
Milling

For what concerns milling operations, the depth of cut is governed by the same reason-
ing of turning. Depth of cut and feed can be regulate so to vary the Chip Ratio and
ease or not the reachability of the cutting edge by the cutting fluid, optimizing the load
on the cutting edge. However, the feed varies along the cutting arc so that, depending
on the chosen engagement, we can regulate only the average CR along the arc. When
the tool leaves the workpiece the feed would be very low (down milling). The shoulder
angle can regulate the CR for shoulder milling operations, by regulating the contact
area size between tool and chip. The recline angle and variable shoulder angle could
ease the approach of the cutting edge with the material.
The chosen engagement is often due to workpiece final geometry, process stability or
tool producer specifications. However, for roughing operations it can often been op-
timized. Few studies have concentrated on thermal and mechanical cycling of Milling
inserts as a function of mill engagement. It has been found that thermal cycles in dry
cutting are characterized by higher maximum, average temperature and amplitudes
of thermal oscillations, raising the engagement from wall milling toward slot milling
([43, 44, Jiang 2013, Karaguzel 2016], see Chapter 5). However, a lower engagement
produce lower MRR and consequent increase in the number of needed passes.

Figure 3.2.2: Milling engagement, Up and Down milling strategies
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The milling strategy can influence the thermal and mechanical load felt by the
insert. Regarding thermal cycles, in dry cutting, thermal loading is steeper for up
milling, while it is more gradual for down milling ([45, Sato 2011], Chapter 5). On the
contrary, up milling generates smoother mechanical loads, due to the gradual increase of
chip thickness from zero, while down milling generates impacts when the cut is engaged.

In what way this would help for cryogenic machining? We don’t want to increase the thermal
cycling on the inserts, therefore accurate analysis of engagement and strategies must be done.
In the particular case of Ti6Al4V, up milling is not recommended as the alloy as a strong
tendency to refuse the cut, due to its strength and low elastic modulus. On the other hand,
it is needed more research aiming at the understanding of the variation of thermal cycles on
insert due to cryogenic actions in relation with the engagement.

3.2.2 Cryogenic parameters
Cryogenic Flow Rate and Pressure

Average values for cryogenic flow rates can be found in literature, but not all studies are
correlated with the necessary information regarding flow rates. For LN2, [46, Madhukar
2016] and colleagues report 0.5÷ 3.5Kg/min at a pressure ranging in between 1.4÷
24bar, and the most common combination to be 1kg/min at around 7.5÷ 15bar. No
relation with materials and nozzle apparatus was given. Slightly higher values were
applied in milling (4.5kg/min). For LCO2 even scarcer information are found. [47,
Venugopal 2007a] and colleagues justify qualitatively the applied flow rate of Nitrogen
by achieving stable flow and avoiding OH of the workpiece. However, after seeing the
reduced effectiveness of cryogenic at higher cutting speed for turning Ti-6Al-4V, they
stated that low cooling capacity or little penetration of cryo in the cutting region was
imputable. Therefore cryogenic flow rate must be adapted in parallel with other process
parameters during cutting. More detailed information regarding flow rates can be found
in the following chapter, Chapter 4, where cryogenic machining trials for Ti6Al4V would
be carefully analysed.
In general, fluid-dynamic flow properties such as pressure and flow rate are fundamental
parameters that characterize cryogenic machining. The absence of indications of that
nature in an experimental trial are not only a tremendous lack, but a complete mis-
definition of prerequisites, which turns the whole study shaky from the beginning. The
cryogenic flow pressure determines the entity of the jet speed while approaching the
target. The jet speed is a measure of the capacity in breaking the vapour bubbles
formed in the contact with the hot target. This is for sure influenced by the nozzle size,
but in general each nozzle design fixes the spot diameters to similar values. The flow
rate primarily influences the fluid consumption which has a great importance regarding
the sustainability of the cryogenic alternative.

Cryogenic fluid quality

Regarding Liquid Nitrogen, since the article of [48, Pusavec 2016] and colleagues, mea-
suring the flow quality at the nozzle has become crucial. When applying cryogenic
machining, it is necessary to prefer having full fluid title at the exit of the final nozzle
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as its conductivity is much higher than the vapour phase and we could exploit the latent
heat of vaporization. In fact, gas layers are considered of insulating nature.

Nitrogen Phase Properties

T − [°C] ρ−
[
kg/m3

]
cp− [kJ/kg◦K] µ− [Pa · s] λ− [W/m◦K]

LN2 −196◦C 803.6 2.046 1.463 ·10−4 0.132
GN2 −196 °C 4.979 1.351 0.05331 ·10−4 0.0077

Figure 3.2.3: Properties of Liquid and Gaseous Nitrogen, [48, Pusavec 2016]

The nature of the fluid state at the exit of the nozzle can be understood by the
continuity of the flow. Unstable flow is characterized by intermittent portion of gas
phase in the delivery tubes. The design of the delivery line in relation with the delivery
pressure is fundamental to avoid unnecessary losses and stable liquid flow.
For LCO2 there are less problems related to evaporation but increased danger due to
high pressure fluids. There are few studies concerning the LCO2 phases in relation with
the properties of the jet such as vicinity of the nozzles or over pressurization.

3.3 Cryogenic systems

3.3.1 Cryogenic production units
Liquid Nitrogen is generally purchased and delivered with Dewars, vacuum insulated
stainless steel tanks containing up to 500kg of fluid, kept at a constant pressure thanks
to a valve that releases the evaporated fraction in the ambient air. The full content of
the Dewar, due to heat leaks of the tank, can evaporate in 3 days and it is therefore to
be used instantly.
The most widespread production route for obtaining LN2 is from air liquefaction, in
a process called Cryogenic Distillation. From the process, high purity medical liquid
oxygen can also be obtained. Other processes make use of selective membranes to
isolate nitrogen before liquefaction. Production units for LN2 can be purchased with
maintenance contracts from the cryogenic supplier, for more information we suggest to
look at a previous Author’s work available in the additional information.
Liquid Carbon Dioxide is purchased in pressurized bottles, also grouped in pallets as
the single bottle can hardly contain more than 50kg. This also raises the importance
of a smart and low consumption of cryogen. Generally, high purity CO2 is available
at high pressure in the liquid state for the food and beverage industries. However,
its cost is in most of the cases prohibitive for machining operations with the actual
flow rates (> 1€/kg). There is, in general, lack of studies indicating its purchase and
application cost. Several alternatives are available for LCO2 production. As a natural
component of crude Oil wells, where it occupies the top layer, CO2 can be kept rather
than released into the environment when extracting the Oil. CO2 is a by product of
many chemical routes, for example during Ammonia production, Hydrogen refinement
and Bio-Ethanol production. Another interesting alternative is represented by CO2
capture, however being still a research topic.
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Chilled air is in general obtained with Ranque-Hilsch Vortex Tubes, starting from pres-
surized air. For temperatures lower than −50◦C vapour compression cycles can be
used. For very low air temperatures, coils where air flows are set into cryogenic LN2
dewars. The lower the temperature, obviously, the higher the cost for the refrigerating
systems. The interesting aspect of RHVT is the need of compressed air only as an input
(generally available in shop floor) and the output of both a hot and a cold stream. The
hot stream could be oriented toward the back of the chip so to soften the material, while
the cold stream toward (or inside) the tool so to cool it down. However, to the author
knowledge, no study has been presented considering this. Probably the temperatures
are too low and the HTC of air to small to influence the materials behaviour at the
rate (cutting speed versus heat transfer speed) of the chip removal process.

3.3.2 Cryogenic delivering system and issues
For delivering the cryogenic LN2 flux toward the cutting zone, and keeping it in the
liquid state, vacuum jacket tubes have often been adopted. They are characterized by
an inner flow of high pressure liquid nitrogen, an outer flow of low pressure evaporated
LN2 (coming from gas separators, later described), an insulating vacuum tube and
reflecting materials outside, [46, Madhukar 2016]. Avoiding any heat penetration in
the tubes is fundamental to avoid vaporization, consequent gas separation and energy
wasting due to vain production of liquid LN2 which then vaporizes.
Problems are underlined for the achievement of very low flow rates, [8, Hong 2001b].
Of great importance is the delivery line design and the delivery pressure. Cavitation
is seen as one of the most important phenomena (more than heat leaks) regulating
the evaporation of LN2, in presence of valves and bends of the tubing system, [49,
Tahmasebi 2019].
Another important aspect of delivery lines for LN2 is that they necessitate some time,
depending on the line design, to be cooled down and achieve stable flow. Regarding
this aspect, it is crucial to provide an reliable industrial design that minimize heat leaks
and cavitation effects, so to provide flexibility, readiness and low wastes. However, gas
evaporators are often needed, but sub coolers could be preferred so to avoid the loss of
Nitrogen, unless increasing energy consumption.
LCO2 delivery systems pose much less problems, they necessitate high pressure pipings
and do not thermally affect the machine tool organs. In the next sections we will deal
with the literature implementation of final cryogen application to the cutting zone.

Indirect cooling applications

[17, 15, Wang 1996, Wang 2000] and colleagues developed a system for indirectly cool
the tool in turning applications. It consisted of a copper cap in which LN2 was recir-
culated. The inlet of the cryogenic fluid was on the side nearer to the tool tip (cutting
zone), figure 3.3.1. During cutting they provided temperature measurements through
termocouples. Even if the measured temperature was not linked with the cutting zone
(due to distance of the termocouple), it was significantly reduced if compared to dry
or emulsion assisted machining. Examples were provided for RBSN, Ti and Ni alloys
and Tantalum. They demonstrate the significant improvement in tool life achieved by
exploiting the cooling of the insert only, which maintained its cold properties avoiding
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thermal softening.

Figure 3.3.1: Tool back cooling application scheme, [17, 15, Wang 1996, Wang 2000]

[50, Minton 2013] and teammates studied the effects of diamond nanocristalline
layer and internal cooling for improving wear resistance of inserts in cutting Grade 2
CP Titanium. In order to control the high cutting zone temperature, highly conductive
diamond layer, micro chamber for automotive engine coolant and very thin WC insert
were used. The coolant was supplied by a reciprocating pump at ambient temperature.
Issue linked to the pump was the unsteady flow of refrigerant. The approach managed
to avoid hot spots by spreading heat over the insert with the coating and cool the
heat generation zones. Tool wear mechanisms (crater and flank) were retarded and life
increased by 40% with respect to uncoated uncooled, coated uncooled, and uncoated
cooled. This also means that diamond coating are even detrimental in cutting Titanium
due to their graphtisation above 400◦C, temperature likely to be reached in short time.
Also cooling WC insert indirectly is not very effective given the poor conductivity of
the WC material. However, WC conductivity is enhanced at cryogenic temperature,
so a trial with LN2 could be performed to compare coating and cooling to cryogenic
indirect cooling.
[51, 52, Park 2015, Suhaimi 2018] made use of an internally cooled mill for wall opera-
tions at high depth of cut and small engagements. The strategy failed to prologue tool
life, with LN2 worsening it. However, in cooperation with external MQL it provided
the longest life.

Figure 3.3.2: [51, 52, Park 2015, Suhaimi 2018] internally cooled wall mill

Direct spraying

[53, Zurecki 2004] and others provided a scheme for double phase Nitrogen spraying with
external nozzle on the tool rake face, figure 3.3.3. They didn’t provide comparison on
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forces between conventional and cryogenic approach, but concentrated on tool duration
and surface hardness and roughness. Tool life and surface hardness properties improved
while roughness improved only for soft PM steels.

Figure 3.3.3: External nozzle spraying system scheme, [53, Zurecki 2004]

[54, Shokrani 2012c] and his team failed to prolong Tool life and improve surface
roughness milling Inconel 718 with external nozzle. [55, Bermingham 2011] et al. ap-
plied LN2 to rake and flank by a system of tool cap and copper nozzles, 3.3.4. Same
strategy of nozzled cap was applied by [56, Machai2011] for LCO2 delivery on the rake
face.

Figure 3.3.4: [55, Bermingham 2011] LN2 delivery nozzle apparatus

In a following study, [57, Bermingham 2012] and his team compared High Pressure
emulsion cooling with LN2 varying nozzles layouts. They demonstrate the higher in-
fluence of nozzle position on tool life with respect to cooling approach adopted. The
tested nozzle layouts are shown in figure, 3.3.5. Best performances where achieved with
design 3 for cryo and design 3 and 4 for HP. In those cases the nozzles orientation where
parallel but opposite to chip flow on insert rake and nose. This means nozzle position
and orientation must be carefully optimized looking at chip flow.
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Figure 3.3.5: [57, Bermingham 2012] tested nozzle designs

[58, Klocke 2013] and colleagues applied several cooling media with an insert cap
nozzle. They stated that best improvements in finishing Gamma Ti-Al in terms of tool
life and roughness were achievable by cryogenic LN2 cooling.
[32, Strano 2013] and colleagues applied LN2 by modified holder to the rake and flank
faces.

Figure 3.3.6: [32, Strano 2013] LN2 nozzle delivery through holder

[59, Kaynak 2014] applied LN2 on flank face in cutting Inconel 718 achieving longer
tool life. He also tested rake&flank cooling configuration which proved inefficient be-
cause of complex grooving of the insert, that inhibited LN2 reaching the tool-chip
interface. Cutting edge grooved geometry can impair effectiveness of cryogenic machin-
ing.

Figure 3.3.7: [59, Kaynak 2014] nozzle configuration
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[60, 61, Shokrani 2016a, Shokrani 2016] provided a static ring nozzle design for LN2
application on tools and cutting zone in milling Ti-6Al-4V. Unless the fact that the
system is quite bulky and could work only for face milling applications, it has proven
to increase tool life.

Figure 3.3.8: [61, Shokrani 2016a] ring LN2 nozzle delivery picture

[29, Nimel 2019] successfully prolong tool life by applying LCO2 with an external
nozzle in a slot milling process of Ti-6Al-4V.

Figure 3.3.9: [29, Nimel 2019] external nozzle set up

Direct localized spraying

[13, 8, Hong 2001c&2001b] patented, already in the nineties, a very precise LN2 delivery
system using a chipbreaker. The flux was delivered by micro channels made by EDM
on the breaker and exit from small holed just at the level of the rake face, 3.3.10. The
system was also designed for flank cooling delivery. Several practical implementation
regarding holes on the breaker, micro grooves on the rake, flank delivery switching
(on-off) and nozzle orientation on rake face were provided.
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Figure 3.3.10: [13, 8, Hong 2001c&2001b], chipbreaker and flank micronozzle scheme

The nozzle scheme aimed at cooling the highest temperature affected zone in the
tool, proven to be at the location in the rake face where crater wear generates, approx-
imately at a distance from the tip equal to the undeformed chip thickness. The chip
breaker helps in lifting the chip and allow the cryogenic flux to reach the higher heat
affected cutting zone. Expansion ratio of liquid to gas Nitrogen can help in reducing
the more the friction, wear and heat build up. Chip breaker distance from the cutting
tip was optimized cutting Ti-6Al-4V which resulted in almost double tool life for both
flank and rake nozzles activation. In the text, promising result of tool life improve-
ment were also reported for some Steels, Tool Steels and another Ti-alloy. Since the
patent is of the nineties, it seems awkward that other researcher, even decades after,
had tried for external nozzles or flood cryo-delivering systems, when avoiding OH and
precise tool-heat-affected-areas cooling was marked as fundamental. A reason could be
the difficulty in handling the chipbreaker from a flexibility point of view. Hong didn’t
considered the raise of set up time for tool change, moreover varying depth of cut, the
position of the breaker is to be varied, introducing delays for trials or modeling. Any-
way, weighting drawbacks, the strategy already answers to research remarks that have
been made decades after.
[62, Hong 2000] and Broomer developed an Aluminium nozzle cap delivering LN2 by
means of two grooves, making little tubes when sealed with the insert, to provide
LN2 cooling in machining AISI 304 Stainless Steel with minimum amount of LN2 and
grooved tool. The nozzle, described as Z, provided best performances compared to the
others, both in terms of LN2 consumption and life improvements.
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Figure 3.3.11: [62, Hong 2000] Al nozzle cap delivery system

Those historical articles might be old, but point out solutions to errors that have
been committed far afterwards. Nozzle direction must be opposite to chip flow, nozzles
must be positioned as near as possible to their targets to achieve maximum effectiveness.
[63, Dhananchezian 2011] and colleagues, by EDM machining holes into the insert on
rake, primary and secondary flank, 3.3.12. LN2 at 3bar was directed toward the rake
hole, the major portion splashing on the rake face and the rest ejected through the
flank nozzles. The system proved to be good for cooling the insert and the cutting
zone, avoiding OH of the workpiece at all speed thus achieving lower forces, decreasing
flank and rake wear. The system represent the first rough application of hybrid direct-
indirect cooling of insert and cutting zone by ejecting the cryogenic fluid after having
passed into the insert. The hybrid technique could benefit in extensive cutting tool
thermal evacuation and cutting zone temperature control.

Figure 3.3.12: [63, Dhananchezian 2011] holed insert scheme

[51, Park 2015] and his team developed an internal LN2 delivery system for end
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milling Ti-alloys. LN2 was fed through the tool holder and ejected by small holes
toward the tool-chip interface, 3.3.13. The system proved to be good with an indexable
mill and low axial depth of cut. However it wasn’t effective in wall milling, with high
axial depth of cut and small radial engagement, due to the long tool-chip contact area
which was hardly reachable by LN2. In this case in fact, the mill exhibit severe adhesion.
Higher pressure MQL proved to be more effective.

Figure 3.3.13: [51, Park 2015] through holder LN2 delivery system

[39, Sadik 2016] and team applied LCO2 through channels in the tool holder pro-
vided by Sandvik (CoroMill 600-040Q16-12H) with four spherical inserts at a pressure
of 50bar and variable flow rates of 0,15/0,19/0,64Kg/min. Excellent results were
achieved, discussed in the next chapter.

Figure 3.3.14: [39, Sadik 2016] through holder LCO2 delivery

[38, Fernandez 2019] and colleagues developed an internal CO2 delivering system
for local spraying on inserts during cutting of difficult to machine alloys in milling. The
system is interesting as it consisted in modification of the tool holder only, without
interfering with the interior of the spindle system. The layout is capable of delivering
LCO2 at 50bar to 4 inserts.

Figure 3.3.15: [38, Fernandez 2019] internal CO2 delivery system
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[64, Mia 2019] and colleagues applied rake and flank cooling as effective lubro-
coolant strategy lowering forces, temperatures and roughness profiles versus dry cutting
in turning Ti-6Al-4V.

Figure 3.3.16: [64, Mia 2019] rake&flank nozzle scheme

Pulsed jet

Providing the cryogen only during the active cutting phase of the milling insert could
lead to lower fluid consumption, unless its effects on thermal cycles should be exper-
imented. Since it is not clear if the temperature build up in the insert is decreased,
for cryogenic machining, due to its precooling in the non cutting phase, cooling in the
active cutting phase or both, a phase shift of the pulsed jet could be tailored to achieve
optimal tool life. Higher frequency pulsed jets, switching on and off during a single
cutting phase, could also brake the Leidenfrost effect and increase the heat transfer,
[1, Jawahir 2016]. However, to the Author knowledge, no study refers to pulsating
cryogenic fluid delivery.
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Chapter 4

Cryogenic machining performance

4.1 Workpiece material: cryogenic machining of Ti-
6Al-4V

Cryogenic machining has been applied to several materials: from soft polymers, Aluminium
and low Carbon steels to strong Nickel, Titanium alloys and brittle composites or technical
ceramics. It proved excessively demanding for this work to investigate cryogenic performance
onto such a huge variety of materials with the level of detail needed to provide worthy infor-
mation. Therefore, it was decided to concentrate on the Titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V. Much of
the cryogenic studies focused on the machinability of this alloy as almost 50% of the Tita-
nium produced correspond to this α−β mixture, mechanical properties are readily achievable,
material models are quite developed. On the other side there have been researchers who un-
derlined the necessity to move from expensive high performance alloys to softer Aluminium or
other lower grade materials for easing the spread of cryogenic machining. However, stronger
and nobler materials such as Inconel 718 pose more problems and need increased attention.
Eventually, as we will perform numerical simulation of T6Al4V milling process, it is found
straightforward to concentrate on the cryogenic cutting performances of this alloy.

Literature reviews of cryogenic machining have sometimes paragraphs referring to dif-
ferent materials, with useful tables summarizing articles of experimental trials. However
only qualitative comparison are drawn, resulting in a great amount of information lost
between words. What is the most applied cooling media? With which technique? What
cutting tools are most used? What is the range of flow rate applied? What is the av-
erage increment of tool life depending on cutting parameters? All those question have
not an easy answer: there aren’t two articles which results can be compared due to the
variation of some factors: cryogenic media, nozzle configuration, flow rate, flow state,
cutting parameters, cutting approach and more. However, it is considered worthy to
draw a quantitative numerical comparison of experimental cryogenic trials concerning
cutting Ti6Al4V, hoping it would provide useful insight for next studies and induce to
do the same for other materials.
During a literature research, lasted three months during Covid-19 lockdown, were found
many cryogenic machining (liquid LN2, LCO2) articles containing a comparison with
other cooling technique (Dry, Emulsion-Flood, High-Pressure-Emulsion, MQL, Cryo-
MQL) in terms of performances (tool life, quality, productivity). The articles were
initially sorted by materials. For what concerns materials different from Ti64, the
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number of articles is lower than reality, because the research was not oriented in that
direction. The priority was given to tool-life studies, however, a fair number of tool life
articles contained surface quality analysis, while other had a sequel entirely specified on
quality investigations. This were not considered, therefore, to avoid give partial pictures
to problems, we will not present surface quality related issues if not some indications
regarding surface roughness.

Figure 4.1.1: Materials articles span

Analysed articles firstly gave information regarding the approach followed for the
experimental performance comparison:
Cutting approach: most of the articles referred to turning operations, less to milling
and no article was found dealing with cryogenic drilling of Ti6Al4V (unless there could
be). Other articles refer to the useful application of cryogenic fluid in drilling of hard
alloys;
Cooling media: the cryogen applied, either LN2, LCO2 or both. We can see how LN2
is generally preferred than LCO2. As we will see after, this is not due to the achieved
performances but a choice considering drawbacks and advantages of both strategies;
Comparative environment: the “base” cutting strategy to which cryogenic machin-
ing was compared in terms of performances: dry cutting, emulsion cooling (wet) or
MQL. A lot of articles compare cryogenic cutting to dry cutting, which is justified only
for particular applications in which dry cutting is the industrial practice: final aerospace
Oil-free operations and biomedical applications (using oil would require expensive ad-
ditional cleaning). For all other applications, cryogenic alternative should be compared
to the industrial practice of flood cooling, from low to middle pressure (2÷50bar);
Delivery design: the system adopted to send the cryogenic liquid in the proximity of
the cutting zone: Flooding (low pressure, high flow rate), localized-R&F (rake and flank
dedicated nozzles), Rake-Cap (particular nozzle configuration pointed to the tool tip),
Micro-R&F (dedicated rake and flank nozzles placed very carefully near the cutting
edge), External-Spray (external nozzles placed more than 10mm far from the cutter),
Indirect (tool back or rake face cooling), Through-Holder (localized delivery passing
in the holder), Mill-Channels (internal milling cutter channels). The great variety of
delivery techniques make impossible a direct comparison between results obtained with
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two different strategies;
Life indication: if tool life is indicated in the article and how: a wear distribution
in time or a proper tool life as a function of process parameters and end-of-life criteria.
Being a tool life analysis time and cost demanding it would be advised to expose the
result in a handy and clear way, but that is not often done. Where it was possible
(enough wear data), tool life was fitted on wear values with linear, quadratic or cubic
functions and a tool life limit of 0.3mm was chosen as the most adopted. Anyway, tool
life data are to be intended as a general trend;
Tool type: all articles made use of carbide tools, due to economics and retained
strength at low temperature, the only difference was in terms of adopted coatings.
Many different types of coating were adopted, it is not clear whether they have a ben-
eficial effect;
Sustainability: some articles presented economic and or environmental analyses. Un-
less being, in most cases, heavily approximated, this performance aspect is fundamental
after tool life and surface quality analyses. Also in this case we find some articles en-
tirely referred to sustainable (economic, ecologic, social) performance of alternative
cooling strategies for Inconel 718.

Figure 4.1.2: Data analysis from experimental cryogenic machining cutting trials articles

The second part of the analyses dealt with quantitative analyses of results from the
articles. In this part, only articles comparing cryogenic to emulsion were considered.
This because emulsion cooling is the widespread industrial practice and is difficult for
cryogenic to surpass its performances, while results are positively influenced if cryogenic
cutting is compared to dry cutting.
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4.1.1 Turning approach
LN2 was far more studied than LCO2, localized rake and flank nozzles were widely
applied, wet environment was the most frequent used for comparisons. However tool
life was vastly indicated as wear profiles in time or single wear measurements which
made impossible a comparison with other studies.
Looking at reviews, there is a general confusion regarding cutting forces and friction
behaviour in cryogenic machining. Half of the studies regarding Turning showed a
reduction in cutting force, a quarter an increase and the last quarter didn’t observe
any variation. Friction between rake and chip exhibit the same uncertainties of cutting
forces (being often calculated through them). For what concerns the articles analysed,
surface roughness was lower or equal to the base cases. Remarkable is the lack of flow
rate and pressure data regarding cryogenic and emulsion fluxes, it means the comparison
is not clear from the beginning, and results are hardly reproducible.

Figure 4.1.3: Data analysis from experimental cryogenic Turning cutting trials articles

Tool life

Tool life was found to increase in the majority of studies, therefore, it is necessary to
concentrate on the ones in which it doesn’t:
[12, Yasa 2012] and colleagues compared dry, CCF and Cryogenics in machining of
Ti-6Al-4V with vertical axis turning machine and LN2 apparatus. The coolant was
applied by flooding but no precise explanation or scheme of the flow delivery to the
tool was depicted. Cryogenic technique proved valid over dry cutting, but no advantage
could be discerned in comparison with conventional flood cooling. They addressed the
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problem to the overhardening of the workpiece, being surrounded by cryogenic mist.
Overhardening of the workpiece is generally due to excessive cooling capacity due to a
missed matching with process generated heat (too high flow rate, too low MRR, wrong
targeting). Also, excessive amount of LN2 cause Health risks and high energy consump-
tion.
[57, Bermingham 2012] and his team extensively studied tool wear mechanisms and
chip morphology during turning, comparing LN2 with High Pressure cooling with wa-
ter based emulsion coolants. They focused as well on nozzle delivery systems, varying
nozzle positions. Tool life showed slightly better improvements for HP than cryo, over
dry machining. What they clearly pointed out is that tool life is influenced more by
nozzle positions than coolant applied. Higher effectiveness in HP cooling was addressed
to a greater heat extraction ability of Oil. This seems a paradox but emulsion was de-
livered at 100bar against LN2 at 8bar, higher specific gravity of oil then favour higher
momentum transfer and so higher heat removal. Interface length and chip thickness
were lower for HP, underlying higher chip lifting, penetration and cooling ability. More-
over a previous study ([55, Bermingham 2011]) underlined the impossibility of the LN2
jet to reach the heat affected cutting zone, further confirmed by the presence of same
wear features of dry cutting, even if retarded. This is even more understandable by
considering that emulsion remain liquid and keep the contact with the piece, whereas
LN2 vaporized immediately. Nitrogen vapours have less heat extraction capability than
liquid emulsion.
[65, 66, Deiab 2014, Raza 2014] and teammates compared Dry, MQL vegetable oil,
MQL vegetable oil with refrigerated air, flood emulsion, cooled air only and cryogenic
LN2 environments in turning with uncoated carbides. From their findings in terms of
flank wear, roughness and energy consumption they concluded that MQL with veg-
etable Oil was the best choice, followed by MQCL (C for chilled) and Cryo. However,
MQCL performed worse than Cryo from what they reported, therefore their conclusion
is contradictory. Moreover, nothing has been said for cryogenic nozzle design, which
is pointed out by others to be crucial for effectiveness of the method. Moreover, the
variation of tool wear and roughness are very small between environments. Finally, the
cutting parameters are highly below the threshold for economics of cryogenic apparatus
(high MRR, later explained).

Figure 4.1.4: Data analysis from experimental cryogenic Turning cutting trials articles

Trying to draw general trends from such a diversity of methods, parameters, tool
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angles, flow types, different end-of-life criteria and general lack of complete data is
practically impossible. Only case studies comparing cryogenic to emulsion cooling were
considered. Cutting edge geometry while cutting was considered of no influence as there
are hardly two studies that uses the same configuration. The considered parameters
were: cutting speed Vc− [m/min], feed rate f − [mm/rev], depth of cut DOC− [mm],
material removal rate MRR−

[
cm3/min

]
, cryogenic flow pressure pcryo− [bar], cryo-

genic flow rate mcryo− [kg/min] and cryogenic delivery design. Tool life increment has
been chosen as the target variable, as it highlights the variation of tool life with respect
to wet cutting with the same process parameters set:

Γ% = Γcryo−Γwet
Γwet

·100

When necessary, the absolute tool life will also be displayed. The complexity of the
problem is remarkable even by eliminating variation sources such as tool geometry and
coatings, as can be seen while trying to plot tool life increment as a function of process
parameters. A slight general increasing trend in the MRR confirms the statements
of [32, Strano 2013] and teammates. They studied the influence of cryogenic LN2
cooling on cutting forces, friction and Tool life pointing out that cryogenic effectiveness
in improving life is more evident at higher MRR whereas LN2 cooling effect is more
effective at low MRR, which gives time for heat dissipation. [67, Tirelli 2015] and his
team analysed the performance of cryogenic machining for roughing Ti6Al4V. They
observed higher increment of tool life with the highest cutting parameters (feed and
speed respectively 0.2mm/rev and 70m/min). [68, Sun 2010] and his team studied
extensively the machinability in turning aided by compressed air (CA) and cryogenic
compressed air (CCA, a LN2 Dewar with copper coil to cool air down to −196◦C, then
supplied to rake and flank at 7bar). They observed better cooling effect with lower
feed and decrease in cooling capacity at higher speed. This because the heat removal
rate depends on the fluid temperature and HTC, but absolute heat evacuated depends
on interaction time, which is low at high speed. In [9, Sun 2015a], proposed process
parameters were of interest for roughing and semi-roughing.

Figure 4.1.5: Tool life analysis from experimental cryogenic turning cutting trials articles, comparison
with low-middle pressure emulsion cooling as industrial practice
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Process improvements are strictly dependent on process parameters. [55, Berming-
ham 2011] and colleagues reported a detailed study on the effect of feed and depth of cut
during turning Ti-6Al-4V under dry and cryogenic LN2 cooling. Cryogen was delivered
at rake and primary flank face at a pressure of 8,27bar. Speed and depth were varied so
to keep MRR at 49cm3 at a speed of 125m/min. Higher feed rate increased the cutting
zone temperature, this intuitively by increasing the chip contact length with the tool.
Best improvements were found for high feed and low depth, where heat has more need
to be carried away, but longer tool life was achieved for low feed. They concluded that
preventing heat generation is better than remove generated heat with cryogenics. This
is in line with the difficulty of LN2 to reach the cutting zone with high feeds, therefore
low feeds, high depth are preferable.
Low feed high depth means low chip thickness and lower chip pressure, this could en-
able interface penetration. Larger portion of primary edge is interested, it can cause
uniform thermal distribution and so less stress concentration on insert. This for sure
has a limit since it loads the extreme portion of the edge by going on with very low feed
and high depth. On the other side high feed and low depth cause asymmetric stress
on tool, higher chip pressure and wear, cryogenic fluids can help by promoting tool
hardening and heat removal. However, the thermal and mechanical load developed are
so high that absolute tool life is reduced.
The great variability of results is due to the different flow rates, pressure, combination
of feed, speed and depth even at the same MRR and nozzle delivery design. Even if
22 different articles were analysed, due to lack of information and differences in the
high number of parameters, there aren’t enough data to extract reliable information
regarding the trend of tool life increment in speed, feed or depth of cut.
Thanks to the articles of [69, Ayed 2017] and other articles specifying pressures and
flow rates, better tool life can be obtained with higher flow rate and pressure. However,
Ayed concentrates on flow rate keeping same speed, feed and depth of cut, therefore
finding only the suitable match of flow rate and pressure to the given process parame-
ters. Moreover there would likely be a threshold of pressure and flow rate which starts
to be detrimental for tool life, also not considering the sustainability point of view.

Figure 4.1.6: Tool life analysis from experimental cryogenic Turning cutting trials, focus on micro
R&F delivery and flux sensitivity

Trends get better when the same delivery technique is considered (micro deliv-
ery, very precise), following the works published in [70, 13, Hong 2001a&c] and [63,
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Dhananchezian 2011]. Hong and his team work is renown. They demonstrate how pre-
cise and tailored delivery of cryogenic flow is needed for economical and effective tool
life improvement, avoiding Titanium overhardening at low temperature. Dhananchen-
zian and Kumar analysed the effect of LN2 applied by small holes EDM machined on
rake, primary and secondary flank.

Multiple effects must be considered to highlight relevant trends. The following page
include graphs in which data coming from the same articles are elaborated to provide
alternative visualization hopefully explaining trends and clarifying issues. Bar charts
are added by a table so to easily associate to the height of the bar a numerical value.
The table, therefore, contains values reported on the y coordinate of the charts. In the
x axis cutting speed is always reported. In the depth, CR, MRR, or feed are set.
The effect of depth of cut can be showed by representing depth and feed condensed
in the CR. Being the feed always between 0.15÷ 0.3mm/rev while the depth be-
tween 1÷ 2mm, is the DOC that most influence the amount of edge engaged in the
cut. Larger CR, due to large depth, are difficult to cool down homogeneously, while
too short depth and high feed (low CR) promote hot spots concentrates on tool tips
which are hardly reachable by the cooling media. All this given same chip section area(
f ·DOC−

[
mm2

])
, so the same MRR at the same speed.

Figure 4.1.7: Tool life dependence on multiple parameters

This effects, however, we failed to highlight, as can be seen in the first two graphs.
Process complexity is high and it is hard to find sets of parameters, within different
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studies, in which only one quantity changes so that its only effect can be seen. Anyway
we reported our efforts.
Being feed and DOC not very variable, variation of cutting speed reflect the variation of
MRR, therefore higher cutting speed generate averagely better tool life improvements,
however the absolute tool life lowers. It is confirmed the general trend of increase in
performances given by cryogenic machining. It provides higher tool life in extreme
cutting conditions. The last three graphs reports this findings.

Figure 4.1.8: Tool life dependence on multiple parameters

Cutting forces

Cutting force behaviour is influenced by two main phenomena: material softening while in-
creasing the cutting speed (and cutting temperatures), material overhardening due to a mis-
match in the cooling potential offered by cryogenic machining and process heat generation, or
wrong localization of cold spots, targeting the material to cut instead of the heat affected zone
in the tool. Said so, it is difficult to give a measure for the heat generation in the process and
its localization so to understand the correct flow rate and pressure for the cryogen and the
correct direction for the jets. Overhardening has been always addressed as a motivation to bad
performance of cryogenic fluid experiments, however it has never been proved.
In [55, Bermingham 2011], cutting force decreased with cryo (LN2) and with combina-
tion of higher feed and lower depth of cut. However, cryogenics increased thus force,
justified by higher rake friction or due to stronger chip and presence of chip breaker.
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What they pointed out is that force variation is a result of competing factors: OH of
chip and increased friction or chipbreacker bending action, and flank friction decrease
due to tool hardening, lower surface springback and hypothetical VN2 cushion. So they
removed flank cooling and demonstrate the increase of cutting forces compared to Dry
cutting when only rake cooling is active, due to OH of chip. Therefore the reduction
of forces for rake and flank cooling is a positive balance between OH and flank friction
decrease.

Figure 4.1.9: [55, Bermingham 2011] cutting force analysis

[7, Hong 2001d] and research mates found higher forces in turning Ti-6Al-4V even
adopting a very precise micronozzle delivering system. Due to the lower temperature in
the shearing zone, cutting and thrust forces increased. Other articles report variation of
cutting forces, in some an increase is seen, in others a decrease. Results are dependent
on a lot of different parameters and great inconsistency among results is found.

Chip morphology

Different cutting fluids result in different cutting performances and cutting behaviours. Chip
formation process can be influenced by the lower temperatures achieved with cryogenic fluxes.
In particular, for Titanium alloys, chip morphology can change in serration characteristics.
Secondary deformation layer depth can help in defining friction behaviour, [71, Melkote 2017]
[55, Bermingham 2011] and colleagues found that during dry cutting, shear band thick-
ness, secondary shear zone thickness and chip thickness increase with feed, while shear
band angle decrease. Metallurgical analysis in chips stated that temperature remained
below 1000◦C. Cryogenic machining (LN2) reduced chip contact length, probably due
to LN2 chip lifting action, decreased shear band angle and chip thickness. In a following
article, [57, Bermingham 2012], regarding chip morphology: distance between serrations
increased, chip thickness decreased, curl radius proved to decrease and shear band angle
remained statistically the same from dry to cryo (large scatter was noted and statis-
tical analysis was performed). [72, Jerold 2013] and [73, Kumar 2013] observed lower
distance between serrations and lower shear band thickness with SEM micrographs for
cryogenic machining (LN2 and LCO2). [74, Bordin 2017] and colleagues investigate the
effect of LN2 in finish turning of AM Ti6Al4V. Chip thickness lowered and distance
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between serrations increased in case of cryogenic machining. [75, Bordin 2015a] and
his team saw how cryogenic machining reduced chip contact length. More effective
reduction is found at high speed high feed. Chips curling was found higher for cryo.
Therefore, it is clear that cryogenic machining reduce chip thickness and tool-chip con-
tact length. Curl radius variation seems to be dependent on the position of cooling
jets and tool geometry. Shear band angle seems to decrease while distance between
serrations (pitch) seems to increase.

Figure 4.1.10: [55, Bermingham 2011] (up) and [74, Bordin 2017] (down) chip morphology results

Tool wear mechanisms

Tool wear with Titanium alloys exhibit peculiar features. Crater wear is formed due to adhe-
sion dissolution phenomena, and it is concentrated on a narrow region near the edge, it can
meet flank wear promoting edge recession.
[10, Venugopal 2007], [47, Venugopal 2007a] and collaborators studied the effect of
cryogenics (LN2) on tool wear versus dry and wet machining in turning with uncoated
Tungsten Carbide. Due to high temperature, chemical activity in cutting Ti alloys is
enhanced, BUL forms and by adhesion, dissolution and diffusion, tool material move
into the adhered Ti layer. The layer, growing, become unstable, it detaches and carries
away tool portions, resulting in crater wear. Crater is nearer to the cutting edge, unlike
steels, and it meets flank wear. Crater width is short: on the outer edge Ti is adhered,
on the other flaking is observed. Flaking on the inner crater edge does not happen for
dry cutting at low speed, whereas occurs at high speed and at all speed for wet and
cryo. Flaking is attributed to thermal shocks felt by the insert due to highly unstable
dynamic forces caused by chip segmentation (due to the segmented chip, tool-chip con-
tact length is variable, and the crater edge in the tool interior feel variable mechanical
and thermal loads, causing fatigue cracks and flaking). Flank wear was characterized
by abrasion marks. Flank, nose wear and edge depression lowered for wet and cryo at
all speed. Cryo effectiveness reduced with speed, due to probably lower cooling capacity
with respect to heat generation. [63, Dhananchezian 2011] stated that crater wear and
flaking of insert decreased for cryo.
[55, Bermingham 2011] and colleagues reported that all inserts, irrespectful of cutting
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environment (LN2, dry), failed by extensive flank wear, crater and flaking due to adhe-
sion and diffusion. Cryogenic environment helped in delaying the wear rate, achieving
40% higher tool life. Diffusion of Co matrix into Ti and exposure of brittle WC carbides
to the abrasion action was depicted as the crater formation mechanism. Flank wear
generates by abrasion of both WP material or WC carbides torn out of flank. Cryogenic
was able to lower flank wear rate but unable to reach the nose.
[56, Machai 2011] and colleagues reported that flank wear decreased (LCO2) due to
lower temperature and consequent springback of the surface and material uncut pushed
by the rounded tip. However, rake crater (adhesion-dissolution phenomena) was present
for both environment, meaning that cryogenic flux was not able to cool the interface
(temperature was not reduced enough to limit Ti chemical activity). Both the environ-
ments failed in maintaining the coating upon the insert. Remarkable was the absence
of notch wear with cryo, probably due to tool compactness-hardness retention at lower
temperatures.

Figure 4.1.11: [10, Venugopal 2007] experimental worn tool features and [56, Machai 2011] worn
features scheme

[57, Bermingham 2012] and his team extensively studied tool wear mechanisms
and chip morphology during turning, comparing LN2 with High Pressure cooling with
water based emulsion coolants. They compared the two approaches using the same
nozzle delivery systems, varying nozzle positions, (look chapter 4). Tool life showed
slightly better improvements for HP than cryo, over dry machining. However, wear
patterns were only retarded by the cooling approach, which means the coolants failed
in decreasing temperature below diffusion-dissolution threshold. All insert exhibit flank
wear, adhesion-dissolution crater and flaking, BUE and BUL on insert surfaces was ob-
served. [32, Strano 2013] and his team observed as tool wear was characterized by
S shaped profiles, with initial wear growth, then plateau and increase toward failure.
Cryogenic cooled insert exhibit a larger plateau, which translates also in robustness in
cutting performances.
[9, Sun 2015a] and colleagues studied tool wear in turning under cryogenic LN2 cooled
air versus dry machining. They made sections parallel to the rake&flank plane ob-
serving the cutting edge profile variations in terms of flank wear, crater depth, edge
depression and chip contact length. At 150m/min the main failure mechanisms where
flank and crater wear, both decreasing with application of cryogenic air. Tool life for
Cryo improved by 37%, flank wear exhibit less steep and longer plateau. At 220m/min
dry cutting tool failed for plastic deformation being bent upward and backward, while
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Cryo exhibited accelerate wear rates with previous mechanisms and still the plateau.
104% increase in Tool life was reported at high speed. In the plateau, flank wear and
rake recession were observed to be linked by linear relation: by decreasing edge depres-
sion flank wear can be lowered as well. This meant, by the authors, that flank wear
can be retarded even by a precise rake cooling only.

Figure 4.1.12: [32, Strano 2013] and [9, Sun 2015a] wear evolution of cutting edges

[75, Bordin 2015a] and colleagues analysed LN2 turning in comparison with dry
cutting for AM Ti64. The choice of comparison with dry cutting was justified by the
absence of cleaning needed for the production of biomedical implants. Similar wear
modes but different wear rates are found: abrasion chipping and adhesion for the flank
and crater BUL and BUE for the rake. Lower quantities of Ti Al and V were found for
cryo, so it limits adhesion. Rake 3D and 2D profiles were done to study the BUL thick-
ness and crater wear. By limiting the amount of WP BUL, LN2 limited detaching and
induced chipping. Tool wear proved to be around 20% lower for all cutting parameters
combinations.
[76, Bruschi 2016] and teammates undergo a detailed study on wear and friction coeffi-
cient for dry and LN2 turning of wrought and AM Ti6Al4V. Tool wear was described
as cratering and edge depression followed by chipping and cracking generated by the
variable forces characteristic of segmented chip formation. Both cryogenic and wet cut-
ting were affected by edge flaking as a results of thermal cycles.
[42, Kirsch 2018] and coworkers analysed tool life in case of LCO2 and LN2 cooling
against wet machining and polyhidric alcohols blended in water. With respect to wet
machining, LN2 (1.1kg/min,2bar)and LCO2 (1.65kg/min,60bar)performed almost in
the same manner and slightly better than emulsion (11kg/min,12bar). Tool life cri-
terion dealt with the ratio between crater wear depth and its center distance from the
cutting edge.
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Figure 4.1.13: [75, Bordin 2015a] crater wear evolution, dry and LN2

It becomes clear that cryogenic fluids tool life enhancement come from a retarding
effect with respect to dry and wet wear rates. The retardation can be obtained if
the process parameters are tuned on heat generation rates and fluxes concentrated on
heat generation zones. Flaking due to alternate mechanical and thermal loads can be
reduced with cryogenics thanks to correct targeting of the interested areas (inner edge
of crater). Often, rake&flank cooling cause too high cooling action and detrimental
effects by increasing the hardness of the workpiece material, but in general, no tailoring
of flow rates or pressure is performed, nor variation in nozzle design to promote more
precise targeting. Some studies underlined how cryogenic machining promotes a larger
and less steep plateau for the tool wear profile, with a gain in robustness of the cutting
process.

4.1.2 Milling operations

For what concerns milling operations, 15 articles were found containing a comparison
between cryogenic and other cutting strategies. Here, LCO2 has been given wider at-
tention. Delivery configuration are essentially divided into through-holder and external
delivery. In general, it is more difficult to provide the cryogenic flux in a highly local-
ized and precise manner due to the rotating tool. However, when localized delivery is
performed, results are generally better. Cutting tool life is found to increase in half of
the articles, while it decrease or remain constant for the other half. The general lack of
information on flow rate, pressure and diversity of tool life indication is always present.
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Figure 4.1.14: Data analysis from experimental cryogenic Milling cutting trials articles

A distinction can here be done on cryogenic milling with LN2 and LCO2. The for-
mer have simply too few published studies, and the ones containing reliable information
come from the same Authors. The convenience of cryogenic machining for high perfor-
mance cutting parameters and the necessary tailoring with the cooling power (pressure
and flow rate) holds also for milling.

Liquid Nitrogen, LN2

Rigorous application of LN2 to the Milling process has substantially been carried out
by the same author. Shokrani and his group focused on low MRR and solid carbide mill
Ti-Al-N coated. In [77, Shokrani 2015] they studied the effect of process parameters in
milling with solid carbide TiAlN coated mill and three different LN2 flow rates applied
externally to the cutting zone. They developed a ring supplying LN2 with precision in
the cutting area, and found that an intermediate flow of LN2 was effective for optimizing
tool life, roughness, power and specific cutting energy. Extended tool life requires low
feed, high depth and speed, probably due more uniform heat generation along the
cutting edge. In a following study [60, 61, Shokrani 2016a, Shokrani 2016] and coworkers
studied in detail the effect of cryogenic LN2 cooling on tool life, surface roughness,
micro-hardness, integrity, cutting power and specific cutting energy

(
J/mm3

)
. They

performed experiments with variable feed, depth, speed comparing LN2 cooling to Dry
and Wet flood cooling in end milling with TiN-TiAlN coated carbide tool. Statistical
analysis was performed on results. Cryogenic cooling, applied at 1,5bar and 0,4 l/min
proved to increase tool life by 70 and 230% versus Dry and Flood respectively. However,
it is not clear if this improvement is an average over all studied parameters range or at
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a particular feed and speed combination. Signal to noise ratio was used to understand
if a variation of a parameter resulted in a better or worse output. Then ANOVA
analysis of variance was performed to understand the significance level of parameters
on the output and their percentage influence: major influence on tool life was given for
speed by 40%, feed by 30%, cutting environment by 20% if measured in cutting length,
whereas influence of 30% for cutting environment, feed and depth was stated if life was
measured in MRR. From the cryogenic signal to noise ratio and the ANOVA results
it was deduced that LN2 can increase the tool life, but a direct comparison at the
same parameters was not performed. An L9 orthogonal array was used to investigate
the effect of 4 different parameters (speed, feed, depth and environment) with the
result that no environment had been tested with the same parameters set for a direct
comparison.

Figure 4.1.15: [61, Shokrani 2016a] ANOVA and signal to noise ratio Pareto charts related to cutting
tool life, MRR base

Cutting power: cutting environment was most influential in machining power, be-
cause cryogenic and dry environment could get rid of the flood coolant pump. However,
it is not clear if energy for LN2 production has been taken into account. The specific
energy was strongly biased by the high idle MT consumption, so high feed, speed and
depth are to be chosen for maximizing the MRR and spread the idle consumption over
higher amount of removed material. Wear modes: no problem of thermal fatigue on
tool was underlined by the authors regarding cryogenic cooling in this study. Cryogenic
coolant helped in reduce thermal induced crater wear and exhibit uniform flank wear.
[78, Shokrani 2018] and colleagues performed LN2 cooling tool life comparison with wet
and dry machining and solid carbide mill for cutting Ti6Al4V. Abrasion and chipping
are found frequent at low speed and feed, while at higher levels we have crater and
adhesion. Tool life slightly improved for the range of parameters chosen whereas it
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had an astounding peak for LN2 cooling at 200m/min with 0.03mm/tooth feed and
5mm depth (huge chip ratio CR, meaning a chip spread over wide portion of the edge).
At the same speed, with lower chip ratios tool life did not reach that improvement.
However, neither was it investigated why only at that precise combination of parame-
ters tool life increased so much, nor was any hypothesis even mentioned in the article.
[79, Shokrani 2019] and Newman investigate the optimal geometry of tool edges for a
solid carbide mill in cutting Ti64 with LN2 cooling. Adhesion and dissolution crater
formation weakened the rake face and promoted chipping of the edge, BUL and BUE
decreased with large edge angles but rake over 16◦ and flank over 10◦ caused edge
weakening. 14◦ for the rake and 10◦ for the flank was the best option. Tool life tests
were than performed with the chosen optimized angle layout but no comparison with
any other cooling technique was presented.
Another interesting example is given by the study of [51, 52, Park 2015, Suhaimi 2018].
The team compared cryogenic LN2 cooling to MQL with nanoparticles in wall milling.
They also analysed external and tool holder internal LN2 delivery. Remarkable is the
failure of the solid mill in case of cryogenic cooling: cutting forces raised exponentially
until catastrophic failure before completing the task, while MQL, flood, MQL + inter-
nal LN2 delivery all exhibit quite stable forces in cutting length and achieved all the
designed cutting passes. This has been imputed to the high axial depth of 24,5mm
of wall milling: LN2 could not spread over the whole helix portion in contact with
the chip, therefore high adhesion wear was observed. In a previous study, [?, Park
2015b] and colleagues demonstrates the effectiveness for tool holder LN2 delivery in
end milling with indexable mill and low depth of cut. Lack of studies in deep pocketing
and wall milling with LN2 is underlined, particularly the way to spread LN2 to larger
surfaces. Additionally, looking at thrust forces they observed increased fluctuations
over a raising mean value, due to wear of edges and rubbing action on the workpiece
surface which dropped the cutting force to zero. A possible alternative regarding the
cooling technique would be to apply LCO2, thanks to its higher pressure versus LN2 it
could spread over larger contact surfaces.

Liquid Carbon Dioxide, LCO2

Interesting performance results have been found for milling with LCO2. However, even
if different authors have studied the problem with different delivery configurations, data
regarding tool life as a function of cutting and flow parameters are influenced by the
remarkable results of Sadik and coworkers so that their parameters turns out to be the
more interesting regarding tool life enhancement.
[39, Sadik 2016] and his team looked at flow rate variation for LCO2 and emulsion
cutting in influencing tool life and wear mechanisms with indexable end mill. They
observed three fold improvement versus wet machining for low flux (0,15Kg/min) and
4,5 times increase in cutting life for the highest flow rate (0,64Kg/min). LCO2 was
applied through channels in holder and delivered near the cutting insert. They identi-
fied the end of life responsible as the notch wear. While flank wear was uniform and
not particularly influenced by the cutting environment, notch wear proved to diminish
with cryogenic application. SEM observations found that cryogenic environment could
lower the lateral thermal fatigue crack propagation, decreasing notch chipping. Possible
explanation for this can be the lower thermal amplitude excitation due to LCO2 cutting
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zone cooling. In a following study, [40, Sadik 2017] and Isakson compared uncoated
and TiAlN coated inserts in LCO2 and emulsion environments, both at 50bar. Tool
life results were exposed as Taylor expressions in variable feed and speed. The PVD
coating didn’t provide much increment in tool life with respect to the uncoated tool.
LCO2 machining proved to be effective in prolonging tool life but, raising speed and
feed, its effectiveness lowered. This could be explained by a flow rate-heat generation
matching at the lowest speed and feed, however flow rate was not stated. They ex-
plained how the low temperatures obtained with LCO2 decrease the propagation rate
of longitudinal cracks (parallel to the cutting edge). This cracks are responsible for the
chipping of the insert when meet perpendicular craks moving toward the interior of the
tool.

Figure 4.1.16: [40, Sadik 2017] SEM images of worn insert, 80 m/min, PVD TiAlN coated insert

[36, Tapoglou 2017] and coworkers analysed tool life in case of flood, MQL, MQL
with LCO2, LCO2 only and dry machining. They used insert with positive angles
at high feed (0.45mm/tooth) but very low radial engagement and high depth of cut
(respectively 1mm,6mm). Tool life in case of pure cryogenic application (LCO2 only)
was one tenth with respect to flood lubrication. The answer to the poor result could be
addressed to the lack in need of a strong coolant in a process in which the insert cuts
for a very short time. Moreover, the portion of the edge interested by the cutting action
is quite large, due to the high depth of cut, so that it is difficult to be homogeneously
cooled or even wetted by volatile fluids like cryogens.
[80, Pittala 2018] applied LCO2 through channels in the milling cutter while machining
Ti6Al4V. Two nozzle diameters and positions were tested. LCO2 and emulsion cooling
were compared both at 50bar. Wall milling was performed: the depth of cut was quite
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high (8mm) with respect to the feed chosen (< 0.15mm/tooth). Cutting tool life results
in this case goes proportionally with chip ratios. For high chip ratios (thin chip spread
over wide insert areas) LCO2 perform worse than emulsion, for low chip rations (bulky
chip) LCO2 perform better. This can be due to the reduced spreading of LCO2 over
the cutting edge and to a matched MRR-flow rate-delivery technique combination. The
best position for the exit holes in the milling cutter was to cool the flank of the previous
insert.

This final statement raises a doubt: in turning, tool life are strictly dependent on
whether or not flank cooling is adopted. Rake cooling cannot prologue tool life as flank
cooling does. Flank cooling allows to cool and harden the tool portion unto which wear
measurements are done. In milling there is hardly an example where flank cooling is
performed as it is very difficult to apply this. However it would be very interesting to
propose a cutting insert design suitable for flank cooling in milling and investigate its
effect in comparison to through holder cooling alone.
The positive results of Sadik and colleagues are characterized by the use of a high feed
tool used at moderate feed and speed. Round and tough inserts are adopted. There is
hardly an example of the use of high feed tools for LN2 cooling.

4.1.3 Conclusion

Having said so we can conclude that a complete performance comparison between cut-
ting strategies must follow a structured scheme. For a cooling strategy to be performant,
tool life has to be evaluated against the industrial practice, which can vary depending
on the chosen case study. Being one of the most influencing aspects, delivery tech-
niques must be optimized, moreover, flow rate and fluid quality must be clearly stated.
In general, delivery options have to be studied for the particular case, this is the real
limitation of cryogenic machining. Finally, tool life has to be reported preferably with
Taylor law so that economic and ecologic studies can be performed. The life analysis, if
successful, should be followed by a surface quality analysis and a sustainable (economic,
ecologic, social) performance case study.

4.2 Insert materials
With respect to cutting inserts material the vast majority of researchers opted for Tungsten
Carbides. Research focused on the evaluation of different coatings. There is hardly an example
of cryogenic machining using using other tool material than carbides.

4.2.1 High Speed Steels, HSS

HSS coated cutters are generally applied for drilling applications. However, no article
came to the Author attention regarding this aspect. Also, the difference with respect to
milling and turning and the aim of simulating the Milling process, moved the research
far from drilling applications.
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4.2.2 Carbides
Everyone uses carbides unless without specifying why, probably due to the high per-
formance/price properties. From the excellent work of Hong and colleagues, [11, Hong
1999], it seems that Carbides have been chosen blindly by any research dealing with
cryogenic machining. Recently, tool failures especially regarding milling cutters, could
shift the attention toward different materials.
[81, Safari 2014] compared WC uncoated and Ti-Al-N plus Ti-N coated inserts, with
same geometry and manufacturer, in cryogenic air assisted high speed end milling of
Ti-6Al-4V. The coated tool produced higher forces and slightly higher surface rough-
ness compared to the uncoated counterpart. The author imputed the change to the
increase of edge radius due to the coating. Higher forces meant higher vibrations and
roughness.
Several other authors compared various coatings (Ti-Al-N in primis) applied with differ-
ent techniques: PVD, CVD. None of the coatings seems to give noticeable increment of
performances in cryogenic machining. The main problem being the thermal expansion
match between coating and substrate, expecially in the inner crater edge, experiencing
variable mechanical and thermal loads. Moreover, in many studies the coating was torn
away in minutes either by cryogenic or conventional lubricating coolant strategies, [82,
Venugopal 2003]. Another key point noted was the increase in the edge radius, growing
the more the higher the number of coating layers (multiple coatings have been tested).
Titanium cutting is very sensible to edge radius, being a strong material with low elas-
tic modulus, it tends to refuse the cut and move under the cutting edge. Therefore
some researchers preferred to adopt uncoated inserts with edge preparation rather than
larger radius coatings.

4.2.3 Ceramics, CBN, PCD
Expensive tool materials are generally avoided fro cutting wear trials, being a lot of
inserts necessary to complete a reliable study. However, it could be interesting to
investigate the eventual increase in expensive cutters life with cryogenic machining.
The problems of ceramic tools is the brittle nature at low temperature and the reduced
resistance to blows.
Policrystalline Diamond tools are generally avoided due to the graphitization tendency
and consequent loss of properties. Interesting is the use of Polycristalline Cubic Boron
Nitride and Binderless Cubic Boron Nitride which guarantees higher conductivity with
respect to Carbides, therefore thermal fields could be smoothed and heat extraction
improved.

4.3 Cooling media
The most used cryogenic fluxes are LN2 and LCO2, added by Chilled Air (analogous
findings in line with cryo performances can be done for cryo cooled air). Often authors
doesn’t justify the cooling media selection, unless some address their choice to cons
related to the alternative. LCO2 is reported to pose higher difficulty due to ice formation
and nozzle clogging. The main problem related to LCO2 nowadays is the price (never
investigated by authors), the handling of large quantities (1kg/min flow rate requires
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up to 500kg/shift LCO2 supply to each MT) high pressure gases, and the ventilation
systems required for operator safety. LN2, on the other side, is much more difficult to be
handled due to the low temperature (LCO2 can be stored at high pressure and ambient
temperature), affecting all machine tools parts nearby its passage (spindle units, tool
holder), causing contraction and dimensional deviation.
Regarding the cooling capacity LCO2 has higher static cooling potential, considered
the latent vaporization and sublimation heat from a target hot temperature:

q = cp (T ) ·
(
Tsurf −Tfluid

)
+χl ·hl−v +χs ·hs−v [J/mol]

where cp is the specific heat, χl and χs are liquid and solid fractions for the impinging
jet, hl−v and hs−v are the evaporation and sublimation enthalpies. This because a
portion of liquid LCO2, due to the sudden expansion, transforms into vapour at the
exit of the nozzle while a fraction of the jet solidifies. Therefore an LCO2 impinging
jet is found to be formed by vapour, solid and remaining liquid particles. LN2 exploit
generally only heat extraction due to temperature difference and vaporization enthalpy.
Chilled Air, C.A. exploit the cooling effect of gases only.

Figure 4.3.1: Static cooling capacity, cooling media properties (NIST) and cooling power for variable
surface temperature

The real cooling capacity of cryogenic fluxes, however, is time dependent. Fluid and
thermo-dynamic phenomena are fundamental to determine the Heat Transfer Coeffi-
cient for surfaces in contact with the flux:

q̇′′=hcryo ·
(
Tsurf −Tfluid

) [
W/m2

]
, hcryo = f

(
pcryo,vjet,χi,Tsurf ,geometry,media

)
The HTC is not of easy determination, it is generally inversely deduced from CFD

simulation or experiments. Analytical relations for the HTC in case of LN2 have been
developed (chapter 5 Modelling). However, nothing has been published for HTC in
machining environment for Chilled Air and LCO2 (there is something for supercritical
CO2, p> 72bar,T > 31◦C). Due to variation in jet phase and properties, it was believed
that using the relation for LN2 was inaccurate, therefore no analysis of HTC between
different media is done here.
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[83, Kramer 2014] and his team demonstrate how cooling capacity of cryogens is much
more dependent on pressure than flow rate, because pressure influence the velocity
out of the nozzle with the ability to break the vapour bubbles formed on the hot
targets by Leidenfrost effect. In [49, Tahmasebi 2019], CFD simulations showed that
too high pressure and consequent jet speed caused flushing of fluid away from the tool
at a too high rate, so that cooling extraction was impaired by short contact duration.
[72, Jerold 2013] and [73, Kumar 2013] compared LN2 and LCO2 versus wet and
dry turning of Ti-6Al-4V with uncoated Carbide inserts. Remarkable results were
reported for cutting forces reduction, surface roughness, chip thickness and tool life
in terms of reduced crater and flank wear. In the order, the approaches performed
from worse to best, Dry-Wet-LN2-LCO2. LN2 experiences slightly higher forces than
LCO2, due to claimed higher hardening effect on the WP. Lower forces with respect
to Wet and Dry were addressed to tool hardness and slippery properties retention
and absence of BUE. Doubts arise on how they managed to achieve force reduction
with a 2mm nozzle at 50mm from the cutting zone, but they didn’t provide any flow
data to make reproducible the obtained results. The better performance of LCO2
are likely to be attributed to higher delivery pressure than LN2. Similarly to [57,
Bermingham 2012], in which HP coolant had higher momentum transfer, surpassing
the cooling capacity of LN2, here LCO2 might surpass the cooling effectiveness of
LN2. This underlines the importance of delivery conditions of lubro-coolants fluids.
[83, Kramer 2014] and colleagues found that LN2 performed better than LCO2 against
emulsion cooling turning with cemented Carbide at 150m/min,0.13mm/rev,0.3mm
depth. However, very scarce information on fluxes and nozzle delivery was given. In
[42, Kirsch 2018] et al. similar and slight improvements in tool life with respect to
emulsion cooling were found for both LN2 and LCO2. A termocouple was put in
contact with the tool back surface and measured the bulk cooling effect of fluids: LN2
has the lowest bulk cooling capability due to the instantaneous evaporation. LCO2
performed better than emulsion for what concerns cooling action. [84, Iqbal 2019] and
his team obtained lower tool wear by using LN2 instead of LCO2 while face turning
Ti64. In [41, Pusavec 2019] a higher absolute heat extraction was found for emulsion
coolant. While LCO2 and LN2 failed to keep in contact with the hot target for enough
time, emulsion wetted a much wider surface dragging heat removal.

4.3.1 Liquid Nitrogen, LN2
LN2 advantages, with respect to other low temperature boiling gases, are to be abun-
dant in atmosphere, colourless, odourless, totally inert, with strong cooling capacity.
Another advantage derivating by the use of Nitrogen is the generation of an inert envi-
ronment surrounding the cutting zone. It obstacle Oxygen penetration, avoiding chip
burning in HSM or cutting magnesium, [85, KE 2009]. It is toxicless as it does not
cause problems if breathed, being it the most part of our atmosphere, but that is not
an advantage (claimed by many) since other gases are tocsicless in that sense, CO2 as
well. The problem is not related to the toxicity but to the Oxygen depletion if Nitrogen
content in the atmosphere surpass 80%.
The main drawbacks are the energy and water demand necessary to produce it, [31,
Supekar 2020], and the fact that all the LN2 used is then lost in atmosphere (and lost in
gas separators), although the lack of recirculating system can be an advantage as well,
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[12, Yasa 2012]. For certain the insulation and delivering system represent a challenge:
keeping LN2 properly liquid until the nozzle is very difficult. Viscous friction and heat
penetration in the vacuum jacket pipes initiates boiling, therefore is necessary to cool
or pressurize LN2 over the critic point (posing problems of storage). Cavitation cause
the more bubbles that can block the flow in tubes, thus promoting unstable flow at
the nozzle, [49, Tahmasebi 2019]. Gas separator are often needed to keep high liquid
percentage in tubes. Mass flow rate is of complicate measurements given the double
phase, so researchers use to monitor the weigh of the LN2 tank. Another issue is the
warming up (or more intuitively: the cooling down) of the MT elements associated with
the delivery of LN2: it can require half an hour to achieve stable liquid flow, depending
on the delivery system adopted, meanwhile watching the precious LN2 evaporating.

4.3.2 Liquid Carbon Dioxide, LCO2
The advantage of LCO2 over LN2 is that can be stored and delivered at ambient
temperature and relative easily achievable pressure of around 60bar. Therefore, no
thermal insulation is required and the MT is not thermally affected by the circulating
LCO2. Delivery system design, tool and spindle or holder modification are simpler.
When it exits the nozzles, finding a much lower pressure, it evaporates extracting heat
from the cutting zone. The sudden evaporation needs heat, which is taken from the
cutting process, however some portion of the CO2 can become solid. The impinging
jet is therefore composed by gaseous and solid CO2, which can cool down to −78◦C,
[1, Jawahir 2016], by Joule-Thomson effect.
[38, Fernandez 2019] and colleagues found improvements in tool life by internal CO2
delivery and localized insert application in milling Gamma Ti-Al and EA1N grade Steel.
[56, Machai 2011] and his team applied successfully LCO2 on rake in cutting Ti-6Al-
4V increasing Tool life. LCO2 didn’t need insulating pipes as it could be stored at
57bar, 20◦C. Measured flow rate during cutting was 2,72Kg/min. Out of the nozzle
it was stated that 60% of CO2 was in vapour phase and 40% in solid phase. The solid
phase sublimates in contact with the hot tool and WP surfaces thereafter. At the end
of cutting operation the workpiece was cooled down to −36,9◦C. An extraction system
was reminded to be used for CO2 extraction.
In Putz et al. as reported in [1, Jawahir 2016], they stated that a lower distance
between nozzle and target and lower diameter was more effective in cooling than higher
diameter and flow rate. High collimation, lower distance from target are to be addressed
for optimal cooling and consumption of coolant.

4.3.3 Chilled Air
Chilled Air has been used as a coolant media for machining applications at a temper-
ature not lower than −50◦C. As we have told before we will treat it as well, even if
it does not answer properly to the term Cryogenics, because some features like cooling
capacity matching with process heat generation are the same. Chilled air cooling is
often adopted in synergy with MQL, compensating the almost null lubrication capacity
of air. Application of this cooling media have been implemented cutting Titanium al-
loys, Aluminium alloys, Cast Irons, Stainless Steels. Stated advantages are in line with
the one obtained with cryogenic fluxes. Chilled compressed air by the way is easier and
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cheaper to produce, by traditional vapour compression systems or adiabatic expansion,
[86, Rubio 2015]. With respect to this, RHVTs (Ranque-Hilsch Vortex Tube) represent
a cheap way (500÷1000 €) to produce chilled and warm gases out of a compressed
flow. However, the efficiency of this cheap systems is low.
Major drawbacks in using chilled air as a cutting fluid is the poor heat extraction ca-
pacity and almost null lubrication action. The first is compensated by high pressures
and lower temperatures. The second cannot be improved. Contrary to liquefied gases
like LN2 and LCO2, chilled air cannot benefit on liquid to gas expansion ratio, there-
fore even the low possibility of penetrating the Tool-chip interface offered by cryogenic
fluxes is hardly achievable.
Chilled air cooling was found to be more effective in comparison to CCF or MQL at
high speed and low feed, [86, Rubio 2015]. In this range of parameters, efficiency of
CCF is proved to be low. Therefore chilled air would excel over conventional approaches
for higher cooling capacity. High speed low feed means low forces and torques but in-
creased MRR. It is needed a fluid capable of removing not so much heat, but rapidly
and in this air cooling seems to perform well, at least better than CCF. Readiness in
removing heat by the cooling mean must also be considered as a discriminant property.
It should deal with cooling media pressure, velocity, wetting and very important sudden
evacuation out of the cutting zone. Maybe low boiling point gases have low readiness
due to this phenomena: time to exploit the latent heat, however, no one ever tried to
compare different cooling media at different heat generation rates (different MRR or
cutting speed).
[68, Sun 2010] and his team found enhanced tool wear resistance using cryogenic LN2
cooled compressed air, however they lack of a comparison with CFL.
[87, Yuan 2011] and colleagues proved the effectiveness of refrigerated air at different
temperatures, combined with MQL, in end milling of Ti-6Al-4V. Lower cutting forces,
roughness, flank wear rates, were observed versus Dry, Wet and MQL with room tem-
perature air.
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Chapter 5

Modeling Machining Processes

In recent years, advances in computational resources have made available numerical
evaluation of models regarding cutting processes. With respect to cryogenics, also ther-
mal analysis, modeling the heat generation of a cutting process, have become important.
CFD analysis of jets helps in defining the correct nozzle design. Hybrid thermodynamic-
CFD simulation are needed to forecast Heat Transfer Coefficients of fluxes so to predict
characteristics of the flow to be delivered at the cutting zone. Recently, models have
also been developed to predict surface properties after machining such as metallurgical
structures, stress states, roughness.
Modeling cryogenic assisted processes is fundamental to decrease the number of pro-
cess variables. Added to the classic process parameters of feed, speed, depth of cut,
Tool angles, number of teeth, strategy etc, cryogenic processes also need to determine
flow rates, pressure, nozzle position, orientation, diameter, number, cooling flux nature,
cooling strategy. Modeling become fundamental with super alloys like Ti, Ni, Co, Mg,
Al alloys, stainless steels, tool-steels, reducing the number of necessary cutting experi-
ments and help in understanding critical issues, [4, Deshpande 2018].
Regression Modeling, Response Surface Methodology, Artificial Neural Networks, Ge-
netic Algorithms have been applied to cryogenic machining for evaluating performances
like tool life and surface finish. FEM simulations with huge variety of material models
for chip formation have been implemented for the study of stress-strain states, temper-
ature, forces and power.
FEM analysis of cutting process aims at the prediction of:

• Cutting forces: which at their turn influence power, energy consumption and
machine tool dynamics;

• Chip morphology: mainly it has been used as a check with experiments to validate
the goodness of a material/contact model, but can be used to understand stress,
strains, strain rates in the material, tool-chip interactions fundamental for wear
prediction;

• Tool wear prediction: temperature and mechanical loading on the chip-tool in-
terface are needed for prediction of the evolution of cutting edge wear. It would
be an outstanding result to be able to reproduce a cutting tool life test, so to
forecast tool life without long and expensive experimental campaigns, however
FEM models can only simulate milliseconds of cutting, therefore other methods
are needed to aim at this goal;
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• Surface quality: grain size, hardness, phase changes, roughness, deformation lay-
ers, residual stresses are quantities that can already be forecasted by tuning the
models with experiments and by the modification of material constitutive models.

Running a FEM simulation of a cutting process is not at all an easy task. For instance
the material properties are needed. In the table we report the material properties used
for Titanium alloy Ti6Al4V:

Material properties for FEM simulations Ti-6Al-4V WC-Co
Family Property Symbol Units SI, mm-s-N Value

Mechanical

Density ρ kg/m3, tonn/mm3 4429÷4512 15250,1.525 ·10−8

Thermal expansion α 1/K 9 ·10−6 −

Poisson module ν − 0.31÷0.37 0.22

Young module E GPa 104÷113 600

Thermal

Thermal conductivity λ W/m ·
K,mW/mm ·K

6.7@20◦C 44

Specific heat cp J/Kg ·
K,mJ/tonn ·K

526,5.26 ·108 188,1.88 ·108

Melting point Tm
◦C > 1600@p=

1atm
−

Inelastic heat fraction θ − 0.9 −

Table 5.0.1: Material properties needed for FEM simulation of cutting process, values for Ti6Al4V
and Carbide tool

Other than material properties, interaction properties are needed: contact and ther-
mal interaction properties. Finally a good material model, able to represent with accu-
racy the strain, strain rate and thermal effect on the stress flow is necessary for reliable
results.
The computational burden of chip forming FEM simulation is very high, a simple
orthogonal cutting simulation can take some hours (2÷10) before convergence on per-
forming workstations, while a single tooth arc pass in 3D milling can take more than a
week. Therefore analytical models are still needed and useful to:

• Predict the order of magnitude of results and apply them as boundaries to ease
the convergence of simulations;

• Proceed with the calculation at a larger time scale than the one that can be
reached with simulations. For example, thermal and stress loading of an insert
out of a single tooth pass simulation can be fed to an analytical wear model to
calculate the tool material erosion rate at repeated engagements.

In this chapter, modeling of cutting process with particular attention to cryogenic
machining will be presented. The analysis of the literature articles will answer also to
the collection of data needed for the simulation of the cryogenic milling process.
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5.1 Thermal models
Analytical models, correlated by experimental coefficients, have been developed to pre-
dict temperature in the cutting region. Accurate thermal predictions are useful for un-
derstanding possible outcomes in the cutting process, especially metallurgical features.
Generally only average values can be predicted by handy formulations which give an
order of magnitude of the real cutting process temperature. [88, Benabid 2014] et al.
reported a synthetic analytical formula for the prediction of the order of magnitude of
temperature in the shearing region:

T = 0.4U
ρc

(
v · t0
K

)1/3

where U is the specific cutting energy, ρ the density, c the specific heat, v the cutting
speed, t0 the feed, K the conductivity of the workpiece. This approximated values
would be useful for example in order to tune the cooling capacity of the cutting fluid
flow. Material pair fixed, the temperature build up in the cutting insert would be
proportional to the cutting power, cutting parameters (speed and reachability of the
cutting zone), workpiece geometry. Optimal pressure, flow rate and velocity of cutting
fluids could then be designed in order to reach a maximum temperature in the cutting
zone.
For what concerns cryogenic machining, the thermal prediction in the cutting zone,
added to a precise forecast of cooling jet properties would allow for a first estimation of
cryogen flow rate. Flow pressure can be obtained due to the optimization of the delivery
line for minimum discharge ([49, Tahmasebi 2019]) and can be changed iteratively over
small ranges. However, a good correlation between cutting jet HTC and mass flow rate,
pressure, velocity and flow quality (vapour and liquid phase) is needed.

5.1.1 Temperature measurements
[89, Ay 1998] et al. observed with thermocouples the temperature evolution in the
cutting insert being first order exponential. They also concluded that the maximum
temperature region along the rake face of the insert is shifted from the tip. This is a
consequence of chip drag, which carries away the heat generated in the shear zone, and
by friction. How this distance is related to the chip thickness (feed) or material proper-
ties is not mentioned. [90, Dhar 2002a] et al. stated that the shift of the maximum tool
temperature is due to the friction heat build up, when friction changes from sticking to
sliding the heat generated lowers and can be easily dragged away by the chip.
Several techniques were adopted to obtain reliable temperature measurements. It be-
comes evident that a meaningful temperature measurement must include accurate data
regarding the tool-chip interface temperature. The principal problem stays in the lim-
ited physical space available. Thinking of an orthogonal cutting scheme, the chip thick-
ness is in general in the order of hundred of microns. The finest sheated thermocouple
in the market nowadays is 150µm in diameter, which is comparable with the width
of the interface in the highest temperature region. Researchers then developed other
techniques in order to capture the finest temperature measurements, [91, O’Sullivan
2001]:
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• Workpiece-tool thermocouples: need isolation of the piece and tool, they measure
an average of the interface temperature and the calibration must be accurate, [92,
Bacci da Silva 1999];

• Thermocouple wires: a wire of different material than the workpiece is embedded
in it and a thermocouple is made when it comes in contact with the tool. The
piece must be isolated. The contact develop in very short time, [92, Bacci da
Silva 1999]. It would be better to place the wires on the insert, but that is more
challenging from a practical point of view. Careful calibration and preparation
are necessary, [93, Yang 2014];

• Thermocouples sheets: embedded in the workpiece as “slices”, when cut by the
insert give a continuous measurement. The problem is that the measurement is
an average over the contact between the sheet and the tool;

• Infrared pyrometers: [94, Ng 1999] et al. used an optical fiber pyrometer, with
a response faster than thermocouples, so are suitable for milling measurements.
Also the very thin optical fiber can be installed right in the interface. The main
problem is that the view of the fiber must not be obstructed by deposited material
on tool face;

• Thermocameras: cameras capable of detecting infrared rays. They need to be
very sensible and calibrated over the particular workpiece emissivity. They cannot
penetrate the interface, but give only average values regarding the exiting chip.
However they’re the easier way to compare two temperature measurements;

• Metallurgical alterations: temperature experienced by the workpiece can be eval-
uated by a metallurgical evaluation. Transformation temperatures are used as
thermal history detectors. This method only helps in defining temperature ranges,
while the skin transformation is also influenced by strain and strain rates.

Figure 5.1.1: [91, O’Sullivan 2001] temperature measurement strategies

A complete review on temperature measurements in cutting process can be found in
[95, Davies 2007]. For what concerns milling, of importance becomes the readiness of
instruments, being a single insert passage in the order of some milliseconds.
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5.1.2 Pure Thermal Models
[96, Komanduri 2000] et al. made a very detailed study divided along three articles
aiming at the analytical identification of the thermal fields in cutting inserts. The
model is rather complex and nowadays thermomechanical FEM models would be used,
[97, Majumdar 2005]. However, having the necessary coefficients the model could be
suitable for the prediction of the thermal field in the insert to be placed as boundaries
in the FEM models and speed up their convergence. They also underlined how the
friction heat source is preponderant for cutting temperature rise.
[8, Hong 2001b] and colleagues made a complete study analyzing the capacity of vari-
ous cooling techniques in the temperature manipulation during turning Ti-6Al-4V. Dry
cutting, emulsion, LN2 precooling, tool back cooling, rake, flank, rake&flank jet cool-
ing by micro chip breaker assisted nozzles were modeled and experimentally validated.
By applying a depth of cut much higher than feed and neglecting flank friction they
hypotized 2D steady state heat transfer on the rake face. The model included portion
of the workpiece, tool, holder, chip and atmospheric air. Boundary conditions were set
with average convective heat transfer coefficients either from literature or calculated
through experiments and analytical relations. LN2 jets of 7,5 · 10−6m3/s produced a
HTC of 2,327 · 104÷ 4,675 · 104W/m2K. From measured cutting forces, heat sources
were determined. Shear angle, interface contact length and deformed chip thickness
were obtained by chip and tool wear analysis and used to determine model geometries.
Simulations were validated by placing a 0,3mm thermocouple in the chip contact sur-
face. Measured temperatures proved to differ of 22% maximum with respect to the
model.

Figure 5.1.2: [8, Hong 2001b] numerical and experimental cutting zone temperature comparison

For cutting speed of 90m/s, dry cutting proved to reach around 1000◦C, tool back
cooling only reduced temperature around 700◦C while emulsion cooling, rake, flank
and workpiece precooling achieved temperatures in the order of 500◦C. Simultaneous
tool rake and flank cooling guaranteed maximum cutting temperatures on rake face of
around 250◦C, 5.1.2. For increasing cutting speed, simultaneous rake and flank cooling
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proved to guarantee the best cooling effect. As diffusivity in Ti alloys is supposed
to start above 500◦C, a proper choice of cooling approach could prevent adhesion-
dissolution dependent wear.The rake and flank nozzle delivery they used in the study is
very precise in targeting the cutting zone, therefore same results are hardly achieved by
using external nozzles. Moreover, the tool back cooling strategy they chose is the less
effective approach among the indirect cooling strategies, and they would have obtained
better result by applying the LN2 chamber on the rake face instead then on the back,
as did [17, 15, Wang 1996, Wang 2000].
[6, Abukhshim 2006] et al. defines the heat generated in the cutting zone as:

• Primary zone heat generation: QPDZ = Fcv , Fc cutting force, v cutting speed;

• Secondary zone heat generation: QSDZ = fµv
λh
, fµ friction force, λh chip ratio,

fµ = Fcsinα+Ffcosα, α rake angle, Ff feed force.

Further assumptions need to be carried out for determining the heat partition coefficient
and the heat source distribution:

• The heat partition coefficient is a factor defined a priori which describes the
proportion of heat flowing into chip and tool. A first guess is then refined looking
at results of the simulations. The physical behaviours should be studied in order
to get rid of this uncertainty. The proportion of heat flowing in the tool depend
on the properties of materials, velocity of the chip, contact conductance;

• The heat source distribution accounts for the geometry of the cutting process: the
primary heat source is reasonably shifted toward the tool tip while the secondary
depends on the contact conditions. It is reasonable to depend on the sticking
sliding nature of the contact, rising in the sticking region and decreasing the
sliding region.

[98, Liu 2007] et al. create a 3D thermal model for tool and holder and 2D model for
chip, to determine cutting temperatures in tool-chip interface during cutting of A390 Al-
alloy. The model consisted in heat sources for primary and secondary deformation zones,
sharing a the heat q through the partition coefficient β to be determined iteratively as a
function of process parameters, comparing interface temperature match in the two sub-
models of tool and chip side. The cooling air effect was introduced as a HTC boundary
condition. The HTC was obtained by both impinging jet empirical evaluations and
experiments. Values in case of room temperature and chilled air where respectively
200÷240W/m2K and 750÷1100. They experimentally tuned the model and used to
predict trends over process parameters variation. However, temperature predictions
were in contrast with experimental results.

5.1.3 Temperature prediction in Milling
[99, Kitagawa 1997] and colleagues used thermocouple wires sintered within the tool
and then exposed through grinding of the insert. When in contact with the workpiece
they realized a thermocouple and temperature measurements were deduced. They com-
pared continuous cutting with HSM and proved that with interrupted cutting absolute
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maximum temperature is lower but the thermal loading is stronger due to thermal
oscillations.

Figure 5.1.3: [99, Kitagawa 1997] continuous and interrupted cutting temperature profiles,
Ti6Al4V 2Sn, 100m/min, 0.1mm/rev/tooth

From the graph is clear how thermal steady state for continuous cutting can be
achieved after almost 20ms while for interrupted cutting also the first engagement is
representative of the steady state situation, until tool wear affect the behaviour. More-
over, wet cutting helps by a little in shifting the whole curve downward.
[93, Yang 2014] and colleagues obtained good agreement between measured and sim-
ulated temperatures, milling Ti6Al4V with a solid mill. For the experimental tem-
perature measurements over the whole cutting arc they used a Constantan Band as a
thermocouple. Calibrated with the workpiece, the termocouple was placed as a sand-
wich within the piece, then it was cut by the tool and made contact with the workpiece,
so a voltage proportional to temperature was measured. Good correlation with simu-
lated temperatures was found.

Figure 5.1.4: [93, Yang 2014] comparison of simulated and measured temperatures, milling Ti6Al4V

[45, Sato 2011] et al. used an optical fibre set into the insert and linked to a
pyrometer for detecting the evolution of temperature in the cutting arc while cutting
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Ti-6Al-4V. They modeled the 3D transient heat transfer problem with the help of Green
functions, assuming a pulsating heat source as a plane with the dimensions of the feed
and the depth of cut. If the material properties are constant and radiation is neglected,
the equations describing the thermal field in the semi-infinite insert representing a
quarter of the cartesian space are:

∂2T

∂x2 + ∂2T

∂y2 + ∂2T

∂z2 = 1
α

∂T

∂t

−K∂T

∂z
= q̇′′ (x,y, t) = q̇′′ (t) 0< x < Lx, 0< y < Ly, z = 0

where, in the order, it is described the time dependent spacial heat transfer equation
and boundary conditions in the heat generation zone. The Green function describing
the temperature solution due to an instantaneous point source at time t situated in
x= xp, y = yp, z = 0 is:

ΘG(x,y,z,xp,yp, z= 0,D) = 2√
πD

e
−z2
D2 ·

e−(x+xp)2

D2 + e
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·
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−(y−yp)2
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T (x,y,z, t) = α

K

t�

0

Lx�

0

Ly�

0

ΘG(x,y,z,xp,yp,0,D) · q̇′′ (xp,yp, τ)dxpdypdτ

if the heat source is uniform the green function can be simplified:

ΘGR (x,y,z,Lx,Ly,D) =
Lx�

0

Ly�

0

ΘG(x,y,z,xp,yp,0,D)dxpdyp = 1
2
√
πD

e
−z2
D2 ΘGU (x,Lx,D) ·ΘGU (y,Ly,D)

ΘGU (u,L,D) = erf
(
L+u

D

)
+ erf

(
L−u
D

)
, D = 2 ·

√
a(t− τ)

where D is a characteristic dimension, K the thermal conductivity and α the thermal
diffusivity. The Green function ΘGR represent the solution to a spacial uniform heat
source with an instantaneous heat impulse. Depending on the chosen strategy (Up or
Down milling) the width of the heat sources varies during the cutting arc:

Lx (τ) = lc
h
fsin

{(
τ

τ1

)
η
}

UpMilling

Lx (τ) = lc
h
fsin

{(
1− τ

τ1

)
η
}

DownMilling

where τ1 is the cutting time and τ the time elapsed in one cutting, f the feed, η the
arc engagement angle. They approximated the heat source with a uniform distribution
of the cutting power and the partition coefficient from experiments was set at 12%.
The Up-Milling strategy promoted higher thermal gradients in the insert, even if grad-
ual engagement is achieved. The Down-Milling strategy exhibited smoother profiles.
Therefore Down-Milling is preferable for what concerns thermal loading of the insert.
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Figure 5.1.5: [45, Sato 2011] comparison of simulated and experimental thermal profiles (a) predicted,
b) experimental, left: Up-Milling)

Very good agreement is found for temperatures in the bulk body of the insert,
however the temperature profiles in the skin depend much more on the heat source
distribution, so on the contact nature.
[43, Jiang 2013] and colleagues studied the thermal problem in the milling insert with
the same solution as in [45, Sato 2011] but with a varying heat intensity. The heat
flux varied from a minimum toward a maximum depending on the uncut chip thickness
width. They varied the engagement and reported the variation of the relative tem-
perature profiles in the tool. They also modeled the temperature distribution in the
workpiece. From the figure is evident how the larger the engagement the higher the
thermal loading of the insert body, but for what concerns the tool skin nothing can be
said.

Figure 5.1.6: [43, Jiang 2013] variable engagement tool temperature profiles

[44, Karaguzel 2016] et al. still made use of Green functions to calculate the transient
thermal fields in the milling cutter. They modeled the heat source intensity as Q =
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FResvc which is not properly the cutting power. They observed that lowering the
engagement both reduced the maximum and average temperature of thermal cycle for
the insert. Higher cutting speed reduces the oscillations of temperature but increase
the average temperature of the cycle. For what concerns the boundary conditions,
a detectable difference in the results is noted only for a heat convection toward the
environment larger than 100W/m2K.

Figure 5.1.7: [44, Karaguzel 2016] temperature profile variation in speed, engagement and experi-
mental results (AISI 1050,75m/min,0.15mm/rev,1mmdepth)

[100, Baohai 2016] et al. modeled with Green function the transient thermal problem
while cutting Inconel 718. They considered a heat source distribution depending on the
contact conditions:

Q(x,y,z, t) = q1 (x)q2 (τ)

q1 (x) =
1 0< x < δLx
Lx−x
Lx

1
1−δ δLx < x < Lx

where δ describes the proportion between sticking and sliding zone. Due to the differ-
ence in the heat source the solution for the temperature field changes as follows:

T (x,y,z, t) = α

K

t�

0

ΘGR(x,y,z,δ,Lx,Ly,D) · q (τ)dτ + ...

... + α

K

t�

0

1
2
√
πD

e
−z2
D2 ΘGL(x,Lx, δ,D) ·ΘGU (y,Ly,D) · q (τ)dτ

ΘGL(x,Lx, δ,D) = Lx−x
Lx

1
1− δ · [ΘGU (x,Lx,D)−ΘGU (x,Lx, δ,D)]

For the cooling phase during non cutting, they approximated the problem with a infinite
plate in convection with air. The heat partition coefficient into the tool was assumed
by the formula:

β =
√
Ktρtct√

Ktρtct+
√
Kwρwcw

A set of FEM cutting simulations where developed in order to fit the relationship
between feed and speed with the generated heat and tool-chip contact length. Simulated
temperatures were compared to experimental values obtained by workpiece embedded
thermocouple. Found values were in accordance with the experimental ones, however
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the location of the maximum temperature is unknown. Also the determination of
the heat partition is purely static as doesn’t take into account the dynamics of the
chip. Nevertheless, after all the approximations needed for simulations, the results are
accurate, thanks to good model tuning. Moreover, this article prove that it is possible
to reduce the number of experiments by performing simulations.
[37, Augspurger 2019] and his colleagues investigated the transient temperature in the
milling inserts while cutting Ti-6Al-4V. The time history of pulses were chosen as a
simple square wave. They found the heating and cooling power intensities by iteration
referencing to measures obtained with thermocouples. The study compared the thermal
cycles obtained for MQL and MQL plus LCO2 cooling. They proved that LCO2 is able
to shift the temperature cycles down by 50◦C while imperceptibly rising the amplitude
of cycles.

Figure 5.1.8: [37, Augspurger 2019] heat source scheme

In a following study, [101, Augspurger 2020], the team used the same analytical
model to match the temperature measurement at the thermocouple cutting AISI 1050.
In this case however they fixed the heat source as a portion of the cutting power
Pc =Fcv ·β and iterate for β . They saw that rising speed the portion of heat transmitted
to the tool lowered, the partition coefficient decreased. This was explained by the higher
chip dragging action, which carried away most of the heat produced in the cutting zone.
Tool temperature predictions are quite accurate for transient and steady state at low
speed, while become less and less accurate rising the speed, tool wear accounted as
responsible for that.

Figure 5.1.9: [101, Augspurger 2020] low and high speed simulated and measured tool temperature
comparison

5.1.4 Thermal behaviour in chip removal simulations
Generally a chip removal simulation require lot of calculations: the mesh is highly
refined in the deformation zones, remeshing (ALE) is necessary to avoid excessive dis-
tortion of elements, the thermal problem is coupled with the mechanical one, the contact
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problem require additional iterations. Generally cutting simulations, in case of contin-
uous operations, are stopped at the convergence of the cutting forces but that is not
enough for the convergence of the thermal fields in the insert. To overcome this problem,
larger conductance coefficients are placed at the tool-chip interface

(
> 10kW/m2k

)
.

This is like hypotising perfect contact of a super conductive layer glued to chip and
tool interface. Likely it would represent in short time what needs seconds to evolve.
The temperature fields obtained are logically accurate only for the high pressure portion
of the interface in which we can approximate perfect contact. The actual heat trans-
fer coefficient can be obtained by applying the nodal temperatures of the interface as
boundaries for a 3D pure thermal heat transfer problem, checking for the prediction of
temperature inside the tool. What is found with this procedure however is the average
conductance that allow the convergence of a suitable interface temperature distribution
in the short time simulation so to reach the measured temperature inside the tool.
[102, Umbrello 2007] et al. underline how the conductance at the interface and the con-
tact conditions highly influence the thermal behaviour of a cutting simulation. Through
an iterative process, the interface temperature generated by a short time duration
simulation were applied to a 3D thermal simulation, then the temperature at ther-
mocouples point were compared and the conductance at the interface updated. The
conductance value which promoted agreement with the thermocouple measurements
was 1000kW/m2K . This value is really high, and is influenced by the short duration
time of the simulations. With a physical conductance value the simulations should last
seconds to reproduce the real case. Nevertheless, short simulations with modified con-
ductance and 3D pure thermal calculations are able to reproduce the thermal field in
the insert at steady state. However, this strategy is completely non physical, research
should be oriented in studying the physics of the interaction.

Figure 5.1.10: [102, Umbrello 2007] conductance dependence on tool temperature

[103, Ceretti 2007] and colleagues studied the variation of the numerical conductance
cutting AISI 1045 with carbide insert. The authors simulated cutting with Coulomb-
Tresca friction model, defining the heat transferring into the tool as the sum of the
friction heat and the heat due to difference in temperature:

• Heat generation by friction: Qµ = τµvslβ , τµ shear friction, vsl sliding velocity, β
heat partition coefficient;
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• Heat flow due to difference in temperature: QSDZ = h
(
Tw−Tchip

)
.

They simulated chip formation without considering the thermal interface problem, set-
ting the conductance equal to zero. Then they applied the heat generated using the
velocity and friction fields to the 3D problem, iterating for the conductance value. Dif-
ferent values of conductance were found for various feeds and speeds. They explained
the variation looking at the average pressure and temperature on the rake face:

• Higher speed means higher temperature and pressure on the rake face, as the
cutting forces decrease a bit, but the contact length reduces by a higher extent.
Therefore the conductance increase;

• Higher feeds means higher temperature build up, however the increase in force
does not challenge the longer contact length leading to lower average pressures.
Therefore the conductance exhibit a minimum.

Figure 5.1.11: [103, Ceretti 2007] variation of tool-chip conductance in feed and speed,
AISI 1045,WC

By the way, applying zero conductance to the initial simulation (providing stress and
velocity fields) raises the temperature in the chip to higher values than the real case,
probably causing softening in the material.
Modern FEM software require partition coefficient of heat toward the tool, and con-
ductance values. The first is better be obtained by experiments, a first guess being the
ratios of workpiece and tool effusivities. Conductance value needs to be physical to
reproduce accurate temperature distributions at the interface. In milling is no sense in
raising the conductance to non-physical values, being the process unsteady by nature.

5.2 Tribology
With tribology is generally indicated the science of interacting surfaces in relative mo-
tion involving phenomena like friction, wear and lubrication. For cutting processes
simulations, detailed material models have been developed, while reduced attention
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have been given to contact models. The material model influences cutting forces and
chip morphology for the most, the contact nature influences temperature and tool wear.
In the past decades, material models have struggled to fill the gap left by the impossi-
bility to experimentally reproduce very high strains and strain rates. However, we still
refer to simple sticking-sliding models for what concerns friction.
More sophisticated contact formulations have been developed unless not providing the
coveted improvement of results. The main problem is that a simulation has to deal with
two great uncertainties: the material model and the contact model. If it was possible
to prove the accuracy of a material model in the whole range of strains and strain rates,
then it would be possible to see the effect on results of the contact model alone. Being
that impossible, the results of a simulation are affected by the two approximations.
Tool-chip contact length is still difficult to reproduce, simulation give much lower values
than measured ones. Therefore, the logic pushes us to think it is neither a problem of
the simulation nor of the researchers, simply what we are measuring is not the same
thing we want to reproduce. The experimental tool-chip contact length is the result
of some seconds of cutting, in which the chip is subject to its weight and other inertia
forces that pushes it toward the tool face. During some milliseconds of simulation the
chip hardly reaches the millimeter in length, therefore it would hardly scratch the sur-
face of the tool as it does in reality, and it is not a matter of scratches measurement
precision.
When it comes to simulate the difference between two cutting fluids some difficulties
arise. Lubrication and friction are often misunderstood terms:

• Lubrication is an action aiming at the reduction of friction and wear between
two sliding bodies. Lubricating strategies exploit, by different techniques, the
separation of the two sliding bodies by a layer (the lubricating layer) with which
the two bodies exhibit low friction;

• Friction is a physical reaction between matter in relative motion. In most of the
cases it refers to the dry/solid friction between two rigid bodies. Viscous friction
develops between deformable objects or fluids, because it is influenced by the
viscosity of matter.

In the next sections we will deal with contact model types, implementation and exper-
imental coefficients extraction.

5.2.1 Contact models for cutting simulations
Coulomb-Tresca contact model

Solid friction is often modeled as Coulomb friction. Between two bodies in contact
there develops a force proportional to the normal reaction between them: Ff = µ ·Fn.
This however is not the case in which two bodies in contact deform, so that they’re
more represented by viscous bodies. In that case the Tresca friction model is used:
τf =m · τlim, where τlim is the shear stress limit and m a coefficient. The combination
of this two models is the sticking-sliding contact model already implemented in the
most FEM software:

τf =
µ ·σn µ ·σn <m · τlim
m · τlim µ ·σn >m · τlim
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which limit the possibility of the coulomb friction to overcome the shear stress limit of
the material. The factor report the normal stress to the shear stress limit, which in
normal conditions in case of Von Mises stress is

√
3. It can be lower or higher depending

on the local pressure, temperature and velocity fields. More sophisticated models con-
siders the flow stress of the material for determining τlim = σfl (ε, ε̇,T )/

√
3. In this case

m is an additional softening value which generally covers for unknown effects, mostly
used to tune simulations on experimental results.
[104, Moufki 1998] and colleagues modeled the contact behaviour between tool and
chip as temperature dependent. For cutting speed over 1m/s they assumed friction to
be described by the average temperature of the interface. Pressure and sliding speed
affect friction by their effect in modifying temperature. They approximated and solved
analytically for the heat transfer problem due to friction at the interface, obtaining the
mean interface temperature with iterations. For the expression of friction coefficient
depending on temperature µ= µ

(
T̄int

)
, they run experiments and fitted the experimen-

tal curve obtained. Unless the model considers an average interface temperature, the
analytical model return a temperature distribution, and profiles of temperature along
the rake face can be obtained varying the exponent of the pressure distribution. A part
from a little shift at high feed, the model can accurately estimate feed Fq and cutting
Fp forces.

Figure 5.2.1: [104, Moufki 1998] temperature dependent friction coefficient results

After having validated the model, the authors undergo an extensive study on speed-
feed sensitivity. The main findings relate the increase in speed and feed to the increase
of temperature and the reduction of the friction coefficient, while positive rake angles
determine lower temperatures and higher friction coefficients, but reduced forces and
contact lengths.
[105, Childs 2006] analysed the contact behaviour between tool and chip at variable
cutting speed. He reported valuable insight from tool-split techniques. In the tool split
technique the insert is cut at different levels and variation on friction and normal forces
are evaluated. Proportionality between shear and normal stress is found for low normal
stress values, high normal stress values induces preponderant sticking and activate the
shear stress limit of the material.
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Figure 5.2.2: [105, Childs 2006] tool-split technique

[106, Ozel 2006] analysed the influence of friction models on cutting simulations
outcomes of low carbon free cutting steel. They underline as the best way to describe
the contact behaviour of the tool-chip couple is to directly measure the stresses, for
example by split tool techniques. The best situation would be to consider the actual
shear stress limit depending on the material flow stress τ̄ = σ̄/

√
3. Other models were

developed to overcome sharp variations between the two laws: the Shirakashi friction
model:

τf = k
(
1− e−

µσn
k

)
, kmaterial limit shear stress(τ̄)

and the Dirikolu friction model:

τf =m ·k
(

1− e−(µσnm·k )n
)1/n

, 0<m< 1,ncoefficients

Constant shear friction (1), constant shear and friction regions (Coulomb-Tresca) (2),
variable shear friction as Dirikolu (3), variable friction depending on normal stress from
split tool techniques (4) and variable shear plus variable friction with given predeter-
mined lengths (5) were compared with orthogonal cutting simulations.

Figure 5.2.3: [106, Ozel 2006] normal and shear stress on tool rake face, left: idealized scheme, right:
tool split test
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Model (3) and (4) gave the best prediction of feed force, temperature and shear
plane angle at 50,150,250m/min. However, cutting force was much overestimated
apparently due to a low accuracy in the material model in describing thermal softening
effects.

Figure 5.2.4: [106, Ozel 2006] Model 3 results

[107, Filice 2007] and colleagues critically analysed the performance of different fric-
tion models in cutting simulations. Constant shear friction, constant Coulomb friction,
Coulomb-Tresca mixed model with constant coefficients (with and without predefined
sticking length) and Dirikolu’s model. Feed force and chip thickness were underes-
timated, shear angle was overestimated. As no friction model influenced much the
results, it leads to think that either the presented material model was inaccurate or
the variation of the coefficient for some of the models was incomplete. Tool tempera-
tures were compared by setting an initial conductance value, waiting for temperature
convergence to a constant value in the 2D thermomechanical simulation, moving the
boundaries to a 3D problem, calculating the thermal field in the insert and comparing
it to the experiments. If the field did not match the simulation was run again with
another conductance value.

Figure 5.2.5: [107, Filice 2007] friction models comparison results

This lead to the average conductance value which guarantee the same thermal field
in the insert, and couldn’t give results to discriminate for the goodness of the models.
Indeed some of the models couldn’t converge at all. The authors claimed for the ne-
cessity of new friction and conductance model for the tool-chip interface. Moreover,
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the article underlines the importance of starting with a good material model with low
uncertainties, to fit a good friction model.
Another analysis for the performance of different cutting models was performed by [108,
Haglund 2008] and teammates. They underline how previous studies found the friction
stress to be almost constant for half of the tool-chip contact length, then decreasing
to zero. The shear friction limit depending on the material flow stress. AISI 4140
was simulated with predefined chip free to evolve to the final shape. This allowed for
convergence in 1.6ms. Constant Coulomb model, two zone constant Coulomb friction,
shear limit and Coulomb friction and three new temperature dependent friction models
were implemented:

• Temperature dependent friction model: µ(T ) =
1 T < T1 = 625◦C

1− T−T1
Tm−T1

T1 < T < Tm

• Temperature dependent shear stress limit, depending on yield, plus constant fric-

tion coefficient: τlim (T ) = σy (T ) , τf =
µσn µσn < τlim (T )
τlim (T ) µσn > τlim (T )

• Temperature dependent friction coefficient plus constant shear limit: µ(T ) =

f (T ) , τf =
µ(T )σn µ(T )σn < τlim

τlim µ(T )σn > τlim

Cutting forces and feed forces were best estimated by the double Coulomb model,
the temperature dependent Coulomb friction model and the limited shear stress at
400MPa. Chip thickness was guessed by all models. This confirms the findings of
[107, Filice 2007] that the chip thickness depends more on the material model than
the friction conditions. The best model proved to be the thermal dependent friction
coefficient, however the model is non-physical, as the friction coefficient for small normal
pressure and temperatures approaches 1.

Figure 5.2.6: [108, Haglund 2008] friction models results

[109, Shi 2009] and Attia carefully analysed the contact phenomena between tool
and chip, considering friction and thermal aspects. It is standard procedure to set an
nonphysical large value to the interface conductance so to promote fast thermal conver-
gence, however the conductance depend on contact nature and influence the thermal
profile of the interface. A complex micro-mechanical friction model was implemented
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to predict the interface conductance. For the friction coefficient they adopted a normal
pressure distribution and the Shirakashi model. However the model performed almost
like a constant Tresca model with m = 0.9. The article proves how is possible to gain
marginal improvements with intricate contact models, at the price of strong efforts.

Figure 5.2.7: [109, Shi 2009] friction model results

[110, Arrazola 2010] and Ozel evaluated the performance of different friction models
in cutting simulations. They varied the shear limit stress of the Tresca shear friction
model from 200 to 700MPa modeling orthogonal cutting of AISI 4340. For the sliding
region µ= 0.48 was considered, when the shear stress reaches the limit it become then
constant, being illogically for it to go beyond the strength of the material. Larger shear
limit factors resulted in better force predictions. The normal pressure to the rake was
similarly predicted by all models. The authors suggested also that the limit shear stress
could also be calculated with the material model, depending on temperature, strain and
strain rates. By calculating the limit shear stress with T = 1000◦C,ε= 4, ε̇= 105 they
obtained a shear stress flow limit of 400MPa which agreed with the limit flow stress
for good prediction of forces.

Figure 5.2.8: [110, Arrazola 2010], simulation results for different shear limit values and mesh
strategies

The article proves how stick and slip models are more accurate, but the shear limit
must depend on the material model.
[111, 112, Molinari 2011,Molinari 2012] and coworkers analysed extensively the contact
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characteristics for orthogonal metal cutting. With the aid of simulations and analyti-
cal models they shown how friction become gradually sticking with increasing cutting
speed due to the decrease of material flow stress at high temperature. The decrease
in the mean friction coefficient on the rake face is evident only if sticking is present,
as temperature decrease the flow stress. Thermal softening influence is also studied in
therm of inelastic heat fraction coefficient variation. In the latter study they concen-
trated on tool stresses. Sticking contact is promoted by larger friction coefficients, for
low friction coefficients the shear stress is not higher than the shear flow stress of the
material, so sticking is not activated. Temperature rise in the sticking region, reaches a
peak in the transition region and lowers in the sliding region, as a result of the mutual
effect of deformation heat, friction heat and chip drag.

Figure 5.2.9: [111, 112, Molinari 2011,Molinari 2012] synthetic findings for friction behaviour

The articles are an example on how to combine analytic and numeric methods to
understand complex phenomena. However, they are at the same time exhaustive and
exhausting to be read. Moreover their range of speed is extremely out of industrial
practice (1÷50m/s⇒ 60÷3000m/min).
[113, Ulutan 2013] and Ozel undergo an extensive analysis on the contact conditions
between workpiece, tool and chip during cutting processes. Insert rounded edges and
flank wear were considered, complete stress analytic evolution along tool interface were
built. Also flank wear and change in the geometry of the tool was taken into account.
For the complete mathematical expression the Author suggest to look directly at the
source.
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Figure 5.2.10: [113, Ulutan 2013] model scheme

• Along the rake face: 0< x < lrale

σ (x) = σmax,rake

(
1− x

lrake

)n
, τ (x) =

µrake ·σ (x) µrake ·σ (x)<m · τlim
m · τlim µrake ·σ (x)>m · τlim

• For the tool tip: −γrake < α < π/2 +γflank

σ (α) =

(
σmax,flank−σmax,rake

)
α+

[
γrake ·σmax,flank +

(
π/2 +γflank

)
σmax,rake

]
π/2 +γrake+γflank

τ (x) =−

(
τmax,flank− τmax,rake

)
α+

[
γrake · τmax,flank +

(
π/2 +γflank

)
τmax,rake

]
π/2 +γrake+γflank

The stagnation angle given by: αs = (π/2+γflank)τmax,rake−γrake·τmax,flank
τmax,rake−τmax,flank . When

tool wear is present the final angle changes, and so the stresses at the border:

θ = γflank +arcsin
(

1− V Bsinγflank
redge

)
, αs = θτmax,flank−γrakeτedge

τmax,flank− τedge

−−→σedge+−−→τedge =−−−−−−→σmax,flank+−−−−−−→τmax,flank =⇒
σedge = σmax,flank

(
µflanksinθ− cosθ

)
τedge = τmax,flank

(
µflankcosθ− sinθ

)

σ (α) =
(
σedge−σmax,rake

γrake+ θ

)
(α+γrake)−σmax,rake, τ (α) =

(
τedge− τmax,rake

γrake+ θ

)
(α+γrake)−τmax,rake

with the constraints: 2sin
(
γflank

)
< V B

redge
< 1 + 1

sin
(
γflank

) to be able to calculate
θ, and µflank < 1

tgθ for the stagnation point to be on the edge;
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• For the flank face, spring back is neglected, the contact length is equal to the
flank wear: 0< x < V B

σ (x) = σmax,flank

(
1− x

V B

)m
, τ (x) =

µflank ·σ (x) µflank ·σ (x)<m · τlim
m · τlim µflank ·σ (x)>m · τlim

All geometrical quantities are known but for the tool-chip contact length on the rake
lrake, normal pressure distribution must be guessed σmax,i,n,m, the friction coefficients
µrake,µflank must be determined. From experiments, forces and wear are deduced,
then lrake,σmax,flank,σmax,rake,µrake,µflank,n,m are guessed and iteratively updated
to obtain the cutting forces. This is only the first part a larger iteration cycle, as then
the friction coefficients are fed to a FEM simulation, stress distributions are extracted
and σmax,flank,σmax,rake,n,m are used for the next iteration to find µrake,µflank.

Figure 5.2.11: [113, Ulutan 2013] tool stress and friction model results

A Calamaz-modified JC model was adopted for Inconel 100 and Ti6Al4V. The tool
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was considered rigid until chip formation (1÷1.5ms) and then changed to deformable
until internal stresses convergence (0.1ms). Two edge radii, rake angles and variable
speeds were simulated. Finally a fitting formula for the friction coefficient as a function
of speed, uncut chip thickness and edge radii was given.
Rake maximum stress is higher at larger speed, feed, edge radii and rake angle. For
the flank normal stress the speed is almost insignificant, while higher feed increases the
stress but both raise in the rake angle and edge radius reduce tool solicitation. The
article is an excellent example of synergy between analytic and FEM models which
provide reliable data for future speculations.
[114, Atlati 2014a] and coworkers developed a new modeling technique for tool-material
interface in cutting simulations. The heat partition between tool and chip is overcome
by considering the conductance, depending on pressure, temperature and sliding speed.
The heat generated by plastic deformation through the inelastic heat fraction coefficient
is transferred to the tool depending on the local conductance:

qplastic = ηpl

�
σ · ˙̄εdε, qpl−tool = k (Twp−Ttool)

The heat generated by friction at the interface needs to be partitioned:

qfriction = ηfric · τf ·vsl, qfric−tool = α (σn,Tint,vsl,αtheo) · qfriction
Heat partition coefficient was obtained through cutting tests, depending on sliding
speed, conductance was iteratively guessed. However, no experimental temperature
measurement was compared with the numerical results.

5.2.2 Friction determination for cutting simulations
For what concerns lubricating action of cutting fluids, the situation is even more con-
fused. Generally cutting forces are used to deduce friction forces, so determining a
better-or-worse friction performance. We have already explained as this can be mis-
leading. Other researchers prefer using tribometers.
Tribometers are devices able to reproduce contact conditions between sliding bodies
getting rid of disturbs. To be suitable for a cutting simulation, friction evaluation
must be carried out on a tribometer able to reproduce the average pressures (> 1GPa),
temperatures (> 700◦C for dry cutting) and sliding velocities (0→ Vcut) developing in
a real cutting process. Moreover, the work material surface must be fresh or refreshed.
A problem related to high pressures stays in the impossibility to avoid the deformation
of bodies. Therefore, the friction coefficients will be the result of sticking, sliding and
work material deformation. With tribometers, only macroscopic friction coefficients
can be obtained.
[7, Hong 2001d] and colleagues used a 3D force decomposition model in turning for the
determination of the friction coefficient during cutting a Ti-alloy. The model consisted
in the projection of the cutting, feed and thrust forces over the chip flow direction. By
consequent projections and measurement of the chip flow inclination angle β looking
at insert wear after machining (dependent on the influence of nose radius), they could
determine the friction coefficient by a ratio between normal and tangential force on the
rake surface, . The model however neglected flank friction, a simplification that was
said to be applicable for unworn inserts.
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Figure 5.2.12: Friction model used to determine friction from overall cutting forces, [7, Hong 2001d]

[115, Hong 2002] et al. reported that the friction coefficient in case of cryogenic
cooling decreased also thanks to the possibility of vapour expanding in the gaps in
between the bodies. They developed a tribometer that could be mounted on a lathe
capable of providing the same average contact pressure of the cutting process. For AISI
1018 they found that the average friction coefficient can be lowered at low normal load
with an high pressure liquid nitrogen jet (24bar), but at high load it almost resemble
dry cutting. For Ti6Al4V LN2 high pressure jets still presented the same trend (more
effective at low load, less at high load) but its performance was better than emulsion
and dry cutting, for the ability of removing heat and reducing adhesion and build up
edges. Low pressure jet (6.5bar) performs like dry cutting.

Figure 5.2.13: [115, Hong 2002] tribometer

Some problems regarding the tribometer are the non-refreshed surface and the wrong
positioning of the LN2 nozzle: there is not a real cutting process in which the cutting
fluid is dragged toward the cutting zone. The geometrical and dynamic resistance
developing in the rake-chip and work-flank crevices are here in favour of the fluid action
while in cutting they are against its spreading in the affected zones.
[116, Jun 2005] and colleagues proved with vector manipulation, force projection and
geometrical relations that friction coefficient in case of cryogenic cooling with rake&flank
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microdelivery ([70, 13, Hong 2001a&c]) was lower than emulsion and dry cutting. The
problem of using macroscopic cutting forces is that we cannot separate the material
property variation and the friction variation. It is however clear that cryogenic cooling
has a friction reduction effect, which is hardly due to a lubrication property, since for
a high volatile fluid in contact with hot surface it will be unlikely to form a lubricating
film, but is probably due to material property alteration.
[117, Hong 2006] et al. wanted to analyze if cryogenic Nitrogen improved friction was
due to an alteration of physical properties of materials or the result of a lubricating
action. Probably to separate the material property alteration from the study, the
normal forces were reduced, the heat build up due to friction was therefore limited, the
sliding speed was reduced as well. Several tribometers were built in order to study the
effect of tool back cooling, workpiece cooling and jet cooling. The jet was positioned
(wrongly) still at ease of penetration thanks to the rotation of the disk. Still the
tribometers do no supply fresh surfaces to the friction zone. What it is investigated
here is the low load friction coefficient in case of hydrodynamic induced lubrication of
LN2, which is completely not what happens in cutting, unless by the very last portion
of chip detaching from the rake. The interesting discovery is that coated tools may
exhibit worse behaviours with LN2. However, no conclusion can be extrapolated for
cutting conditions.

Figure 5.2.14: [117, Hong 2006] tribometers

[118, El-Tayeb 2009] and colleagues made an exhaustive evaluation of the friction
coefficient for Ti6Al4V and Ti5Al4V against WC in dry and cryogenic jet conditions.
They studied the dependence on speed, load and sliding time: µ= f (v,N,t) and their
mutual effects. However, the loads were rather low, and no indications were given to
arrive at the applied normal pressure, therefore the results are hardly applicable to a
cutting environment. Cutting speeds were also limited to less than 60m/min and the
sliding surface was not refreshed on the work material side. Moreover, LN2 jet was
dragged by the favourable rotation of the work material disc. Nevertheless, the article
set the challenge for the determination of the friction coefficient based on local normal
pressure, temperature and sliding velocity.
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[119, Arrazola 2008] et al. investigated a new approach for deriving the average friction
coefficient through orthogonal cutting tests. Merchant provided a simple relation for
calculating the friction coefficient:

µ= tg
[
tg−1

(
Ff
Ft

)
+γ

]
, γ rake angle

Albrecht considered the linear portion of the feed and cutting force graph in variable
undeformed chip thickness:

µ= tg
[
tg−1

(
dFf
dFt
|linearzonw

)
+γ

]

Figure 5.2.15: [119, Arrazola 2008] decomposition of forces for friction determination

The friction coefficient were then experimentally obtained for AISI 4140 steel. Sim-
ulations were carried out for variable feed and cutting, feed forces and chip thickness
was evaluated. While chip thickness and cutting forces were very well predicted, feed
force was lower. Trying to improve the results, two additional friction models were
adopted. One considering variable friction coefficient until the linear zone, obtained
deriving the expression also for the non linear zone. For the rest of the contact length,
depending on the start of the linear zone, a constant friction coefficient obtained with
the first method were adopted. The second model considered a variable friction coeffi-
cient calculated over the whole contact length with the same expression. Results with
this two models concerning feed forces were improved.
The article proves that is possible to improve simulation results with a good material
model and an experimentally based friction model, accounting for the friction variability
along the nose and rake face.
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Figure 5.2.16: [119, Arrazola 2008] result of constant, semi-constant and variable friction coefficient
models

[120, Bonnet 2008a] and colleagues studied friction behaviour of AISI 316 L steel
against carbide tools with a pin on rod tribometer. Numerical FEM simulations were
carried out to separate the adhesive friction coefficient from the plastic one, as the
experiment give the macroscopic sum of the two effects: µapp = µadh + µplast with
τfriction = µadh ·σn. The heat coming from plastic deformation was one order of magni-
tude lower than the heat produced by friction and remained almost fully in the work-
piece. The friction power toward the pin was measured and the experimental heat
partition coefficient alpha was calculated: Ppin = τfriction · vsl ·α. The experimental
heat partition coefficient was found profoundly different than the theoretical one disre-
garding the chip speed: αtheo =

√
ρpin·cpin·kpin√

ρw·cw·kw+√ρpin·cpin·kpin
, w : workpiece. The adhesive

friction and heat partition coefficients were plotted as a function of the average local
sliding speed found by the FEM, and as a function of the average interface temperature
on the workpiece side, in his turn depending on the sliding speed. In [121, Bonnet
2008] they evaluate the performance of a sliding speed dependent friction coefficient in
machining simulations of AISI 316L. The average friction coefficient was modified by
the sliding speed:

µ= r ·vsl+µmax, µmax = 0.4, r =−2 ·10−3

It is known that accurate prediction of friction coefficient does not influence much cut-
ting forces, dependent mainly on the material model, but cutting interface temperature
distributions. However, no comparison on temperature was done in the article.
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Figure 5.2.17: [121, 120, Bonnet 2008] friction models results

[122, Egana 2012] and teammates analysed the problem of the characterization of
contact properties while cutting Ti6Al4V: friction and heat partition coefficients. The
authors disapproves measuring the friction coefficient through cutting tests as they ap-
proximate the rake as flat, the tool as sharp and no contact on the flank. Moreover, as
many authors said that the variation of the friction coefficient doesn’t influence much
the cutting forces, it is of no sense to calculate the coefficient from cutting forces. Mate-
rial pair and lubrication fixed, contact properties depend on: sliding speed, temperature
(depending on shear zone and sliding velocity) and pressure. Therefore a tribometer
should be able to reproduce a wide range of speed and pressures. As roughness in-
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fluence the problem, the sliding pair should be highly polished. They used a pin on
rod technique, providing fresh surface to the friction region, with average pressures and
temperatures similar to cutting processes. They also measured the heat transferred to
the pin, then by considering the heat produced in the process as the total dissipated
power: Q = Ff · v , they calculated the partition coefficient toward the tool. Average
pressures applied were in the range of 0.75,1.3,1.5GPa.

Figure 5.2.18: [122, Egana 2012] dry friction and heat partition coefficients for Ti6Al4V

The average friction coefficient is found to decrease with higher pressure, while the
heat partition coefficient increases. Higher speed correspond to lower average friction
and heat partition, for pressure high enough, while at low speed the coefficients are
almost similar for every pressure. The authors suggest a threshold pressure and speed
beyond which adhesion begun to be important, the low pressure friction being most
representing sliding, the high pressure one also including sticking phenomena. With
this data a variable average friction coefficient as a function of pressure and speed
could be implemented in FEM simulations. Average friction was also seen to get little
lower by the application of emulsion, but no further analysis in variable pressures have
been done.
[123, Puls 2012] and colleagues presented a new tribometer design able to provide fresh
surface and required pressure, velocity and temperature representative of the cutting
process, being cheap and easy to implement on a lathe. It consisted of a grooving
tool against a rotating disk, only pushing the material of the disc. However, just a
portion of rotation can be performed, and high speed friction test need quick positioning
and retracting devices. Moreover, no thermal steady state can be achieved. They
obtained graphs with variable forces, temperature (thanks to a two color pyrometer)
and calculated friction coefficient. Despite the variation of forces both temperature and
friction coefficient remain almost constant. At low speed, AISI 1045 experience intense
sticking phenomena.
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Figure 5.2.19: [123, Puls 2012] new tribometer design results

[19, Courbon 2013] and his team also analysed the variation of friction and heat par-
tition coefficients as a function of speed, with dry and cryogenic machining. Ti6Al4V
didn’t exhibit a variation in the average friction coefficient from cryogenic to dry con-
ditions, while the heat partition coefficient lowered for cryogenic. Inconel 718 proved a
small reduction of average friction coefficient and the heat transmitted toward the tool
was definitely smaller.

Figure 5.2.20: [19, Courbon 2013] friction and heat partition coefficients in variable cutting speed

[124, Rech 2013a] and colleagues analysed the heat partition and friction coefficient
by means of a pin on rod open tribometer for different materials. Friction and heat
partition coefficients were also fitted in cutting speed. Constant and speed-variable
models were implemented in 2D orthogonal cutting simulation of AISI 1045 steel. The
variable model giving much better results in particular regarding heat exchange.
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Figure 5.2.21: [124, Rech 2013a] friction and heat partition coefficients in variable cutting speed,
simulation vs experimental results for constant and sliding-speed variable models

[125, Yousfi 2017] and his teammates experimentally determined the average friction
coefficient in case of dry and cryogenic cooling of a carbide pin with a new CrN coating,
against Ti6Al4V. They also simulated the experiment with FEM in order to calculate
by inverse methodology the adhesion part of the coefficient. They found rugosity to be
the most influential factor determining the average friction coefficient.
[126, Sterle 2019] and colleagues compared the performances of closed and open tri-
bometers. They realized a tribometer by using the flat part of the cutting insert onto
the side of the workpiece to cut. They examined the average friction coefficient of WC-
Co inserts against Ti6Al4V and 42CrMo4. The system is very smart since it can easily
be done without additional equipment on a lathe.
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Figure 5.2.22: [126, Sterle 2019] tribometer

It only requires a modified tool holder capable of positioning the insert in the correct
position to avoid cutting the work material. The contact pressure can be calculated
with the Hertzian contact theory, considering two cylinders of different diameter. Lower
maximum and average pressure can be achieved with the open tribometer compared to
the classical pin on disc design. For 42CrMo4, the average friction coefficient calculated
on the pin on disc tribometer was lower for emulsion and much lower in the case of
LCO2 than the one calculated on the open device, while for dry condition they gave
almost the same value. For Ti6Al4V the closed tribometer needed some sliding distance
to achieve a stable measurement. The stable average friction coefficient’s values were
found lower for the closed system. While emulsion proved effective in lowering the
average friction coefficient in case or 42CrMo4, for the Ti-alloy no cooling strategy
proved so effective.

Figure 5.2.23: [126, Sterle 2019] average friction coefficient results

The article underlines how results obtained with closed tribometers can be inaccu-
rate, especially for the cryogenic alternatives, due to ice residues onto the work material
surface.
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5.3 Material models
As we have previously underlined, modeling cutting processes need several ingredients,
one of the most important being the work material behaviour. Many researchers tried
different mathematical elaboration of achieved models for capturing particular strain,
strain rate and temperature effects on the material flow stress. In parallel, others
formulated new models, with more and more experimental coefficients. Others again,
made efforts to extend the experimental reproducible range of strains and strain rates
to obtain reliable data onto which base their models. Finally, some developed material
models directly from cutting tests, or tuned model coefficients so to achieve the best
prediction of experimental forces.
Either by adapting an analytical model to an experimental observation, or simply tuning
its coefficients by iterations, or developing new models, making a choice for the best
material representation for a cutting simulation is not an easy task.
For what concerns the material models, the Johnson-Cook is often applied due to its
diffusion and low number of coefficients, widely available for a lot of materials. Other
used models are the Zerilli-Armstrong, the simpler Power Law, while more intricate
models looking at dislocation mechanics are the Baumann-Chiesa-Johnsons models,
characterized by huge number of coefficients, set only for few materials since now.
We will not deepen into the way a FE model solve for the equation governing the elastic
and plastic regime, strain-stress and strain-displacements fields relationships used to
build the matrices and solve the great linear problem by minimizing potential energy.
Nor we will look at the coupled solution of thermal fields and the numerical solution of
contact problems. Those aspects are too wide for us to give anything else than a brief
glimpse of it. For a quick flouring of the subject we suggest looking at the FORGE user
guide (in the additional information), the software we will use for simulations.

There are two main alternatives for what concerns meshing strategy in cutting
FEM simulations. In the Lagrangian analysis the mesh follows the deformation of the
material, a remeshing technique is needed to avoid large mesh distortion, if not present,
a good initial mesh geometry could prevent distortion and speed up time otherwise
needed for remeshing. In the Eulerian analysis the mesh is a fixed grid and the material
flows underneath it. A full Eulerian cutting simulation, however, require the chip to be
already formed for the material grid to be placed. This a priori chip formation doesn’t
allow the evolution of the chip. Some solvers adopt an alternative solution in which
both the strategies are used, the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian analysis. In an ALE
simulation the solver considers portion of the mesh as eulerian and some as Lagrangian,
reducing the remeshing regions and consistently speeding up the calculations.

Johnson-Cook material model

The JC model is one of the most diffused, due to the reduced number of coefficients,
ease of their determination and implementation in most commercial FEM software. It
separates the effect of strain, strain rate and temperature on the flow stress, without
considering the possible mutual effects:

σ̄ = [A+Bεn] ·
[
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·
[
1−

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m]
= JC (ε) ·JC (ε̇) ·JC (T )
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the first term accounting for strain hardening, the second for strain rate, the third for
thermal softening, [127, Johnson 1983]. A,B,C,n,m are coefficient usually determined
through Pressure Bar tests for a range of strains to 0.6, strain rates up to 104 1/s
and temperatures until 1000◦C. However, during cutting achieved strains can reach
3÷10 in the secondary deformation zone and 105÷106depending on the cutting speed.
This lead to large extrapolation of experimental sets for the description of the material
behaviour at high strains and strain rates.

5.3.1 Shear banding and damage models
Before deepening in the field of material modeling for Ti6Al4V we need to recall the
peculiar shear banding effect the alloy exhibit at large strain rates. One of the frequent
output of FEM models for machining, also used to confirm the validity of numerical
results, is the chip morphology. A simulation that can correctly reproduce or predict
chip morphology is more trustful that one which doesn’t. We are interested here in
material models that are able to reproduce the shear banding in cutting simulations.
Several authors tried different description of material behaviour in order to capture this
peculiar behaviour. Their efforts can be divided into two separate strategies:

• Addition of damage models to stress flow rehological models;

• Modification of rehological models without the addition of a damage model;

Damage models were ideated to numerically obtain material fracture in chip removal
simulations. After a certain strain threshold, elements are labeled with a certain damage
factor. When this factor reaches a critical value, the element is deleted so to give rise
to a fracture. Frequently used damage models are the Johnson-Cook damage and
the Latham-Cockroft damage models. Several other damage model are available in
simulation software.

Johnson-Cook damage model

Frequently matched with the relative material model, it is implemented in most of FEM
packages and the coefficients can be easily found in literature while their determina-
tion for new materials is standardized. It consists in the formulation of an equivalent
strain to fracture, depending on the actual stress, strain rate, temperature, pressure
conditions:

εd,i =
[
D1 +D2e

D3η
]
·
[
1 +D4ln

(
ε̇

ε̇0

)]
·
[
1−D5

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m]
, η = σ1 +σ2 +σ3

3 ·σVM

where Di are the five damage model constants, fitted with experimental tests, [128,
Johnson 1985]. A cumulative damage variable represent the level of damage of each
element:

D =
∑ ∆ε

εd,i
, Di =

� 1
εd,i (η, ε̇,T )dε= 1

being ∆ε the strain accumulated in one integration cycle. When the damage variable
D reaches one, the fracture occurs.
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Some researchers, [129, 130, 114, Chen 2011, Wang 2014. Atlati2014], adopted the JC
fracture model for describing fracture initiation, then, following the ductile fracture
energy criteria, the damage evolved until rupture (JC damage evolution model):

Gf =
εd,f�
εd,i

L ·σydε=
ud,f�

0

σydu

where the Gf represent the energy needed for a unit surface to yield completely, a first
guess for it would be:

Gf,I−II =
[

1−ν2

E

](
K2
c

)
I,II

, I : opening,II : shearingmodes

The element stiffness is fully degradated when the displacement reaches ud,f , meanwhile
the flow stress is modified by the damage evolution.

Dev =


L·εd,f
ud,f

= u
ud,f

linear evolution

1− e−
� up σ

Gf
dup

exponential evolution
,σ = σ (1−Dev)

Figure 5.3.1: [129, 130, Chen 2011, Wang 2014] fractures evolution for the JC ductile damage model

Latham-Cockroft damage model

The Latham-Cockroft model is widely diffused due to its compactness. The model
evaluate the effect of the higher tensile component of the stress tensor along the ef-
fective strain path. When this quantity reaches a critical value, depending in primis
on temperature and microstructure of the material, the material element is considered
damaged and a crack is initiated. [131, Cockcroft 1968]:

εf�

0

σ1dε=D
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The value of D in simulations is generally updated with iterations until the chip mor-
phology is similar to the one obtained experimentally. Another version of the model is
the Normalized LC:

εf�

0

σ1
σ̄
dε=Dn

which is divided for the effective stress. This allow for the normalized constant Dnto
assume values of 0÷ 1. One of the drawbacks of the model is that the material never
lacks of strength until sudden failure. Lack of stress bearing capability is determined
by loss of elements in the model, leading to volume reduction.

5.3.2 Models application to Titanium cutting
In this section, the effectiveness of models applied to Titanium simulation cutting is
analysed. Additionally, models applied to other materials but related to shear band
formation are treated. Hopefully this would help in setting up our milling model.
[132, Ozel 2006a] and Zeren tried to deduce model JC model coefficients and friction
conditions using orthogonal cutting tests. They used the Oxley model for describing
the strain and stress states in the cutting zone.

Figure 5.3.2: [132, Ozel 2006a] cutting zone model by Oxley

For a detailed description of the formulas used we advise looking directly at the
article. By measurement of forces in various cutting conditions the average stress, strain
and temperatures in the shear zone could be guessed. Several other analytical models
were compared to the Oxley one, large scatter in terms of forces and temperatures were
found. The friction model was derived by combining the Oxley model and integrating
the stresses over the rake to find the feed and cutting forces. The procedure has been
applied to several materials including Ti6Al4V.
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Experimentally obtained JC model coefficients for Ti6Al4V
A B C n m εmax ε̇max Tmax

859.55 639.75 2.215 ·10−6 0.225 1.112 0.8 8.5 ·104 657◦C

Table 5.3.1: [132, Ozel 2006a] Ti6Al4V JC model coefficients and strain ranges

The JC model constants were found through non-linear regression solution with
Gauss-Newton algorithm and Levenberg-Marquardt modification for better conver-
gence. In case of Ti6Al4V however, the cutting speed was limited due to chip seg-
mentation, while the Oxley model is based on continuous chip.
[133, Guo 2006] and colleagues applied the Baumann-Chiesa-Johnson material model
to AISI 52100 bearing steel. The model is dislocation based and can describe com-
plex loading histories, recovery and microscopic effects. The price is a high number
of experimental coefficients. We avoid reporting the set of expressions as this model
will not be useful for our aim. The 20 coefficients were obtained with quasistatic and
isothermal tests. Simulations were run with the aid of a cumulative damage criterion
for chip separation. The contact conditions at the interface were set as maximum shear
stress and Coulomb friction with µ = 0.1 for the sliding zone. The chip morphology
was well predicted for maximum and minimum saw heights, however for saw pitch the
prediction overestimates very much the real values. The efforts needed to determine
the coefficients and the difficulties in the implementation of the model are a limit for
its diffusion.

Figure 5.3.3: [133, Guo 2006] BCJ model results

[134, Anurag 2007] and Guo developed an internal state variable model to simulate
complex loading histories happening in cutting simulations. They revised the available
material models, including the Andrade-Meyers modified JC, the Usui-Shirakashi and
the BCJ models:

σ̄ = [A+Bεn]
[
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·

 1

1−
{

1−
[

(σf)rec
(σf)def

]}
·u(T )

 , u(T )
0 T < Tc

1 T > Tc
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σ =
[
A

1000
˙̄ε
]M
·
[
eKT

1000
˙̄ε
]
·


�

T,ε̇≡h(ε)

e
KT
n ε̇−

m
n dε


n

A,k,n,m constants

where the first one is the Andrade-Meyers with Tc the recrystallization/recovery starting
temperature. The model substantially varies the thermal softening function of a normal
JC. The second one is the Usui-Shrakashi, consisting in a modified power law model
in the strain rate with the integral part accounting for the strain rate history loading.
The authors then set up their own dislocation based thermo-mechanical model. Higher
temperature ease the dislocation movement while higher strain rate increase the pinning
effect of solute atoms promoting dislocation entanglement. They divided the flow stress
in a thermal and athermal part, the athermal part accounting for long range dislocation
barriers such as GBs, dislocation forests and precipitates:

σ = σa+σ∗, σa = a0 +a1 · εn

The thermal part accounting for resistance of dislocation due to short range barriers:
point defects, vacancies, interstitials, alloying elements, interacting dislocations and slip
planes:

σ∗ = σ̂∗ ·

1−
(
−kT
G0
· ln

(
ε̇

ε̇0

))1/q1/p

∆G=G0

[
1−

(
σ∗

σ̂∗

)p]q
, ε̇= ε̇0e(−

∆G
kT ), ε̇0 = ρmbῡ

where ∆G is the energy barrier a dislocation has to overcome, G0 the energy needed for
dislocation movement in case of null thermal stress, σ̂∗the stress for the dislocation to
overcome the barrier at 0◦K, ρm the average dislocation density, b the burger vector,
ῡ the average dislocation velocity, k the Boltzmann constant

(
1.38 ·10−23J/◦K

)
. The

material constants are found through SHPB compression tests, for Ti6Al4V they are
showed in the following table:

Anurag-Guo material model constants for Ti6Al4V
a0 a1 n σ̂∗ [MPa] q p G0 [eV ] ε̇0 [1/s]
0 1215 0.062 601.2 5/4 4/3 0.9 4.2 ·108

Table 5.3.2: [134, Anurag 2007] material model constants for Ti6Al4V

The model however hasn’t been tested in a cutting simulation, nor there are, for
the author knowledge, following articles using it.
[135, Calamaz 2008] et al. proposed a mathematical modification for the Johnson-Cook
model to account for the formation of shear bands in Titanium alloys like Ti6Al4V:

σ̄ =
[
A+Bεn ·

( 1
eε
a

)]
·
[
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·
[
1−

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m]
·
[
D+ (1−D) · tanh 1

(ε+ s)c
]

D = 1−
(
T

Tm

)d
, s=

(
T

Tm

)b
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with a,b,c,d additional material constants to be determined. The parameter d controls
the softening degree, a the level of the stress strain curve at high strains while c at
low strains after the peak stress, which magnitude is set by b. Simulations were set up
with a rigid tool, 20kW/m2K for the tool-chip interface conductance, Coulomb-Tresca
contact model:

τf =
µ ·σn µσn <m · σ0√

3
m · σ0√

3 µσn >m · σ0√
3

The softening degree d varied between 1,1.5, m between 1,0.5 and µ between 0.05,0.3.
Results show a correct prediction of shear bands at low speed (60m/min) for the
Tanh model, while the chip for the unmodified JC model is continuous. Forces are
well predicted for m = 1,d = 1.5,µ = 0.3, however for d = 1.5 shear band frequency
is underestimated. In the simulated shear band strains reach 7, strain rates surpass
105 1/s and temperature near the tool tip reaches 700◦C, while during the evolution
of the shear band it can go up to 600◦C for the highest speed. Adding a Latham-
Cockroft damage criterion, D = 2400, the accuracy of the shear bands prediction was
perfectioned.

Figure 5.3.4: [135, Calamaz 2008] modified JC model results

In conclusion, the Tanh model offers an elegant representation of the material be-
haviour capable of reproducing shear bands where a simple JC fails. However, still a
damage model need to be implemented to achieve better results, like what should be
done with a simple JC.
An example of successful adoption of a Tanh model for machining is given in [136,
Ozel 2011] for Inconel 718 turning. They compared the Tanh and simple JC models
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in DEFORM-3D, modeling with a rigid tool, visco-ealso-plastic material and Coulomb
contact model:

σ̄ = [A+Bεn]
[
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·
[
1−

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m]
·
[
D+ (1−D) ·

(
tanh

1
(ε+S)r

)s]

The new model accounted for strain softening after a certain threshold. Through exper-
imental tests, a comparison of forces showed how the Tanh model gave better results.
Some iterations for the parameters is suggested for model fitting. The Tanh model also
predicted lower temperatures with respect to the other models.

Figure 5.3.5: [136, Ozel 2011] Tanh model application to Inconel 718 turning, model parameters
and results

[137, Umbrello 2008] underlined the importance of an accurate knowledge of the
material behaviour previous FEM modeling for Ti6Al4V. Assuming a good material
flow stress model as a starting point, damage model and friction coefficients need to
be updated with iteration, respectively looking at chip morphology and cutting forces.
They compared simulation results to cutting tests at low (120m/min)and ultra high
speed (1200,4800m/min) concluding that the model coefficients (JC) obtained by Lee
and Lin was the most accurate, guaranteeing a good result after having found suit-
able damage and friction coefficients. Model coefficients obtained by cutting tests and
cutting zone analytical stress theory by Dumitrescu showed poor performances.

Figure 5.3.6: [137, Umbrello 2008] D and µ iteration procedure, different models results
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[138, Ozel 2009] and colleagues analysed the performance of different JC model
coefficients in simulations of Ti6Al4V serrated chip with LC damage criterion. They
showed as different model coefficient can influence chip morphology, cutting force and
temperature fields.

The Lee and Lin and Meyer and Kelponis models were addressed as the most accu-
rate.

Figure 5.3.7: [138, Ozel 2009] different models results

[139, Sun 2009a] and Guo underlined how the reachable experimental ranges of
strain and strain rates are much lower than their ranges in machining. A comparison
with experimental data is impossible due to the limitation of the testing procedures.
The authors tried to compare the JC model flow stress to analytical models for stresses
and strains in the shearing zone. With the assumption of pure shear:

σ̄f =
√

3

(
Fcsinφcosφ−Ftsin2φ

)
t ·w

, ε= 1
2
√

3
cosα

sinφcos(φ−α) , ε̇= 10√
3
V · cosαsinφ
t · cos(φ−α)

where t,w,φ,α,V are the uncut chip thickness, width of cut, shear angle, rake angle
and cutting speed. The experimental derived flow stresses confirms the adiabatic JC
model predictions (temperature build up due to deformation remains in the vicinity of
the deformation, reasonable for metals with low conductivity).

Figure 5.3.8: [139, Sun 2009a], flow stress sensitivity on heat fraction, fracture strain sensitivity on
loading mode, cutting model flow stress comparison
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Interestingly, they also underlined the effect of the inelastic heat fraction coefficient,
responsible for thermal build up and material softening. Eventually, the stress state
influences the fracture strain: while for tension it is similar for variable strain rates,
for compression it varies and his value is much higher than in tension. Since shear
compression is the main loading modality in cutting, torsion and compression tests for
coefficient determination would be advisable.
[140, Shi 2010] and Attia remark how there could be more combinations of contact
and material models giving same results in simulations. Since is difficult to reproduce
strain, strain rates and temperatures encountered during cutting processes as well as to
measure them during cutting process, predictive theories have been used. A computer
program based on Oxley theory have been generally used, that tailored material model
parameters to reproduce cutting forces, however the procedure was unable to deal
with the higher temperatures of the secondary deformation zone and the final set of
model coefficients was non unique. Through an improved Oxley model called DPZD
(Distributed Primary Zone Deformation) model they evaluate the performance of the
most used models and proposed improvements to match the DPZD stress, strains and
temperature distributions in the shear zone. The Power law and Zerilli-Armstrong
model proved to be more effective in reproducing the DPZD model predictions.
In a following study, published in two different articles ([141, 142, Shi 2010b, Shi 2010a])
the authors further reported the goodness of the DPZD model in comparison with FEM
simulations. The model was able to predict FEM simulated temperature, stress, strain
and strain rate for AISI 1045 steel under different feeds and rake angles.

Figure 5.3.9: [140, Shi 2010] DPZD model field variable prediction

In the last part of the article, the authors presented experimental procedures to
determine material constants, in synergy with the DPZD model, that would lead to
more accurate FEM results. Quasi static indentation, room and high temperature
cutting tests are needed:
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• Quasi static indentation tests were used to determine yield stress as a function of
temperature and strain hardening part of the constitutive law;

• Room temperature cutting tests and high temperature cutting tests were used to
evaluate the strain rate and thermal dependence of the constitutive laws.

The procedure was able to identify JC parameters independently of the initial guess.
SPHB tests confirmed the goodness of the model. However, speaking of orthogonal
FEM models, cutting force prediction was bad.
[143, Sima 2010] and Ozel exhaustively analysed the newly Tanh model for Ti6Al4V
cutting simulations. Firstly they presented three models accounting for flow softening
and adiabatic shearing. The Tanh model, the Andrade-Meyers modified JC, the Nemat-
Nasser micromechanical model:

σ̄ = σa+σ∗,


σa = σ0εm

σ∗= f (T, ε̇) = σ̂ =
{

1−
[
− K
G0
T · ln ε̇

ε̇0

]1/p}1/q

The equation refers to the Nemat-Nasser model, developed to describe the dynamic
strain aging and K is Boltzmann constant and G0 is the total energy barrier, p and
q are constants, 0 < p < 1 and 1 < q < 2 . All these models try to extrapolate from
experiments the material behaviour at large strains and strain rates. As the material
flow stress depend on three variables it is quite complicate to describe the effect of each
one and the relation with the others. To facilitate this we look at the strain rate and
temperature sensitivity:

Sε̇ = σ2−σ1
ln(ε̇2/ε̇1) , ST = ln(σ2−σ1)

ln(T2/T1)
Strain rate sensitivity decrease with increasing strain, while temperature sensitivity
is almost constant, affecting all strain levels and overcoming strain hardening after
a certain strain on (data coming from SHPB Lee and Lin’s study). For simulating
orthogonal cutting process, they chose the Tanh model with three different level of
refinement:

• Temperature independent parameters, model 1:

σ̄ = [A+Bεn]
[
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·
[
1−

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m]
·
[
M + (1−M) · tanh

(
1

(ε+p)r
)s]

where M defines the strain passed which softening begins, however the softening
effect is applied at all temperatures;

• Temperature dependent parameters, model 2:

σ̄ = [A+Bεn]
[
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·
[
1−

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m]
·
[
D+ (1−D) · tanh

(
1

(ε+p)r
)s]

D = 1−
(
T

Tm

)d
, p=

(
T

Tm

)b
where the exponents d,b control the softening effect;
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• Strain softening effect, model 3:

σ̄=
[
A+Bεn ·

( 1
eε
a

)][
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·
[
1−

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m]
·
[
D+ (1−D) · tanh

(
1

(ε+p)r
)s]

D = 1−
(
T

Tm

)d
, p=

(
T

Tm

)b

Figure 5.3.10: [143, Sima 2010] models 1, 2 and 3 visualization example

As can be seen from the example curves of the three models, the first one present a
constant softening effect over the temperature ranges. Model 2 increase the softening
effect at high temperature, while model 3 add strain softening, which at high strains
contribute to the flattening of the curve. In model 3, a controls the strain at which
strain softening starts, b control the position of the stress peak value, d the stress level
at high strains, S the strain level at which softening starts.
A Deform-2D simulation with thermo-elasto-viscoplastic workmaterial and rigid tool
was set up. Three regions of friction where defined: sticking with Tresca factor m = 1
for the tool nose, m = 0.9 for the rake sticking region and µ = 0.5 for the Coulombian
sliding region. After some iterations for model calibration with experimental tests,
Model 3 with [a,b,d,r,S] = [2,5,1,1,0.05] was found to perform better. Forces and chip
morphology was quite in accordance with the experimental value, unless a clear error
comparison was not presented.
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Figure 5.3.11: [143, Sima 2010] model 3 results

The article deeply investigate the problem related to material model extrapolation
out of experimental data. Without new testing technique, capable of monitoring high
strains and strain rates, it is necessary to iterate for the model coefficient to capture
macroscopic variables observed in cutting simulations. Even remembering this is influ-
enced by the contact problems as well.
[144, Calamaz 2010a] and colleagues modified their previous constitutive model to rep-
resent the strain softening of Ti6Al4V. The model become:

σ̄ = [A+Bεn]
[
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·
[
1−

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m]
·
[
D+ (1−D) · tanh

(
1

(ε+ ε0)

)]

D = 1−
[

p · ε
1 +p · ε

· tanh
(

T −Tr
Tsoft−Tr

)q]
ε0 regulate the strain corresponding to the peak stress and start of softening. The
range of temperatures for the softening phenomena

(
q,Tsoft

)
and the shape of the curve

during the softening (p) is described by D (ε,T ). The new coefficients are found through
cutting tests and inverse determination to match cutting forces and chip morphology.
Contact conditions were assumed with a friction coefficient µ= 0.3 for all simulations.
FORGE 2005 was used to set up the new model, a micro mesh of 2µm was used near
the tool tip to capture the small scale phenomena.
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Figure 5.3.12: [144, Calamaz 2010a] material model coefficients and simulation results

Results were extremely good in terms of shear band and chip morphology. The
material model predict the exact evolution and curvature of the band in the shear zone.
Cutting forces diverged for high speed.
[145, Karpat 2011] developed a new model accounting for thermal softening of Ti6Al4V.
The author underline the effect of dynamic recrystallization, occurring at a range of
0.4÷0.5Tm that can lower with increasing strain rate. Also phase transformation from
α to β and GBs sliding ease the generation of slip bands. Karpat included a softening
effect in his previous model, resulting in the following:

σ (ε, ε̇,T ) =
[
aen

∗
+ b
]
·
[
cT ∗2 +dT ∗+ e

]
·
[
1−

(
1−

(
lnε̇0
lnε̇

)q)( 1
l · tanh(ε+p)

)]
, T ∗= T

Tr

Three parameters are added to include the softening. After a certain εcrthe softening
begins, the steady state softened stress is determined by calculating the stress at the
critical strain, multiplied by the S term, which is less than one if softening occurs. For
the softening region the stress is reduced by a Tanh function for the relative strain
distance to the critical strain.

σs = S ·σ (εcr, ε̇,T ) , S < 1

σ (ε, ε̇,T ) = σ− (σ−σs)
(
tanh(k · ε∗)r

)
, ε∗ = ε− εcr

εcr
u(ε) , u(ε) =

0 ε < εcr

1 ε≥ εcr

The critical strain value, however, has to be defined and would be dependent on strain
rate and temperature in his turn. It finally needs 11 coefficients and to decide for this
critical strain.
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Figure 5.3.13: [145, Karpat 2011] model softening example

Several simulations are run varying the starting temperature for the softening. Fric-
tion modeling is achieved with a Coulomb-Tresca model, µ20% higher than the experi-
mental one, while a shear factor of one for a predefined length of 1/3 of the uncut chip
thickness. Material properties were varied with temperature. They obtained excellent
result for S = 0.6 starting from 350◦C with strain hardening from ambient temperature,
k= r= 2, εcr = 0.35. Results are good even considering two different experimental stud-
ies from two different authors with different tools. Finally they highlighted how shear
band formation is influenced by mesh size in the shearing zone, larger the elements
larger the shear band, lower the serration degree.

Figure 5.3.14: [145, Karpat 2011] model results

[129, Chen 2011] and teammates simulated HSM of Ti6Al4V with JC material and
JC damage evolution models. They also added a shear damage criteria to ease chip sep-
aration from the workpiece and applied it to a narrow band of the workpiece at uncut
chip thickness depth. This is done because no remeshing is performed, so to ease the
plastic flow patterns. Experiments and simulations are performed at ultra high speed
and high speed (170÷250m/min). Average friction coefficient were implemented, cut-
ting forces and chip morphology agreed with experimental results. The main drawback
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of the adopted solutions is the necessity of a mesh “easing” the result, which sounds
artificial and difficult to implement for difficult geometries.

Figure 5.3.15: [129, Chen 2011] simulation with no remeshing, chip morphology results

[146, Calamaz 2011] and coworkers further modified their material model for cap-
turing shear bands in Titanium machining. Their new modification to the JC model
abandoned the Tanh function and the thermal softening, including more complex strain
and strain rates dependencies:

σ̄ =
[
A+B

(1
ε̇

)
· ε[n−0.12(ε·ε̇)a]

][
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·
[
1−

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m]

Cutting forces and chip segmentation frequency was guessed with good accuracy over a
fair range of speed and feeds for a= 0.11,µ= 2. The choice of this high and non-physical
friction coefficient was justified by the need to represent sticking with a coulomb friction
law.

Figure 5.3.16: [146, Calamaz 2011] new model’s results

However, this artificial sticking could have caused over heating in the secondary
deformation zone increasing softening phenomena. Moreover, no result for what concern
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feed force was presented. Eventually, no result analysis has been done on segment height
and pitch: for instance, the comparison in the figure match perfectly the frequency, but
misses totally the shape of the chip.
[147, Shrot 2012] and Baker underlined as there is no experimental procedure capable
of achieving high strain, strain and strain rates to describe material behaviour. During
cutting, strains in the secondary deformation zone can reach 10, while strain rates
approach 106 1/s. The authors tried to obtain the JC coefficient for AISI 52100 bearing
steel from inverse analysis, considering simulated cutting forces and chip morphology.
Strong assumptions were made to simplify the model:

• No coupled temperature calculation, which can be a good approximation if high
speed cutting of low conductivity materials;

• No clearance angle and null friction, null thermal transfer to the tool, this because
the model needs to reproduce the material model, and the contact model must
not influence it. The model parameters are updated looking at the error function
obtained during a simulation with the original parameter set;

• No chip segmentation (however AISI 52100 is prone to shear banding);

Even by making these assumptions, depending on the starting set for the coefficient
A,B,n (so only three coefficient), with the Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm, different
coefficients were found, leading to different material behaviours. Including the param-
eter m, the converged set resulted in a much different material behaviour. The article
underline the difficulties in finding unique coefficient set for material models with inverse
algorithms based on cutting simulations.

Figure 5.3.17: [147, Shrot 2012] difference in inversely determined JC model constants and original
sets

[148, Liu 2013] and coworkers modified the Zerilli-Armstrong model to account for
void nucleation and crack initiation during shear banding of Ti6Al4V. Shear bands are
believed to be caused by both thermal softening effects (dynamic recrystallization and
recovery) and void coalescence forming a crack:

σ = σa+B · e−(β0−β1lnε̇)·T +B0 ·
√
εr
(
1− e−

ε
εr

)
· e−(αo−α1lnε̇)·T

σ=
[
σa+B · e−(β0−β1lnε̇)·T +B0 ·

√
εr
(
1− e−

ε
εr

)
· e−(αo−α1lnε̇)·T

]
·
[
H+ (1−H)

(
tanha

ε

)k]
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The first equation is the Z-A accounting for the stress saturation at high strains, the
second is the modification by the authors with a failure function which parameters are:

• Asymptotic stress factor, controlling the softening at high strains:

H =
1 ε̇ < ε̇0[

1
log10(ε̇)

]h0
ε̇≥ ε̇0

, ε̇0 = 10 1
s

Its effect starting after a certain strain rate is achieved, before that heat conduc-
tion compete with temperature localization hindering shear banding;

• Critical strain, starting the softening: a= a1 [log10 (ε̇)−a2]2 +a3;

• Softening rate controller: [log10 (ε̇)]k0 .

After the seven Z-A constants we need other five calibration constants: [h0,a1,a2,a3,k0].
For what concerns the results, cutting forces are accurate, but more precision should
have been addressed to the accuracy regarding the chip morphology prediction. Only
the serration frequency is presented, which at high feed is a little overestimated.

Figure 5.3.18: [148, Liu 2013] modified Z-A model results

[130, Wang 2014] and Liu implemented JC material and damage evolution models
to simulate serrated chip formation in Ti6Al4V. They avoided remeshing by orienting
the mesh appropriately for a width equal to the uncut chip thickness. Average Coulomb
friction coefficient were adopted. The results show an outstanding accuracy in terms
of chip morphology for a wide range of speed. Cutting forces are a bit underestimated
at all speed, feed forces aren’t investigated. Sensitivity on damage model parameters
is also performed, calculated as the variation in the serration degree produced by the
change in the relative damage coefficient: S = χvars −χoriginals

χoriginals
· 100 . Damage constants

D1 and D2 have the highest impact for what concerns shear banding, referring to the
constant term and weight of the stress triaxiality factor η. The article represent a great
success in modeling shear bands for Ti6Al4V, however being of difficult implementation
of complex geometries.
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Figure 5.3.19: [130, Wang 2014] JC model coefficients and chip serration results, damage model
sensitivity

[149, Cheng 2018] and colleagues investigate the realization of a more accurate ma-
terial model for the simulation of cutting processes related to Ti6Al4V. They modified
a JC model accounting for stress triaxiality:

σ̄ =
[
A+mεnp

]
·
[
B+Cln

(
E+ ε̇

ε̇0

)]
· [1− ζ (η−η0)] η = σm

σ̄

Thermal softening was not considered because:

• The heat generation due to inelastic heat fraction during the experimental tests,
unto which models are based, already account for heat generation in the small
time scale: we are not machining a preheated material;

• Temperature in the primary deformation zone hardly reaches 400◦C due to the
chip mass transport.

However the preheating thermal effects are important in the secondary deformation
zone, which characterize contact responses and wear behaviour of the insert. A JC
damage evolution model without thermal effects was also used:

ε̄pi =
[
D1 +D2e

D3η
]
·
[
1 +D4ln

(
ε̇

ε̇0

)]
σ̄= (1−D) σ̃, D=

ε̄p�

ε̄pi

σ̄

Gf
·dε̄p, Gf =

ε̄pf�

ε̄pi

σ̄ ·dε̄p
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where Di are damage model constants, D is the damage variable, Gf the fracture
energy. To set up the model coefficients, three types of specimens were used: cylinder
(η =−0.33), smooth round bar (η = 0.33), double notched specimen (η variable). The
coefficient they found are showed in the table below:

Material Model
Coefficient A m n B C E ζ

Value 232,1 439,6 0,199 1,193 0.227 367.9 0.05

Damage model
Coefficient D1 D2 D3 D4 Gf

Value 0.061 0.064 −1.065 0.027 50MJ/m3

Table 5.3.3: [149, Cheng 2018], coefficients of the stress triaxiality modified JC model for Ti6Al4V

[150, Bertolini 2019] and his teammates aimed at the low temperature character-
ization of the material flow stress for cutting simulations. In cryogenic machining,
economic performances are achieved for small flow rates, highly localized on the tool
insert. Therefore, the work material is left (or this is the aim) substantially unaffected,
plastic work raises temperature above ambient values for the most portion of the in-
terested material. Nevertheless, the workmaterial is observed to freeze after milling
experiments. Split Hopkinson Tension Bar tests were performed after a cryogenic bath
with 1mm sheets of Ti6Al4V.

Figure 5.3.20: [150, Bertolini 2019] SHTB at cryogenic temperatures results
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5.4 Computational Fluid Dynamics
CFD analysis have been carried out to understand how flow properties would help in
maximizing heat transfer coefficients of impinging jets. It has been found that jet ve-
locity and pressure strongly influence the ability of breaking the vapour layer in contact
with the hot surfaces, limiting its insulating nature and increasing the heat transfer.
On the other side, high pressure and velocity result in high discharge coefficient along
delivery lines, which lowers the useful fluid phase at the exit of the nozzle. Optimizing
both delivery variables and cutting parameters for the best tool life is too expensive
and time demanding, therefore CFD optimization of the delivery lines and of the HTC
at the impingement is necessary.
[151, Obikawa 2012] and teammates studied the effect of flank directed compressed air
jet in turning Inconel 718 in synergy with emulsion. Continuum equations, Navier-
stokes and Volume of Fluid equations for gradual change between liquid and vapor
phase were applied with k− ε turbulence model. The cutting fluid proved to be unable
in penetrating the flank gap, due to contrary velocity of the workpiece and the narrow
space. Nevertheless, compressed air improved turbulence and allowed for better pene-
tration. Higher pressure fluids were advised for increased efficiency.
[152, Lu 2013] and colleagues studied the cooling effect of cryogenic jets on Aluminium
with a geometry resembling the crevice between workpiece and tool. Cooling rates of
thermocouples placed at regular distance on the flat workpiece side were measured. The
device posed problems due to ice formation and clogging. Moreover, the heat source at
tool tip was not considered. Added to the geometry, the overheat temperature of the
walls is of crucial importance.
[48, Pusavec 2016] et al. analysed the effect of Nitrogen phase on the HTC of the
impinging jet. They underline as the HTC must be temperature dependent, based on
the temperature of the tool surface. They summarized the values of the HTC found in
literature:

Heat transfer coefficient of LN2 impinging jets
Article [8] [153] Jin 2009 Rotella & Umbrello 2014

HTCLN2
[
W/m2K

]
23270÷46750 48270÷74950 0−3500 20000

Table 5.4.1: [48, Pusavec 2016], HTC found in literature

The values differ very much among different works, the average value being around
30kW/m2K. One of the problems related to the variability of results is the phase
in which Nitrogen is delivered. Another one is the particular nozzle configuration
(distance, spot size, angle) and eventually the flow parameters (jet speed, delivery
pressure). The authors developed a sensor capable of detecting the Nitrogen phase,
based on the different light transmission of liquid and vapour phase. By switching
on the system it can be seen how at least one minute is needed to achieve a stable
liquid flow. By inverse heat transfer determination and an experimental specimen
with geometries similar to the flank face of a tool on a workpiece, they obtained HTC
values as a function of wall overheat temperature. It is interesting to note that after
a certain overheating temperature (200◦C), the HTC can be assumed constant around
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20000W/m2K. Being the temperature of the chips or the tool faces usually higher than
0◦C it means that a constant value for the HTC of 20kW/m2K is at least a decent
approximation.

Figure 5.4.1: [48, Pusavec 2016] testing geometry and HTC as a function of wall overheat tempera-
ture

The jet speed was between 4.5÷ 7.4m/s, the pressure 1bar and the flow rate un-
stated, as the distance from which the jet was sprayed. Workpiece drag-out movement
was not considered as influential. Nevertheless, the article provide precious insight and
data for cutting simulations.
[154, Hribersek 2017] and colleagues, after revising literature results in terms of HTC
values, developed an experimental and simulated model so to obtain, by inverse method-
ology, the HTC in case of normal impinging LN2 jet on an Inconel 718 plate. They
modeled of plate, thermocouple and thermopaste, and a moving area of assumed di-
mensions for the imprint of the impinging jet onto the plate, to which they manually
varied the HTC to match the experimental temperatures registered by the thermocou-
ples. They confirmed the trend underlined by [48, Pusavec 2016]. The highest value
of 75kW/m2K is found for a wall temperature which keeps Nitrogen liquid. After
∆T > 160◦C the HTC drops at a value around 15kW/m2K.
[155, Tahri 2017] et al. investigated the behaviour of liquid Nitrogen in the delivery
tubes. As the cooling effectiveness depend on: pressure, velocity, temperature, gas/fluid
fraction and pipe geometry, a correct design is needed to avoid unnecessary losses. The
pressure of the liquid Nitrogen was varied between 2,4and 6bar, the gas phase between
10,30and 50%, also the angle of the final pipe bend was changed. Along the rectilinear
pipe, the lower temperature increase at steady state is obtained for the higher liquid
quality, the pressure is almost irrelevant. Low angles for the final delivery sector to
the nozzle are preferable. Their model didn’t considered the wall roughness, and there
is no mention of the cavitation effect, it mainly referred to the heat transfer with the
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walls.
[156, Lequien 2018] and colleagues made a comprehensive analysis on the HTC for im-
pinging LN2 jet on a plate as a function of different angles, distance, nozzle diameter
and pressure. The experimental tests were carried on a plate with a moving nozzle
as in [154, Hribersek 2017]. They simulated the heat transfer problem through CFD
analysis making iterations on the liquid quality and assuming the heat flow with a
Gaussian Normal distribution. They obtained the HTC and a correlation with the in-
put variables. Best results were obtained for high pressure, large diameter, low distance
perpendicular jet. The highest HTC reached is around 15kW/m2K.

Figure 5.4.2: [156, Lequien 2018] LN2 jet HTC dependence on jet parameters

Since now we have seen how HTC determination articles refer to geometries similar
to cutting processes or totally dissimilar (nozzle on a flat plate), no one has tried to
solve an inverse heat transfer problem from experimental data that considered a real
geometry and working nozzle configuration with the proper heat generation, looking at
the HTC at the tool and not at the work material surface.
[49, Tahmasebi 2019] et al. made an exhaustive evaluation of LN2 behaviour in tubes
and open air. For internal flow they considered especially cavitation boiling effect, which
degradated the liquid quality and clogged the tubes with vaporous bubbles promoting
unstable flow, and thermal exchange with the tube walls. For external flow they studied
how the jet interacts with air and the insert. Internal flow of a two phase liquid is a
complex phenomena and can be arranged as a single phase liquid flow, then vapour
bubbles begin to generate as the liquid exchange heat and start to evaporate. Bubbles
grow larger and bubble flow is seen, when boiling become important, slug flow and
clogging of the tube section by vapour is seen. Annular flow with liquid on the walls is
also possible.
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Figure 5.4.3: [49, Tahmasebi 2019] two phase flow behaviour

Internal flow was studied looking at the delivery pipes, the spindle collector and the
tool holder channels. The external flow consisted with the jet in air and the interaction
with the cutting zone. For what concerns the internal flow, even if the delivery line is
completely adiabatic, hydrodynamic cavitation would lead to losses. Cavitation effects
were modeled with the Homogeneous equilibrium model, HEM. By assuming non slip
conditions with the tube walls and pressures of 2,4,6,8bar discharge coefficient were
calculated. Raising pressure the losses increase due to the cavitation effect.

Figure 5.4.4: [49, Tahmasebi 2019] discharge coefficient at variable pressures and importance of
cavitation

The low pressure developed in case of strong bends cause the liquid Nitrogen to
vaporize and influence the jet behaviour. For what concerns the simulation inside
the spindle collector the main problems were related to the large contact area of non
insulated steel. Experimental and simulated flow rate at the ring exit were strongly
different, meaning that the hypothesis of full liquid state at the beginning of the ring
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was not real. What become evident is that a Nitrogen supply system should be designed
with the minimal amount of surfaces for the liquid to exchange heat with. For what
concerns external flow, 2÷ 10bar flow pressures were tested. The highest pressure
resulted poor because it washed liquid away too fast from the hot surfaces and was
reflected back from the insert faces. The cutting zone was surrounded by more liquid
if the pressure was maintained low.

Figure 5.4.5: [49, Tahmasebi 2019] distribution of Nitrogen jet splashed on the insert face

Experimental tests were performed to verify the CFD simulation findings. High
pressure LN2 cutting was similar to dry cutting while low pressure delivery generated
the lower forces. In conclusion, the Authors’ advice is to provide flows with pressures
around 2÷4bar, making a careful design of the delivery line to avoid strong bends that
increase cavitation, and limit the surface heat exchange areas. This would not only
provide better cutting performances but economic LN2 consumption as well. Rotation
effects and insert high temperature must be considered for a complete evaluation. Then
distribution of jets on tool and workpiece surface could be used to set thermal bound-
aries of FEM analyses.
[157, Golda 2019] et al. concentrated on the gas layer formed when a LN2 jet goes in
contact with a hot surface. When a liquid Nitrogen stream comes in contact whit a hot
surface it evaporates suddenly, the time of liquid contact with the surface being almost
null if compared to the gas contact.

Figure 5.4.6: [157, Golda 2019] gas layer and HTC
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The author stated that no contact between liquid and the cutting zone take place
during machining, due to the high surface temperature, therefore determining the be-
havior of the gas layer is fundamental. They also accounted for the fact that, in most
applications, the jets are parallel to the tool and workpiece surfaces, because they need
to reach the flank and rake crevices. Therefore they modeled the evolution of the gas
layer for a jet parallel to the surface, considering a heat transfer in the vertical direction.
The gas layer grows proportional to the distance from the nozzle, the lower the speed
(pressure) the larger the growth, the more the evaporated LN2, the lower the HTC due
to the insulation of the gas layer. The heat transfer coefficient for a jet sliding on a tool
face would be in the order of 1kW/m2K. So for what concerns a cutting simulation,
for the portion of jet sliding on tool and workpiece surfaces the heat transfer would be
much lower than what stated by other studies. At the end of crevices, the abrupt stop
experienced by the jet may cause stirring and breaking of the gas layer, which could
provide an increase in the cooling capacity.

5.5 Cryogenic machining simulations
Chip formation simulations require a lot of information for the set up. Even the mere choice
of the appropriate material and damage models must be done carefully. Friction models are
often adopted as Coulomb-Tresca, for their simplicity and accuracy after having tuned the
coefficients. Heat transfer coefficients with ambient air have little influence on the results due
to the short simulated process time, interface conductance is often applied much high so to
speed up thermal convergence. Cryogenic machining simulation increase the complexity of the
problem: proper HTC and heat exchange windows need to be created, material behaviour at
low temperature need to be characterized, if not for the shear zones, for the outer chip surface
and workpiece skin. Friction condition will also vary. In this section we present the state of
the art for cryogenic machining simulations.
[71, Melkote 2017] and coworkers deeply investigate modeling techniques for metal ma-
chining. They reported results in which strain and strain rate fields were measured
with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and found to be larger than 10 and 4 · 105 1/s
for 1m/s cutting speed. Researchers at the NIST developed a system for high speed
infrared thermography capable of detecting thermal fields in the shear zone. However,
this advances are not yet applied for studying shear bands formation. Based on litera-
ture research, they suggest the use of a material model depending on strain, strain rates,
temperature, stress state (traixiality) and microstructure. Due to the complexity and
lack of performance of these models, generally phenomenological models are adopted,
like the JC (and its modifications), Power Law, strain path models.
Investigating friction modeling, they underlined the complexity of the problem, being
influenced by motion, pressure, temperature, stiffness and vibrations. Friction is the
most important parameter governing temperature distribution in the tool-chip inter-
face, the best would be to model with τf = f(σn,Vsliding,Tinterface,σflow). However,
accurate measurements of thermal fields in the interface cannot be done, therefore the
danger of making a lot of effort for nothing is tangible. Researches also show as friction
increase with tool wear. Research is needed in understanding the variability of results
depending on friction modeling. Another issue is to understand the interaction between
friction and material models.
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Regarding thermal modeling, they suggest implementing HTC distributions instead of
average values. Also, care in modeling thermal conductance in the tool-chip interface
should be given as well.
Microstructure transformations affect material behaviour: recovery, recrystallization,
grain growth, twinning, solid state transformations. These phenomena need to be de-
scribed and understood so to update the flow stress of the material.
[158, Bordin 2015] and coworkers developed a FEM model to reproduce the performance
of dry and cryogenic cutting of Ti6Al4V. They used a full Calamaz modification, as in
[143, Sima 2010] model 2:

σ̄ = [A+Bεn]
[
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·
[
1−

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m]
·
[
D+ (1−D) · tanh

(
1

(ε+p)r
)s]

D = 1− T

Tm
, p=

(
T

Tm

)s
For the values of the parameters we address to the article literature (as the authors
have done in turn). Coulomb-Tresca friction model was adopted, with m= 0.4,µ= 0.3
for cryogenic and m = 0.3,µ = 0.2 for dry cutting. A cryogenic window was set with
hcryo = 20kW/m2K. Results showed agreement with the cutting force, less accuracy
was found for the feed force and the temperature measurements, obtained experimen-
tally with an embedded thermocouple. The model was also used to investigate the
depth of the deformed layer left on the surface of the workpiece, however no compari-
son with an experimental value was added. Interesting is that the tool was cut and an
adiabatic boundary was set to limit the mesh size.

Figure 5.5.1: [158, Bordin 2015] FEM model, force and temperature predictions

[159, Davoudinejad 2015] and colleagues simulated dry and cryogenic chip forma-
tion in orthogonal cutting for Ti6Al4V. The material model was introduced in tabular
form, however no indication of the source was presented. Coulomb friction model
was adopted, with µ = 0.55 for the dry case and µ = 0.62 for cryogenic. They tested
different jet spot diameter on the rake face and heat transfer coefficients, choosing
2000kW/m2K. This value is much higher than literature evaluations done later and
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is justified by the rapid convergence of thermal fields. Cutting and feed forces agree
well with experimental results, from which friction coefficients were taken. Chip mor-
phology was averagely well predicted, however no clear comparison of simulated and
experimental chip segmentation have been done in the article.

Figure 5.5.2: [159, Davoudinejad 2015] FEM model, force predictions

[160, Imbrogno 2017] and teammates simulated turning of Ti6Al4V for dry and
cryogenic cases. They adopted a full Calamaz modification with A,B,C,n,m co-
efficients from Lee and Lin’s study and a,b,c,d parameters from [143, Sima 2010].
They adopted Coulomb-Tresca friction model and with [m,µ] = [0.95,0.8] for dry and
[m,µ] = [0.6,0.5]for the cryogenic case, obtained after the calibration phase. Cylindrical
windows were set up to represent the cryogenic jets, the HTC was interpolated as in
[161, Umbrello 2016], 20kW/m2K was adopted as HTC with air as in most studies.

Figure 5.5.3: [160, Imbrogno 2017] FEM model, force and temperature predictions
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Cutting, feed forces and chip front temperature showed good agreement with the
experimental results. Accurate prediction of the deformed layer was also achieved.
[162, Stampfer 2019] and colleagues simulated different applications of cryogenic flux
in machining. External and internal delivery for cryogenic jets were tested. A vari-
able HTC function of surface temperature was implemented in the model, however it
represent an increasing trend with the surface temperature, which is contrary to some
literature findings. The internal jet configuration was based on a micro hole in the
insert at variable position and of variable diameter. A user remeshing algorithm was
launched every 5µm of machined material, updating heat transfer coefficients as well.
To promote thermal steady state in the tool with small simulation time, the specific
heat capacity of the tool was reduced. Heat exchange with air was modeled with
100W/m2K HTC, a value a little higher than usual that accounts for the cooler N2
environment. Tool temperatures were found lowest with a combined effect of internal
channel at 1.5mm from flank face and external jet providing 1.5mm of cooling length
contact. Moreover, the most efficient internal channel was found to be the farthest from
the flank face, which result also in lower weakening effect of the edge.

Figure 5.5.4: [162, Stampfer 2019] FEM model and thermal results

5.6 Hybrid Modeling
Analytical and numerical models have been combined to better characterize complex machining
processes. Thermal, fluid-dynamic and mechanical processes have been implemented contem-
porarily or in separate stages of modeling. Different heat transfer models could be used to
predict heat transfer coefficients then used to compute cutting forces into a mechanical model.
[163, Salame 2019] and colleagues analysed cryogenic machining by means of FEM and
CFD simulations. The thermal fields resulting from an orthogonal cutting simulation
of Ti6Al4V (V = 150m/min,0.3mmfeed,µ= 0.3) were then applied to a CFD model
studying the HTC of LCO2 jets. JC material and Damage models were used. For the
heat generation, a simple model was adopted where the heat generated in the primary
and secondary deformation zones are:

qshear = Fv ·V qfriction = Ffr ·V
r
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with [Fv,V,r] are respectively average cutting force, cutting speed, chip ratio tchip/tundeformed
and Ffr = Fvsinα+Ffcosα, with Ff average feed force. For what concerns the CFD
analysis, VOF equations were adopted to model the phase transfer in the LCO2, how-
ever only liquid and gas phase were considered, whereas LCO2 jets exhibits also solid
phase. A k− ε turbulence model was adopted. The jets had 8bar pressure (strange
for LCO2) and distance between the target of 4 and 8 mm. Interestingly the 8mm
distant jet proved to be more effective. The higher distance allowed for lower speed
and broke the conductive heat transfer in the jet, guaranteeing higher liquid phase at
the stagnation point. The HTC were found to be 38.8 and 49.8kW/m2K respectively
for 4 and 8mm distant nozzles. However, the simulated geometry is not corresponding
to a real cutting tool. Moreover, the FEM and CFD models were considered totally
uncoupled, whereas cryogenic machining could affect friction and cutting temperature,
affecting the HTC in his turn.

Figure 5.6.1: [163, Salame 2019] hybrid model set up and results

[164, Shi 2019] and coworkers analysed cryogenic machining of Ti6Al4V with a
hybrid modeling technique. RANS with TKE (Turbulence Kinetic Energy) model were
adopted, added by Multiphase Cavitation Model approach for the double phase LN2
flow. The HTC is calculated by hcryo = q

∆T where ∆T = Tserface−Tfluid , q = k ∂T∂x with
k conductivity of the hot target and ∂T

∂x the temperature gradient in the hot target. The
CFD simulation consisted in a jet-on-plate configuration, with a hot target at 700◦K,
nozzle of 1mm diameter, placed at 20mm distance from the target, 1 l/min flow and
20m/s flow speed out of the nozzle. The HTC was found between 24÷ 50kW/m2K.
FEM simulations were run with hcryo = 32kW/m2K,µ= 0.28 and Voce Power Law:

σ̄ =
[
a− becε̄

]
·

( ˙̄ε
˙̄ε0

)d ·[( T
T0

)v]
, [a,b,c,d,v] = [1705.2,837.6,−1.92,0.0048,−0.86]

Force results matched very well the experimental findings. Since thermal convergence
in a 3D cutting simulation is time and resource demanding, a 2D orthogonal model was
set up for analyzing the thermal build up in the tool-chip interface. The temperature
profiles were used to estimate tool wear with Usui law:
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∂w

∂t
= A ·σn ·Vs · eQ/T , A= 7.8 ·104 1

MPa
,Q= 2500◦K

where the adhesive wear rate is related to the normal pressure, sliding velocity and tem-
perature. The wear rate is an increasing exponential function of temperature, therefore
lower temperature results in lower wear rate. The article aims at characterizing cryo-
genic machining in a complete way, from CFD to FEM modeling and wear prediction.
Furthermore it offers interesting thermal profiles on rake and flank faces.

Figure 5.6.2: [164, Shi 2019] 3D FEM model and results, 2D model and thermal profiles

5.7 Surface integrity prediction models
One of the desired outcome of machining process simulations is the prediction of surface
characteristics. Models have been implemented with sub routines that can predict metallurgical
morphology, dynamic recrystallization, phase transformation and residual stresses onto the
machined surface. In this section we will briefly analyse the state of the art and the strategies
adopted to simulate surface alterations.
[165, Rotella 2014] and Umbrello developed a user subroutine to predict grain size and
hardness variation, influencing material flow stress, for dry and cryogenic machining of
Ti6Al4V:

σ̄ =
[
a+ k√

d
+Bεn

][
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·
[
1−

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m]
·
[
D+ (1−D) · tanh

(
1

(ε+p)r
)s]

where only the α-phase grain size is considered (carrying almost three times the strength
of the β-phase). a,k are material constants. Grain size is modeled depending on
dynamic recrystallization from the Zener-Hollmon law, while hardness follows the Hall-
Petch law:

d= d0 · b
(
ε̇e

Q
RT

)m
, HV = C0 + C1√

d

Cutting forces were found quite accurate when compared to the experiments. Grain
size distribution along the depth of the workpiece was steeper than the experimental
case, however the values quite agreed.
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Figure 5.7.1: [165, Rotella 2014] grain size prediction model

[161, Umbrello 2016] and coworkers analysed microstructural changes like grain size
and hardness for dry and cryogenic machining of AISI 52100 bearing steel. Interestingly,
they provided a correlation for the HTC of a cryogenic jet depending on fluid properties
and implemented a heat transfer coefficient variable in temperature:

hcryo = 0.2
e0.35g0.33

V 0.65
f k0.67

f c0.33
p γ0.33

f

ν0.32
f

=−8 ·10−6 ·T 3−0.0149 ·T 2 + 44.397 ·T + 10162

The temperature in question was not clear to whom it belong, probably the temperature
on the impinging surface. The Brozzo fracture model was adopted, where the maximum
tensile stress is normalized by the difference with the idrostatic stress:

D =
ε̄f�

0

2σ1
3(σ1−σm)dε̄

The author further developed an hardness based flow stress model for the bearing steel,
adding grain size and hardness variation:

σ =B (T ) ·
[(
a+ k√

d

)
εn+F +G · ε

]
·
{

1 +
[
log(ε̇)m−A

]}

d=


d0 ε < εc = C0ZnZ

dDRX = bZp = b
(
ε̇e

Q
RT

)p
, Q= 349kJ/mol ε > εc

, HRC =C1 + C2√
d

where d is the new grain size, to be updated after a recrystallization strain threshold.
The parameters F,G are dependent on hardness, B (T ) ,A,m,n are other model param-
eters described in the previous articles, C1,C2 are derived by metallurgical experiments,
as a,k. The constants p,b,C0,nZ are calibrated by comparing with experimental re-
sults. The model has got more than 13 constants, that have been calibrated in different
studies. The goodness of the model is shown by the ability to predict grain size and
hardness of the surface layer.
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Figure 5.7.2: [161, Umbrello 2016] grain size and hardness prediction model

[166, Umbrello 2017] and colleagues investigate surface modification simulating turn-
ing of Ti6Al4V. They modeled the alpha phase lamellae orientation and thickness in
the deformed layer. They implemented a Calamaz modified JC model, substituting the
term A with a strain rate and temperature dependent function, depending on the alpha
phase lamellae thickness:

σ̄ =
[
a+ k√

t
+Bεn

][
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·
[
1−

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m]
·
[
D+ (1−D) · tanh

(
1

(ε+p)r
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with [a,k] =
[
708.73MPa,265.57MPa

√
µm

]
. B,C,n,m parameters were taken from

Lee and Lin’s work, s = 0.05, r = 2,d = 1, b = 5. The value of t was obtained through
a Matlab regression with experimental lamellae thicknesses and FEM calculated strain
rate and temperatures. The hardness value was represented by a Hall-Petch law H =
C1 + C2√

t
. The cryogenic case was added by a window on the flank face with a variable

HTC as in [161, Umbrello 2016]. Friction coefficient (pure Coulomb model) were found
between 0.2÷0.3 for the dry case and 0.3÷0.4 for the cryogenic.
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Figure 5.7.3: [166, Umbrello 2017] FEM model, alpha lamallea thickness, strain and hardness pre-
diction model
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Chapter 6

FEM models for Cryogenic Milling

In this chapter, cryogenic milling FEM modeling will take place. It will deal with
cryogenic milling tests using a tool with positive angles and square shoulder design. A
model has been already set up by a previous student, however its material was lost. A
new model need to be prepared, more robust (covering more feed and speed combina-
tions) and guarantee lower calculation time. The main objective of the work was to
analyse tool mechanical and thermal stresses between a square shoulder inserts and an
high feed mill design with rounded inserts. Experimentally, the square shoulder design
exhibit poor tool life performances in cryogenic environment against dry and wet cut-
ting, while the high feed behaved slightly better for cryogenic than emulsion cooling.
However, the aim proved to be too demanding. Several problems were encountered
which made imperative a comprehensive analysis of the literature and the set up of a
new, more robust, faster, trustful model. No time was left for setting up the high feed
model, neither for running a square shoulder simulation with deformable insert so to
extract tool stresses and thermal cycles, nor even a simulation which could provide a
completion of the cutting arc.
The main problems have been: the lack of a reliable material model, necessity of it-
erations to determine optimal mesh sizes, iterations for damage model fitting, force
fitting with friction coefficients, added to a lack of experimental data especially for
the thermal boundaries (workpiece and tool bulk temperatures, cryogenic environment
temperature).
The main drawback of the work is that simulations are run in dry and cryogenic environ-
ment only. That was due to availability of experimental results, and process complexity
reduction. Simulations are not meant to underline dry, cryogenic or emulsion superior-
ity, but only to reproduce experiments. Moreover, the model set up had so many issues
that was easier to calibrate it at first for dry than for emulsion, getting rid of a media
to be characterized with relative jet HTC, ambient HTC, etc.
We strongly hope the model to be useful for future speculations on tool stresses between
the two milling approaches previously described.

6.1 “Square shoulder” model
Numerical machining models require a calculation mesh, which could be based on a
CAD file, defining the geometry of the cutting process. Files are then imported into
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a FEM program and the set up is added by the material model, the necessary fixtur-
ing and motions, the interaction between parts, friction and heat exchange properties.
FORGE Nx T 3.0 has been chosen as FEM program. The software is dedicated to
forging simulations and easily deal with large deformation, friction and heat exchange
phenomena, allowing to chain simulations one after the other, designing an entire pro-
cess. Dies (rigid or deformable) and deformable objects are easy to deal with and can
move from one simulation to another carrying their field history. It uses Lagrangian
formulation and a built-in remesher. Remeshing could be regulated by the user, follow-
ing strain, strain rate, temperature gradients. The software allows the computation on
multiple cores, depending on the license. Calculation were often done with 16 cores on
a 60 core - 4 processors workstation with 2.5 GHz base clock speed and 356 GB DDR3
RAM.

6.1.1 Geometry generation
The geometry of the model is made by the part to cut and the cutting insert. Two
additional features are needed: the workpiece fixturing system and the tool fixturing
system (tool holder plate). This two latter geometries are required by the program to
deal with deformable objects. There will be no necessity to use the tool holder plate to
deal with a rigid insert, but the plate will be needed when dealing with a deformable
insert. Autodesk Fusion 360 have been used for the CAD generation. It is an online
CAD program offering the possibility to share and work simultaneously on the same
project with different people, without downloading heavy packages on personal devices.
Tool geometries are retrieved from producer websites. Assemblies are comprehensive
of tool-holder and fixturing bolts. Only the inserts are loaded for the cutting model
assembly. After some initial simulations, insert geometries are further reduced to what
is interested by the cutting process. Simple cuts are done so that it would be easy to
place thermal boundaries in case of tool thermal computation. Only small Tetrahedral
tool portion is kept, while for the WP a semicircular one. This allows for the most lim-
ited amount of volume mesh obtainable which guarantees thermal uniformity (thermal
gradients never reaches the boundary too steeply within the simulation time).
For a correct simulation of forces, prior insert pass along the arc is needed. This is
generated with the aid of a sweep extruded cut in Autodesk Fusion 360. Unfortunately
the CAD program didn’t allow a sweep extrude cut of a 3D object along a profile, but
the sweep of a 2D planar sketch only. Therefore, the insert was placed considering the
tool holder mounting (correct insert angles) and the trajectory and then projected on
a plane. The plane projection have been used as a profile for the sweep cut.
The tool follows a cycloid trajectory: the centre of the tool holder translates while the
insert rotate around the holder centre:

x̄(t) =
[
x(t)
y (t)

]
=
 −Re{d · ejϑ}+Sf −St

−Im
{
d · ejϑ

}  ,
ϑ =

(
π
2 − θ

)
+ω · t−Sθ

Sf = vf · t

where: d is the radius of the trajectory, defined as the distance from tool holder centre
and insert fixing bolt centre, Sθ,St are respectively engagement shift (along the arc)
and translation shift (along the holder feed direction) of the tool centre, vf is the linear
advancement feed in mm/s.
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Figure 6.1.1: Process parameters and trajectory generation for the 0.15mm/tooth feed, 3mm depth,
50m/min speed simulation

Figure 6.1.2: Process parameters and trajectory generation for the 0.7mm/tooth feed, 1mm depth,
125m/min speed simulation

Other quantities are needed to place the insert in the correct 3D position along the
trajectory. Very important is the coordinate system chosen. The tool holder centre at
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the first insert passage was placed at the origin, plus a little shift (translational and in
rotation angle) in order to extrude a complete cut arc in the first passage and supply
enough arc so to simulate a complete cut (amount of which chosen after trials). The
piece was placed at +5mm along the Y direction so to obtain a 25% engagement of
the mill. The 2D trajectory is then added by a Z coordinate accounting for the depth
of cut needed, related to the height of the insert centre.
The trajectory is imported in Fusion 360 as a CSV spline. The tool is positioned at the
starting point of the cycloid with the correct rotation angles matching its orientation at
the time instant at which the constructed trajectory starts. Then a plane is built on the
starting point of the trajectory upon which the rake face is projected. The projection
is used as a 2D planar profile for the sweep cut extrusion along the cycloidal trajectory.

Figure 6.1.3: Final tool, workpiece and fixturing assembly for the “Square Shoulder” case

Figure 6.1.4: Final tool, workpiece and fixturing assembly for the “High Feed” case
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The dimension of the workpiece (external radius and height) are such that temper-
ature increase at the boundary due to conduction never goes much above (±50◦C) the
initial temperature.

6.1.2 Mesh generation
The CAD assembly is imported in FORGE NxT 3.0, then the mesh is generated. Forge
allows the use of handy mesh refinement windows which can be fixed to standing or
moving objects. A meshing window fixed to the insert is used to refine the tool-chip
contact region on the tool. A mesh size of 50µm has been chosen and never changed, but
should be refined if the insert is modeled as deformable. For the workpiece, wide 1mm
mesh triangles have been placed and refined to 300µm along the cutting arc, 80µm
for the formed chip and 40µm for the primary shear deformation zone. Remeshing on
the workpiece has been triggered by a starting deformation value of 1. The latter two
meshing windows on the workpiece have been attached to the insert and moved with
it as it was seen that the time needed to remesh was lower than the one needed to the
thermomechanical calculations over a fully refined arc.
This final mesh set was the result of improvements and experience gained during the
material model set up phase, not the mesh of the initial trials. Meshing and remeshing
are the most influencing variables affecting simulation results, above material models.

Figure 6.1.5: Meshing the geometries, example

6.1.3 Material and thermal properties
Material models in FORGE Nx T 3.0 can be applied from library, as Hans-Spittel
equations, material tables, or by external “.tmf” files. Those files can call a coded ma-
terial model expression (Johnson-Cook, Hans-Spittel and others), or structured tables
describing the stress flow as a function of strain, strain rate and temperature. Mate-
rial properties such as Young modulus, Poisson ratio, density, specific heat capacity,
thermal conductivity, linear expansion can be coded with single constants values or
temperature variable distributions, also tabular forms summing up all thermal related
data can be called. The choice of the material model, as the choice of the friction
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behaviour is described carefully in the “Model Fitting” section.
Added to the material model, a damage model have been considered. The Latham-
Cockcroft damage model have been initially chosen for its simplicity and lack of material
data. However, the criterion is decoupled, which means that one element is deleted once
reached the threshold damage value, while it keeps all its strength before the threshold
is reached. This behaviour does not correctly model the evolution of fractures in the
material. Nevertheless, simulations are run with this criteria. Initial thermal fields were
set to 50◦C for the piece and fix, 100◦C for the insert, 30◦C was also the temperature
of ambient air. This considered heat build up in the small simulated area after process
warm up.

6.1.4 Motions
The workpiece is fixed to the undeformable Fix die. To the tool, a translation along
-X direction equal to the linear feed speed in mm/s is given, added by a rotation
along the -Z axis with revolution speed in rpm, centre of rotation being placed at
[−0.15,0.0,0.0]. All this can be easily done in FORGE thanks to the choice of the
master die press movement as “Generic Press”. The motion of the dies can be easily
checked in “Animation” with the “Kinematic preview”. Measurements have been done
checking that effectively the uncut chip thickness answered to the theoretical value.
The simulation time have been initially fixed to 5ms, which corresponded to almost
1/2 of theoretical engagement (12ms).

6.1.5 Interactions
Thermal exchange was set with ambient air blown at 500kW/m2◦K, a value higher
than usual (Chapter 5). This because the simulated area is very small (less than
1cm3of workpiece) so we suppose the ambient to be hot, and air strongly agitated by
the mill rotation. Nevertheless, the heat transferred with ambient media varies far
below 30W with HTC values from 10÷ 500W/m2K, also ambient temperature has a
role. Between workpiece and Fix adiabatic thermal exchange was set, then was checked
that the temperature at the interface did not substantially change, if it did, the CAD
was modified so to enlarge a bit the modeled workpiece.
Contact properties in FORGE include thermal contact behaviour. The chosen friction
model was a stick and slip Coulomb-Tresca friction model, with coefficient m and µ to
be fitted with respect to experimental findings. In FORGE, the heat exchange between
two bodies in contact, in which one is rigid, is treated by referring to the body effu-
sivity: e =

√
ρ ·k · cp = 1111W°K

√
s
m by using k = 44.03W/m◦K, ρ = 15250kg/m3, cp =

188J/kg◦K for the carbide insert. Moreover, the temperature distribution on the rigid
body is not calculated. It was assumed of constant temperature of 300◦C, as an average
representative tool skin temperature for the initial part of the cutting arc.
Partitioning the heat at the interface with the ratio between the material effusivities
have been discussed in the literature, and the experimental results show that the portion
of heat coming into the tool is overestimated, [120, Bonnet 2008a] (Chapter 5: Mod-
eling). However, for initial setting up of the simulation with rigid insert this method
was adopted. Moreover, no thermal data have been extracted during the experimental
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campaign. This added to the fact that, often, more sophisticated models don’t give
much more accurate predictions, induced to use the simpler effusivity model.

Cryogenic machining interactions

For cryogenic machining simulations, a low temperature and high heat exchange window
was set up. With the shape of a cylinder, it was designed to reproduce the space
occupied by the LN2 jet coming out from the tool holder delivery. A temperature of
−195◦C was applied to the material surfaces in the window, while the heat transfer
coefficient was applied depending on surface temperature as in [48, Pusavec 2016].
Also heat transfer with ambient media considers the presence of cold gases in the
neighbourhood of the cutting zone, so the ambient temperature is reduced to −150◦C
and the HTC with ambient air and LN2 gas is raised to 1500W/m2K , [48, Pusavec
2016].

Figure 6.1.6: Cryogenic machining jet window TO CHANGE

Furthermore, the tool temperature is reduced to 100◦C as the workpiece small sim-
ulated portion. This values are mere hypothesis considering qualitative observations
during cutting processes and not precise values coming from experiments. The work-
piece was left deeply frozen after the cutting trials. Also the cutting period is only 1/8
of rotation, therefore for 7/8 of the circle the tool is subjected to the intense cooling
effect of the cold environment plus LN2 jet.
Both concerning literature and experiments at MUSP lab, there is general lack of data
regarding thermal conditions in the neighbourhood of the cutting zone (workpiece, am-
bient and tool side). Also literature often simplify a cryogenic simulation by simply
adding a window for the cryogenic jet, not considering the possible colder environment,
neither the possible colder tool, neither the possible colder workpiece. Some just set
arbitrary values for the initial temperature of the workpiece, unless this values could
be actually measured.
For sure, the limitation that arises here is the aim of reproducing a steady state condi-
tion cut starting from scratch and with absolutely no information of the boundary con-
ditions. Experiments should help on this side, measuring the average environment tem-
perature, the workpiece thermal field before cut, and the tool thermal conditions while
approaching the piece after having been cooled by the jet during the non-cutting phase.
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Whereas information of the latter phenomena can be deduced from [37, Augspurger
2019] for the LCO2 case, no studies to the Author knowledge present data for LN2.
Here some discussion on the solution of the thermal problem must be done. As we
have said, FORGE treats rigid dies as surface meshed bodies with an effusivity. The
effusivity is used to calculate the shared portion of friction heat through the formula:

qtool =
√
Ktρtct√

Ktρtct+
√
Kwρwcw

· qf = efftool
efftool+ effwp

qf = β · qf qf = τf ·vsl

Then qwp = qf −qtool = qf (1−β) is the heat flowing into the tool, used as a heat source
for the thermal problem in the workpiece. The conductance at the interface is used to
share the heat generated by material plastic deformation: qtool =K · (Twp−Ttool), Twp
and Ttool are workpiece and tool skin temperatures respectively. Both the effusivity of
tool and conductance are therefore important in determining the heat extracted from
the contact zones, we will present them carefully in the next sections. Another impor-
tant factor is the tool temperature. Being the tool meshed only in surface, the tool
temperature should reproduce the insert skin temperature during the cutting arc, and
this also holds for the dry case. For fitting simulations however, a constant temperature
value have been set, representative of the initial part of the cut.
A simulation with deformable insert could be done considering the tool thermal prop-
erties and a 3D mesh calculating its thermal fields. However, due to the high com-
putational burden, this would have been done only after the fitting of the model, in
fact at the end we run out of time and couldn’t do it. Another solution we succeeded
to implement is to give the tool a temporal thermal distribution so to mimic its skin
temperature evolution during the arc. This solution method will be described in the
Result section.

6.1.6 Calculation settings

Calculated fields were stored each 0.1ms so to conserve 50 points per simulation, avoid-
ing the results to be too heavy. On 16 cores @2.5 GHz Workstation, 5ms of simulation
(almost 1/2 of engagement arc) needed from 30 to 200 hour of calculations, depend-
ing on the level of occupation of the WS by other users. Produced results for each
simulation weighted around 6 Gb.

6.2 Experimental Campaigns

6.2.1 Shoulder milling tests

In this section, results regarding the experimental campaign are presented. In particu-
lar, cutting forces would be used to compare simulation results for the square shoulder
milling case. In August 2020 also an experimental campaign has been performed with
the high feed setup. Since the author had knowledge on this experimental trials only
by third parties and never actively tool part in the tests, trials are briefly introduced
for what is meaningful for the simulations.
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Equipment and test parameters

Shoulder milling trials were performed at MUSP lab, with the cooperation of SIAD
(Cryogenic Liquid supplier), Jobs S.p.a on a Mandelli M5 four axis, horizontal spindle,
milling machine. The machine is equipped with a Siemens CNC system. Spindle and
axes characteristics are showed below. Measuring system and tool specifications are
displayed in the next table.

Figure 6.2.1: Experimental equipment, from left to right: Mandelli M5 horizontal spindle MT and
workpiece mounted on dynamometric table, LN2 Dewar, Prototype spindle, working assembly

Component Model Additional Specs

Kistler Dynamometric Table 9255B 3kHz max frequency

Kistler Amplifier 5070A

National Instruments Data Acquisition System PXI-6259 10kHz max sampling rate

Sandvik Coromant Milling Tool R390-020B20-11L 2 teeth, 20mm diameter

Sandvik Coromant Cutting Inserts R390-11 T308M-MMS30T PVD coated Carbide

Statebourne Cryogenics Dewar CC800 800 l,3.5bar

Cryogenic Spindle Delivery Unit Prototype Jobs S.p.a

Table 6.2.1: Equipment specifications

Inserts and tool holder were chosen under producer advice for semiroughing to fin-
ishing operations of aeronautical Ti6Al4V workpieces. Dry cutting, medium pressure
emulsion cooling (“Wet”) and LN2 cryogenic cooling (“Cry”) were tested. Emulsion
and cryogenic characteristics are reported afterwards.
The LN2 delivery system consisted in an external Dewar, time-weighted so to provide
flow rate indications, a double jacketed vacuum insulated pipe system (drastic reduc-
tion of heat losses), gas separator (guaranteeing poor vapour title at the exit) and a
newly designed spindle for cryogenic delivery. To avoid the excessive cooling of the
spindle and its bearings, with consequent loss of dimensional stability and tolerances,
an external AISI 304 low conductive ring collector was developed. Preliminary delivery
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tests showed marked cavitation tendency in correspondence of critical delivery zones
(bends, valves, change in section). CFD analysis ([49, Tahmasebi 2019]) confirmed
this tendency: being the LN2 in its saturation state with vapour (in temperature and
pressure), any heat source or drop in pressure cause a fraction of it to evaporate. The
optimal delivery pressure was found to be around 3bar. Higher and lower pressure re-
sulted in intermittent flow due to high evaporation rates. This is good example showing
that high flow is better from a cooling point of view, but considering the equipment
and the sustainability of the process, an optimum must be found.
Experimental runs were taken in down milling, at a random order, with parameters ex-
pressed in the following table. The depth of cut was fixed at 3mm. Runs were repeated
for dry cutting and cryogenic cutting with 1kg/min flow rate and 3.5bar Dewar pres-
sure. Wet runs at 70m/min were run at different feeds of 0.057 and 0.107mm/tooth,
while wet runs at 50m/min had the same feed of the other two cooling techniques.
Emulsion pressure was measured around 37bar, concentrate level at 10% as industrial
practice for Titanium alloys suggested by the industrial partner.

Experimental run Cutting Speed
-[m/min]

Cutting feed
-[mm/tooth]

Spindle Speed
-[rpm]

#1 70 0.20 1114.08

#2 50 0.08 795.77

#3 50 0.15 795.77

#4 50 0.20 795.77

#5 70 0.15 1114.08

#6 70 0.08 1114.08

Table 6.2.2: Cutting tests parameters

Results

Important results for simulation purposes were cutting forces and chip morphology.
Unfortunately no temperature measurements were taken.
Cutting forces are x, y and z components from the point of view of the tool. Signals
obtained form the dynamometric tables were converted as Newton force values as a
function of sample number. Single tooth passes were isolated, then a number of samples
representative of the duration of the cut were taken, averaged, and the mean x, y and
z force during the cutting arc was obtained using Matlab software:

∆samples= 1
2

1
Ω/60 ·Fs, Nsamples = ∆tcut ·Fs

Faverage,j (t) =
∑Npass
i=1 Fi,j (t)
Npass

, 0< t <∆tcut, j = x,y,z

S =

√√√√∑Npass
i=1 | Fj (t)−Faverage,j (t) |2

N −1 , (1−α) = 95%, j = x,y,z
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Fsup/inf,j (t) = Faverage,j (t)±p · S√
Npass

, j = x,y,z

being Npass the number of tool passes chosen (variable, depending on duration of the
test cut and achieved stable values), Ω the spindle speed, Fs the sampling frequency
(5kHz), ∆samples the span of samples covering one half of a single revolution, Nsamples
the number of samples for one cutting arc lasting ∆tcut, S the standard deviation, p
the Normal distribution quantile for 95% confidence interval. The normal distribution
was chosen because the number of passes always exceeded 25.
It became clear how there was something wrong in both the tool and the measuring
table. For the dry and cryogenic case there exhibit a run-out, afterwards measured
of 40µm, which caused one insert to cut more material than the other. Therefore,
passages with higher force signal were followed by passages with lower force signals. It
was decided to average the two group of passes (as logic suggest) to obtain what it should
have been obtained without the run out. For sure, the deviation of measurements is
larger with respect to wet machining, in which no run-out happened. On the other hand,
wet machining exhibit marked presence of systems dynamics in two main harmonics.
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Figure 6.2.2: Insert Run-out during dry and cryogenic cuts, no Run-out for the wet cut but marked
apparatus dynamics

Another problem regarded the response of the measurement table with the Titanium
block. The block was huge (70kg), meaning it decreased the natural frequency of the
table. In particular, the x force measurement was affected by a low frequency peak
in the FRF of the “table+workpiece” system. Also the z and y direction were slightly
influenced by oscillatory response of the table. However, the z force can be considered
of small relevance in the shoulder milling process, and the magnitude of the y force is
high so that in comparison the oscillations of the table are low. Nevertheless, the x
force measurement is to be considered wrong.
The oscillatory response of the system has probably been excited by the nature of the
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process and the tool design. The chip is rapidly formed and spread all over the cutting
edge before 1ms, excitation paragonable to hammering. The generated pulse (frequency
content spread over initial hundreds of Hertz) means probably some component to have
fallen in the resonance region, being amplified and shifting the phase of the signal.
Only a dynamic reconstruction of the signal through the system FRF could improve
the obtained x force.

Figure 6.2.3: Measuring-table + MT table + sample dynamics, process scheme

Averaged cutting forces are displayed in the following pages. Some combination of
feed and speed are not displayed to reduce the length of the document and enhance the
visibility of the pictures shown. Direct comparison of forces are done only with the y
component, which is the one representing the more the cutting force for the initial part
of the cut. Forces are in Newton and the time scale is in seconds.
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Figure 6.2.4: X, Y and Z forces on Tool for wet runs, feeds: 0.057mm/tooth (first column),
0.107mm/tooth (second column)
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Figure 6.2.5: X, Y and Z forces on Tool for: dry cutting (first row), cryogenic (second row), wet
runs (third row), feeds: 0.08mm/tooth (first column), 0.15mm/tooth (second column), 0.2mm/tooth
missing for visibility issues

Time scale was considered of 12ms for the high speed cut, while 15ms for the lower
speed one. This for the experimental forces to reach zero. However, theoretical cut-
ting arcs should have lasted ∆tcut = Ω · 2π

60 ·acos(1/2) = 8.57and 12.57ms respectively.
Forces are still higher than zero afterwards due to uncertainties in the cycle starting
point, real cutting edge geometry and inertia of the measuring system.
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Figure 6.2.6: X, Y and Z forces on Tool for: dry cutting (first column), cryogenic (second column),
feeds: 0.08mm/tooth (first row), 0.15mm/tooth (second row), 0.2mm/tooth (third row)

When Fy forces are compared there is difference in the time shift due to calculations
and signal extraction that does not correspond to the test. The noticeable difference
from the test is the lower magnitude of the force during all arc for cryogenic and the
different shapes of the forces. Chips were also collected and photographed (Nikon D3300
with AF-S Micro NIKKOR 60mm f/2.8G ED lens) on a white screen. Noticeable is the
higher defect concentration for the cryogenic case.
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Figure 6.2.7: Comparison of Y forces between environments
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Figure 6.2.8: Collected chip photos

Discussion of results

As can be seen from the force plot, lower forces have been found for the cryogenic case
with respect to flood and dry cutting. Moreover, wet cutting exhibit smoother profiles.
The quantification of this aspects along the cutting arc is not trivial. A first comparison
can be drawn by considering the maxima of the forces along the arc. However, the peaks
are influenced by the dynamic response of the table (lower effect on Fy, higher on Fx and
Fz). Therefore, the average on time can better characterize the variation of the force
with respect to the machining environment along the whole arc. Making the average
or the approximated (mean point) normalized integral on time, is the same:

Fj,average =
∑t=∆tcut
t=0 Fj [t]
Nsamples

=
∑t=∆tcut
t=0 Fj [t]
∆tcut ·Fs

=
∑t=∆tcut
t=0 Fj [t] ·1/Fs

∆tcut
' I

∆tcut

As it is the same to compare average forces and mean point integrals in time so to look
at overall differences during the cutting arc:

∆F%,j =
∑t=∆tcut
t=0

(
FDryj [t]−FCryj [t]

)
∑t=∆tcut
t=0 FDryj [t]

=

∑t=∆tcut
t=0

(
FDryj [t]−FCryj [t]

)
Nsamples∑t=∆tcut

t=0 FDryj [t]
Nsamples

=
FDryj,av −F

Cry
j,av

FDryj,av

It needs to be underlined that for lack of data in wet cutting at the higher speed and
problems in visualization of data the order of the runs has been modified:

[#1,#2,#3,#4,#5,#6] =
[
50 m

min
\0.08 mm

tooth
, 50\0.15, 50\0.20, 70\0.08, 70\0.15, 70\0.20

]
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Figure 6.2.9: Comparison of maximum and average forces for the three environments,
various speed and feed. The test ID are rearranged so that [#1,#2,#3,#4,#5,#6] =[
50 m

min \0.08 mm
tooth , 50\0.15, 50\0.20, 70\0.08, 70\0.15, 70\0.20

]

The values for Fy cutting force for cryogenic cutting with respect to dry and wet cutting
are shown in the table below.

Run
ID

Speed
-[m/min]

Feed -
[mm/tooth]

Fy av. Wet
- [N ]

Fy av. Dry - [N ],
∆Fwet−dryy%

Fy av. Cryo - [N ],
∆Fwet−cryy% , ∆F dry−cry

y%

#1 50 0.08 423.46 478.76, +13.1% 370.16, −12.6%, −22.7%

#2 50 0.15 596.77 640.32, +7.3% 506.73, −15.1%, −20.9%

#3 50 0.20 675.64 729.19, +7.9% 575.03, −14.9%, −21.1%

#4 70 0.08 − 463.32, −% 333.51, −%, −28.0%

#5 70 0.15 − 633.60, −% 465.65, −%, −26.6%

#6 70 0.20 − 704.70, −% 572.47, −%, −18.8%

Table 6.2.3: Average Fy force comparison between cutting environments

Due to uncertainties in the measurement system, it is believed not productive to
advance more speculations on cutting forces. Actually, the only experimental reliable
values were the Fy forces and chip morphology. Therefore the two variables, one quan-
titative, the other qualitative, will be used to fit the FE models.

6.3 “Square shoulder” Model Fitting
Chip forming numerical model set up require a robust methodology. Firstly, material
models were tested. Then based on the achieved performances, 3D simulations were
run iterating for the suitable Latham-Cockcroft damage constant. Finally, friction
coefficient were tailored so to match experimental forces. The following scheme describe
the procedure. Details will be given in the following sections.
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Figure 6.3.1: Model Fitting Scheme

6.3.1 Material model and mesh size fitting
Material model choice

First trials were done with [167, Pittala 2011] and Monno material model. The choice
came from the work of a previous student. In the article, a milling operation is modeled
by an orthogonal cutting process with variable uncut chip thickness. The coefficients
for the JC material models are found by using OXCUT, a program based on the Oxley
theory (cutting theory) which inversely determines the JC coefficients by initial guesses,
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comparing the calculated cutting forces to the experimental ones. The parameter A is
purposely set to zero to avoid the convergence to different coefficients set of the OXCUT
routine, starting from different initial guesses, due to high non linearity. Also, the
reference strain rate is very high. The doubts concerning the model reveal to be founded
when preliminary simulations are run. The material refuse the cut, a characteristic of Ti
alloys, which, however, doesn’t happen with the observed magnitude, neither happened
in the experimental trials. The problem is related to the parameter A being zero and
˙̄ε0 = 1000 which in FORGE generates an ambiguous transition from elastic to plastic
behaviour.
Discarded the initial material model there opened an entire universe of choice. After an
exhaustive literature research, presented in the previous chapter (Chapter 5), material
models were chosen, based on the claimed performances and the ease of implementation.
Regarding the latter aspect, material model that required stress flow update during
calculation were not adopted. Material models were implemented in matrix or tabular
form. The implementation with self developed routines required too much time and
effort for what concerns a thesis work, also given the fact that no prove sustained
of marked superiority of a hard-implementable model against a simpler one. Chosen
material models are shown in the table below. The Tabular model comes from the
software database and is suitable for forging simulations, therefore the behaviour is very
refined for strain rates up to 104, however nothing is said for what happens afterwards.

Material Models Selection

N° Article Model Coefficients

1 [168, Lee 1998] JC [A,B,C,n,m, ε̇0] =[
782.7,498.4,0.028,0.28,1.0,10−5

]
2 [169, Meyer 2001] JC [A,B,C,n,m, ε̇0] =

[862.5,331.2,0.012,0.34,0.8,1]

3 [132, Ozel 2006a] JC [A,B,C,n,m] =[
860,640,2.2 · 10−6,0.23,1.112

]
4 [135, 143, Calamaz 2008, Sima

2010]

Modified JC [A,B,C,n,m, ε̇0,a,b,d,r,s] =[
782.7,498.4,0.028,0.28,1,10−5,2,5,1,1,0.05

]
5 [144, Calamaz 2010a] Modified JC [A,B,C,n,m,ε0,p,Trec, r,q] =

[870,990,0.011,0.25,1,0.7,0.6,600,1,5]

6 [145, Karpat 2011] Modified ZA [a,n∗, b,c,d,e,q, l,p, ε̇0, s,k,r,εcr] =

[590,0.27,740,7.20E− 05,−0.021,1.64,0.035,1.1,0.08,800,0.6,2,2,0.35]

7 [130, Wang 2014] JC + JC damage [A,B,C,n,m,D1→5] =

[862,331,0.34,0.012,0.8,−0.09,0.25,−0.5,0.014,3.87]

8 Tabular model - -

Table 6.3.1: Material models selection, tabular model available in the additional information

Regarding material properties (Young’s modulus, Thermal conductivity, Poisson’s
ratio, Density, Specific heat, Linear expansion), they are given in tabular form for
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temperatures from ambient to 1500◦C from the software database. With respect to
cryogenic temperatures no data were available. We expect the material cooled down at
very low temperatures to be far from the high deformation region, where the calculations
influence slightly the problem. After some trials, a general increase in simulation time
was found due to the time required to update the thermal properties (149 temperature
points). Therefore, the search by the FORGE algorithm was eased by summarizing
the properties with less data points, including them in the same file of the rehological
model (where possible).
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Figure 6.3.2: Ti6Al4V thermal dependent material properties, reduced data set over the tabular
data from FORGE

Mesh

As have been introduced, mesh is the main factor influencing simulations. Large mesh
size and remeshing intervals lead to wrong results, fine mesh and frequent remeshing
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to excessive precision, slow convergence, machine time wasting. Being 3D simulation
so resource demanding, orthogonal cutting simulation were performed to analyse the
development of shear bands as a function of mesh size. They also helped in choosing the
most suitable material model looking at cutting forces and chip morphology (bending
chip radius, segmentation).
The experimental chip shows evident segmentation which, however, it is hardly achiev-
able with a so heavy simulation. Chip segmentation simulations are always done with
orthogonal 2D plain strain cutting models and mesh size below 5µm. Modified ma-
terial models for chip segmentation are physical or analytical based models which are
artificially altered so to promote shear banding without damage models. Conventional
material models can be added by a Damage model, see Chapter 5, Material Models.
Shear bands are activated by an initial strain, from a certain strain rate on. Progressive
localization, dynamic recrystallization and void/fracture coalescence cause band prop-
agation. Researchers have tried to develop different modification to materials models
that allow for a certain degree of softening in the material, after certain thresholds, to
mimic shear band formation in FEM. It became clear that those thresholds are impos-
sible to be obtained with coarse mesh size, necessary for a suitable calculation time of
our model. Moreover, it is to be noticed that the literature implementation of modified
models for chip segmentation on 3D turning or milling simulations are performed with
a mesh so large that the segmentation cannot occur. Modified models are therefore
used without being able to satisfy the objective they’ve been realized for, but that is
normal, due to the high calculation burden it would require having small mesh sizes in
3D environments.
A solution could be to increase softening the more. With respect to this, material
models were modified. A new family of material models consisted on a highly marked
softening behaviour, including strain and strain rate thresholds deduced from simula-
tion with large mesh. Indeed the material model have been developed into four different
variants.

σ̄ = [A+Bεn] ·
[
1 +Cln ε̇

ε̇0

]
·

1−
(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)m−g(ε,ε̇)
 , g1 (ε, ε̇) =W ·

{
tanh

(
b
ε

εcr

)
· tanh

(
b
ε̇

ε̇cr

)}

σ̄ = JC (ε) ·JC (ε̇) ·JC (T ) · (1−g1 (ε, ε̇))

g3 (ε, ε̇) = 1
2

{
1 + tanh

[
a · ln

(
ε̇

ε̇cr

)]}
· 12 {1 + tanh [b(ε− εcr)]}

g4 (ε, ε̇) = 1
2

{
1 + tanh

[
a · ln

(
ε̇

ε̇cr

)]}
· 12 {1 + tanh [b(ε− εcr)]} , ε̇cr = ε̇cr0 ·f (T ) , εcr = εcr0 ·f (T )

The first model added only some additional softening through the thermal function,
after a certain strain guaranteed a certain strain rate. The second separate the effect
on a different function. The third, refines the shape of the softening functions, the
fourth introduces thermal dependent strain and strain rate limits. Results and model
parameters are displayed in the following figures. The idea was that, even with a large
mesh, the threshold could be reached and the material softened. Summing up, 12 ma-
terial models were analysed with orthogonal simulations.
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The simulations were set up with 0.1mm undeformed chip thickness, 50m/min cutting
speed, coulomb tresca friction model with µ= 0.6, m= .035. The thermal conductance
at the interface was 10kW/m2◦K, and a constant tool effusivity of e =

√
ρ ·k · cp =

1111W°K
√

s
m was used for tool-workpiece heat partition (as for the 3D simulation). Am-

bient temperature was set at 20◦C, convection with ambient air was set at 20W/m2◦K,
the tool was rigid. Refined moving windows for meshing the shear zone and keep a re-
fined mesh on the machined surface were applied. The model thickness was 1mm, plain
strain condition assumed. The cut lasted from 0.6to 0.8ms, time in which forces and
maximum temperature in the tool reached the steady state. Remeshing on deformation
was applied as the only option available for 2D simulations.

Figure 6.3.3: Results for 5µm mesh size, different material models, dry cutting

Results show that shear localization is difficult even with a quite refined mesh size.
Chip bending radius increase after the chip scratches the surface of the piece. Friction
was quite irrelevant on the chip morphology phenomena. The various self developed
material models and the Calamaz modified JC struggled in representing shear local-
ization, even if fair serration degrees were produced. Model 2 was able to produce
consistent serrations with a larger mesh. However, as we will see, the mesh size is still
too refined for achieving results within bearable time in the 3D simulation.
The problem was that the softening region was too coarse. This due to the initial
coarser mesh size which prevented strain localization. Moreover, if softening was fur-
ther increased, temperature localization was impaired, as the stress flow of the material
was very low and even at large strains the temperature generation due to inelastic
heat fraction was too low to promote further softening. In brief, the process was not
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progressive, chip formation dynamics different, forces very low and chip bending too
pronounced. The remaining material models were tried at 5µm mesh size as well. None
of them but the Karpat one was able to produce serrations, unless with non localized
shear bands promoting excessive chip bending.

Even if, for the self developed model, an increased capacity in degree of serration of the
material at 5µm is seen, with coarser mesh this capacity is rapidly lost. The ability of
shear localization at very refined mesh size of the Calamaz model is optimal. Never-
theless, even by adopting 30µm mesh size in the primary shear zone only, for the 3D
simulation, shear bands aren’t obtained at all.

Figure 6.3.4: Results for variable mesh size, dry cutting

It is believed, by the author, that there is hardly a way to modify material models
so to obtain shear bands as they happen in reality with coarser mesh adopted for heavy
industrial simulations. This is still for what concerns the Author (limited) knowledge
a research gap.
A remeshing algorithm triggered by recrystallization and recovery limits could be im-
plemented so to generate the shear band highly localized starting from an initial larger
mesh. This allows to refine the calculations in the shear band in response to the strong
stress, strain, strain rate and temperature gradients developing there. Outside the
band, mesh can be coarsened to avoid excessive refinement burden. This finds evidence
in obtained chips, as the areas outside a certain distance from the shear band present
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almost undeformed material grains. On the other hand, these remeshing techniques
could strongly increase the calculation time due to frequent and heavy remeshing for
Refinement and Derefinement.
This sort of algorithms are more than what time and purpose of this study would jus-
tify, therefore the idea was not investigated further. Shear band morphology in the
3D simulated chip was only considered to produce similar chip bending radius, average
shape and paragonable defect levels.

A Matlab routine was implemented to visually investigate the differences between the
most promising chosen models. From the figure below it can be seen that even between
the simple JC models there is plenty of difference. Concerning the three modified mod-
els, much more variability is seen. It is remarkable that such a difference can be found
in material models regarding the same material grade.

Figure 6.3.5: Stress flow of different models comparison
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Orthogonal cutting simulations were set up with 20µm mesh size for the 7 presented
material models. Unfortunately, JC fracture model with ductile fracture propagation
criteria was not implemented in FORGE Nx T 3.0, therefore the promising model of
[130, Wang 2014] couldn’t be investigated. The 7 material models were compared re-
garding cutting force, temperature and chip morphology behaviour at large mesh.
Models were discarded if the cutting force was much lower than 0.02Tonns − (200N).
The 3D model’s depth of cut is three times the Orthogonal model width. The chip
thickness of the orthogonal model is 0.1mm, paragonable to the 3D model at 1/3 of
engagement. Therefore 200N force would approximately result in 600N for the 3D
simulation. This, looking at the experimental forces, proved to be the lower value ac-
ceptable. Models that exhibit lower force values couldn’t be adjusted to experimental
forces by friction model tailoring.
The Meyers JC coefficient set proved to be too soft. The Calamaz and Karpat mod-
ified models, even if performing well in force prediction, produced chips that curled
and self entangled with themselves, totally dissimilar to the experimental ones. This
proves how modified materials models for orthogonal simulations are not suitable for
3D calculations. The tabular, Ozel and Lee models produced the larger radiused chips,
with paragonable forces and maximum temperature prediction. Those models were
implemented in 3D cutting simulations, varying damage model coefficient as explained
in the next chapter.
Proofs of the results now discussed are shown in images we have not reported due to
space issues but can be found in the additional information.

6.3.2 Damage model
Damage model influence on shear band formation in relation with mesh size was also
studied. In the majority of cases with large mesh, adding a simple Latham-Cockcroft
normalized criterion, had the result to enhance shear band formation without control.
High fragmentation and considerable volume loss is generated by eliminated elements.
Again, the use of a damage model to promote shear banding is justified only with the
use of a properly refined mesh.
A damage model was implemented in the simulation with the main aim to reproduce
the level of fractures of the experimental chip. It was not introduced to get shear bands,
unless it proved to produce their shape but precise morphology was not investigated.
The damage model chosen for the simulation is the simplest Latham-Cockcroft. It is
decoupled from the stress flow of the material which means an element keeps its full
strength until it fractures and it is eliminated from the calculations. More accurate cri-
teria, such as the JC damage model, modify the strength of the element from the onset
to the failure of the element, thus providing a realistic and gradual fracture evolution.
A lot of different damage models are implemented in the program: Oyane, Lemaitre
(5 decoupled and 5 coupled), Rice and Tracey and Transvalor self modified LC dam-
age model. In the literature, LC or JC damage models are always used. The Brozzo
model is also adopted (sort of developed LC). Interesting would be to try different
damage models, coupled and uncoupled, reporting the effort (coefficient tailoring) to
benefit (calculation time, chip morphology) ratio relative to their implementation. In
the present work, the Author has neither time nor data to undertake this interesting
task.
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The model of Lee and Lin proved to produce good chips with all damage values, the
Fy force was well predicted for high value of D (500MPa)but average chip morphol-
ogy was better for lower values (400−450MPa). Maximum cutting temperatures on
the workpiece were quite high ∼= 1200◦C, unless on the tool could be lower. As no
experimental values on temperature were recorded, any reasonable value according to
literature could be acceptable.
Tabular model could produce promising chip radius, overall chip shape and damage
levels, added to quite acceptable shear band levels, but for one single combination of
mesh size and remeshing frequency, that proved the model not robust. Due to the
promising results in terms of chip morphology, an effort was made to visualize its flow
stress, translating it in analytical form (quite long one):

Figure 6.3.6: Material Models comparison

σ̄ = JC (ε) ·JC (ε̇) ·h(T ) ·g (ε̇,T )

g (ε̇,T ) = 1
2

[
1−Tanh

(
b · ln

(
ε̇

ε̇cr

))]

ε̇cr = ε̇cr,0
[JC (T )]e , JC (T ) = 1−

(
T −Tr
Tm−Tr

)

h(T ) = JC (T ) ·
[
1−Tanh

(
T −Tbeta
wT

)
·Sech

(
T −Tbeta
wT

)
·a
]

where h(T ) is a thermal softening function considering the beta phase softening after
Tbeta = 900◦C, ε̇cr the strain rate onset of hardening, temperature dependent, g (ε̇,T )
the hardening or softening function in strain rate. This analytic representation tries to
mimic the behaviour of the Tabular model, even if not perfectly. Unfortunately, the
Author had no resources left to investigate the aspect further, given the fact that the
model couln’t provide acceptable results: chip morphology was well predicted for low
damage constant values, while cutting force was too low for effective friction coefficient
tuning over experimental values.
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Figure 6.3.7: Tabular material model, 3D trials with variable damage constants

However, the development of a material model comprehensive of low and high strain
rates, with more accurate temperature effects (phase softening and below zero be-
haviour) remains a very interesting research perspective.
Ozel model produced much defects for low D values, while for high ones promoted chip
features different from experimental findings.

Figure 6.3.8: Ozel 2006 material model, 3D trials with variable damage constants

6.3.3 Contact model set up
Contact model plays a minor role in the determination of cutting forces, whereas it in-
fluences directly the thermal fields and stress development on the insert. This trend was
also confirmed by first simulation trials. Chip morphology remained almost unchanged
by varying, the friction coefficients. The contact model should include interfacial fric-
tion and conductance evolution as a function of tool-chip interactions such as normal
pressure, temperature, sliding speed.
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In milling, each tool pass provide force data with variable chip thickness, so that an ex-
perimental friction coefficient could be determined as in [119, Arrazola 2008] (Chapter
5, Friction Modeling). Average rake and radial mounting angles were used in order to
calculate cutting and feed forces from x, y experimental forces:

ω = Ω[rpm] · 2π60 [rad/s] , θ (t) = t ·ω+ θst [rad]

FC =Fy ·cos(θ (t) +αrake)+Fx ·sin(θ (t) +αrake) Ff =−Fy ·sin(θ (t) +αrake)+Fx ·cos(θ (t) +αrake)

FN = Fc · cos(αtwist) , Fµ =
√
F 2
f + (FC · sin(αtwist))2

µ= Fµ
FN

where Ω is the spindle speed, θst the starting engagement θst = atan(1/2) for our case
(“Square shoulder” 25% engagement), αrakeis the rake angle, αtwist is the axial mount-
ing bend of the insert, FN is the normal force on rake, FC and Ff are the cutting and
feed forces.
However, the uncertainties due to the measuring set up added to the forced simplicity
of the model (average angles over the whole depth of cut), caused the calculated average
friction coefficient to be incoherent: the actual value often was larger than one, with
no physical meaning.
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Figure 6.3.9: Experimentally derived friction coefficients along the cut

A temperature dependent contact behaviour could be implemented in FORGE, regard-
ing the friction coefficient and the thermal conductance at the interface. Therefore,
following the example of [104, Moufki 1998], [108, Haglund 2008] and the experience of
[111, 112, Molinari 2011,Molinari 2012] a thermal dependent contact model was devel-
oped. The idea was that a friction model needs to be based on experimental values to
be reliable. Too often, friction models with very different values between cryogenic and
dry cutting are used. This is often the result of cutting force tailoring using friction
coefficients. On the contrary, average friction coefficients found from reliable tribo-tests
give quite agreeing values.
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Friction and heat partition coefficient measurement test often provide average coeffi-
cients as a function of average contact pressures and macroscopic sliding speed. They
would also correspond to an average interface temperature. A friction model is im-
plemented that returns the average experimental friction coefficient at a temperature
equal to the average experimental interface temperature. For other temperatures fric-
tion coefficient is modified as follows:

µ= µ̄ ·
(

1−
(

T − T̄
Tmelt− T̄

))

where µ̄ is the average experimental friction coefficient, T̄ the correspondent average
temperature. The idea is that friction shear stress would reduce at high temperature and
increase at low temperatures. The average contact pressure and sliding speed (relative
to the test for the determination of the average friction coefficient) need to be near
the real cutting ones for the following model to be realistic. The model condensate
the effect of contact pressure and sliding speed in the effect of temperature: higher
contact pressure and sliding speed translates in higher temperature. However the effect
of pressure is already considered when shear stress is calculated by: τ = µ ·σn. The
effect of speed on temperature is implemented as dissipative contact. Therefore the
model accounts only for modification of friction coefficient with temperature.
FORGE looks at undeformable objects through their effusivity regarding the thermal
problem. The effusivity of the tool is given constant (look previous sections), while the
effusivity of the workpiece varies with its thermal properties. The result is that the
HPC decrease with temperature increase.

Figure 6.3.10: HPC variations with workpiece temperature, Material properties coming from
FORGE

Experimental findings shows that the HPC increase for higher normal pressure and
decrease for higher sliding speed (mass transport of the chip). Thus regarding the
particular sliding speed and normal pressure distribution on the interface, the heat
partition should increase from the detaching region until the sticking region, and then
remain almost constant or increase due to increased pressure.
While the HPC regulates the amount of friction heat flowing into the tool, the con-
ductance determines the plastic heat directed to the insert Q′′tool = K · (Twp−Ttool).
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The interface conductance can be modeled as a function of temperature and pressure.
However, we can implement easily only temperature variation, therefore, interface con-
ductance is modeled as follows:

k = kmax

(
1 +α−

(
Tmelt−T
Tmelt

))
where α is the percentage of maximum conductance kmax that makes it equal to the
conductance at ambient temperature. Assuming a plausible temperature profile along
the interface, the conductance would exhibit a maximum at the highest temperature
point and decrease toward the tool tip. A more accurate modeling would consider it to
increase due to the increase of pressure.

k = kmax

(
1 +α−

(
Tmelt−T
Tmelt

)
·
(
σmax−σ
σmax

))

Figure 6.3.11: Thermal dependent Contact Model

Mind that there is no sense in raising the conductance at high levels for a milling
simulation. The practice is performed in orthogonal cutting, a continuous process
lasting decades of seconds while simulations are meant to reproduce its steady state
in milliseconds. In our case we want to reproduce the real temperature build up for a
tool pass that lasts milliseconds. The conductance must have real physical data. The
temperature in the tool would reach stable cycle values after some tool passes probably,
so not in the first one. The only way to simulate a realistic steady state cycle with a
single pass is to start the simulation with a thermal field paragonable to the thermal
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conditions of the tool at the end of the non cutting phase.

This model and procedure was developed from literature analysis of contact models
and availability of experimental data coming from practical tribometers. However, to
keep complexity of the problem under control, simulations were set up with a simple
Coulomb-Tresca model with constant coefficients:

Environment Tresca coeff. -[−] Friction coeff. -[−]

Dry 0.8 0.3

Cryo 0.6 0.25

Table 6.3.2: Contact model coefficients for 3D model fitting

This simplicity is justified by the necessity of getting rid of some variables, identify-
ing on the Damage coefficient a single quantity onto which iterate. The contact models
are meant to be refined after material and damage models are set. Is not worth having
intricate contact models while material and damage ones need to be tailored. Values
of contact model coefficients were taken considering literature simulation and experi-
mental studies. Those represent initial values onto which iterate to match experimental
cutting forces.
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Chapter 7

Model results

7.1 Dry Environment

Lee and Lin model, shear zone mesh refinement of 40µm, average chip mesh size
of 80µm, remeshing on deformation from 1m/m and LC damage models with D =
425MPa proved to be effective in modeling average shape and defect level of exper-
imental chips, and Fy cutting force. Simulated time was set 5ms which correspond
to less than half of the engagement arc. Simulations lasted 30 hours and more, if the
workstation (60 cores @ 2.5 GHz, 365 GB ram DDR3, hard drive 4 TB) was crowded.

Firstly Fy cutting forces and chip morphology are compared to the experimental re-
sults. As we have anticipated, Fx and Fz experimental and cutting forces exhibit
strong variation in both amplitude and shape. Following the evolution of chip thick-
ness, theoretical force evolution is correctly predicted by the FEM. Experimental forces
are subjected to strong measurement issues, one of all the resonance peaks of the assem-
bly MT table - measuring table - bulk Titanium piece, suitable for wear tests but not
for force measurements. More accurate force measurements would be obtained by lim-
iting the mass of the Titanium sample, also because force measurements only require
a minimum material removal. Fortunately, the Fy force could provide a reasonable
comparison between experiments and simulations. Forces displayed in the following are
the results of friction coefficient tailoring, which became:

Environment Tresca coeff. m [−] Friction coeff. µ [−]

Dry 0.6 0.4

Cry 0.4 0.25

Table 7.1.1: Final contact model coefficients
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Figure 7.1.1: Simulated and experimental cutting forces comparisons, right column windowed,
0.15mm/tooth, 50m/min

Simulated quantities often exhibit large variations between time steps due to numer-
ical issues, but have abundant resolution and can be windowed. Windowing generates
smoother profiles with high probability of getting rid of numerical noise. The value in
the centre of the window is obtained by averaging the values inside the window, which
then moves its center to the following value of the vector:

Fwdwi =
∑k
i=−kFi
2k , Swdwi =

√√√√∑k
i=−k | Fi−Fwdwi |2

2k−1 , (1−α) = 95%

Fwdw (t) = Fwdw (t)±p · S
wdw (t)√

2k
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Secondly, chip morphology between experiments and simulations is compared. Limita-
tions in this case are the simulation shortness and the limited quantity of experimental
images. In the first simulated case (#ID 3, 0.15mm/tooth, 50m/min), the experimental
chip is certainly a pair of chips stick together. In general, the simulated chip reproduces
the lower defected areas (a) and upper segmentation (b). The latter characteristic is
better predicted than the first one, probably due to coarser mesh size around the tool
corner edge (additional meshing windows required following precisely the edge). The
chip also includes segmentations traveling for the whole depth of cut. Chip bending is
reasonably in accordance with the experiments. We have to underline that the exper-
imental chip has been collected from the MT chip storage after cool down and could
have modified its shape, while the simulated one is still very hot.

Figure 7.1.2: Simulated and experimental chip morphology: a) lower chip part, b) upper chip part,
#ID 3 0.15mm/tooth, 50m/min. The arrows indicate chip formation direction

Lower LC damage constant values (D < 400MPa) cause the serration fractures to
reach the back surface for the whole chip height, causing it to fragment in pieces.
Larger LC constants result in too ductile chips with no characteristic upper and lower
fragmentation.

FORGE offers a variety of other results in the form of time curves or volume dispersed
quantities. The maximum temperature in the workpiece gives an idea of the maximum
temperature reached in the tool, that is lower due to heat partition, conductance, and
short contact duration. However, the software doesn’t allow thermal calculation of a
rigid die, as any rigid object has a surface mesh only. To calculate thermal fields only in
the insert (not the mechanical ones), the insert could have been modeled as deformable
while preventing its mechanical computation (option available in Forge). However, that
introduce a 3D mesh on the tool for the thermal computation that can slow by 20%
the calculations. For sake of simplicity, we decided for a rigid tool, at least for model
fitting purposes.
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Figure 7.1.3: Max Temperature profile, and location at 3.2ms, #ID 3 0.15mm/tooth, 50m/min

Total model volume gives an idea of the amount of volume loss due to element
deletion. The Element Deletion Areas inform on the location of element deletion. The
“Latandco” value informs of the LC damage value reached by elements; elements that
reach the value of the LC damage constants are excluded from the computation. We
can see as the Element Deletion Areas and “Latandco” values rise in correspondence
of shear bands. Therefore, using a LC damage model to reproduce shear bands is, all
simplifications considered, a first fair choice.
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Figure 7.1.4: Volume loss, #ID 3 0.15mm/tooth, 50m/min
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Figure 7.1.5: “EDA” and “Latandco” at 3ms, #ID 3 0.15mm/tooth, 50m/min

Heat Exchanges with dies, with ambient for convection and radiation, and due to
friction are plotted. It can be seen how the Exchange with ambient media for both
radiation and convection is quite negligible. Heat exchange with dies is also small
due to the short simulation time. This data is highly dependent on the conductance
value, affected by some uncertainties, and in general by the contact model. Mechanical
Exchanges include elastic, plastic and friction power as the energies dissipated by elastic,
plastic strains and friction. As a chip removal process, plastic power has a major
role, followed by friction power. This is parallel to the importance of material and
friction models while simulating chip formation processes: material models have more
influence on mechanical results (cutting forces) while contact models have major impact
in regulating the Heat Exchange.
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Figure 7.1.6: Heat and Mechanical Exchanges,#ID3 0.15mm/tooth, 50m/min

7.1.1 Cutting parameters influence

Dry cutting simulations were run reproducing experimental runs #1, #3, #4, #5 as
shown in the table below.
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ID Speed -[m/min] Feed -[mm/tooth] MRR -
[
cm3/min

]
#3 50 0.15 3.58

#5 70 0.15 5.01

#4 50 0.2 4.77

#1 70 0.2 6.68

Table 7.1.2: Simulation runs parameters

Cutting forces along y axis are displayed below. Two main issues are present:
Feed trend. The model approximates from below the low feed experiments while
from above the higher feed measurements (peak force). Possible explanations can be
that at higher feed, the material to be sheared increase, tool-chip interface increase,
temperature increase and may cause friction variations. Anyway we believe exaggerate
to develop dedicated friction coefficients for different feeds, so it haven’t been done.
Different ratio N◦elements/Chipthickness could also cause variation in force accuracy
in feed. Refining the shear mesh size could bring to better result for the lower feed.
Cutting simulations do not account for MT compliance, which excitation changes with
the feed and speed.
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Figure 7.1.7: Simulated windowed and experimental cutting forces comparisons

Decreasing slope. All simulated forces exhibit a steeper decrease with respect to
experimental measurements. Possible answers for this could again take into the plot
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the compliance of the MT. The actual cutting chip thickness could vary according to
MT dynamics. Another explanation could be an approximate modeling of workpiece
compliance, for example in the low strain rate ranges. We know the JC model have
been designed for impact loading. Simulated chip thickness seems to decrease more
rapidly than in reality.
A numerical comparison of forces is performed. Simulated and experimental force were
subtracted and integrated in time with trapezoidal approximation, then normalized by
the experimental force time integral. Also peak force values are compared:

Errtrapz =
� tsim

0
(
FSimy −FExpy

)
dt� tsim

0 FExpy dt
, Errpeak =

max(FSimy )−max(FExpy )
max(FExpy )

Exp ID Errtrapz Errpeak

#3 −16.0% −4.8%

#5 −14.6% −8.8%

#4 −5.8% +6.4%

#1 −6.6% +3.4%

Table 7.1.3: Numerical Fy forces prediction accuracy

Force prediction accuracy is believed to be acceptable, as errors below 10% are
paragonable with modeling approximations such as MT perfect rigidity, thermal bound-
aries, friction behaviour assumptions and consistent with literature results. Fitting for
lower integral error would have caused overestimation of peak error in all runs. We
believe of importance understanding phenomena underneath the highlighted problems
than trying to fit perfectly experimental data with time demanding iterations on fric-
tion coefficients.
Simulated chip bending radius and average upper and lower defect levels are reproduced
with an acceptable level of accuracy. Moreover, the model is capable of reproducing the
trend in speed and feed observed in literature and experiments. Serration frequency
increases (narrower bands) for increased speed, while decrease for higher feed. Exper-
imental serrations seems to be reproduced accurately for the #4 run, however, from
experimental chip #1 hardly any peculiar feature can be discerned.

Figure 7.1.8: Chip morphology comparison, #5
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Figure 7.1.9: Chip morphology comparison, #4, #1

Maximum cutting temperature and location among different parameter combination
varies as shown in the following figures.
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Figure 7.1.10: Maximum temperature comparison between simulated runs

We can see that the maximum temperature in the tool is always located in the same
spot. It is likely that diffusion and adhesion wear would take place at accelerate pace
there. The increase in speed heightens temperature more than the increase in feed.
The latter cause the highest temperature region to be wider. Temperature values seem
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quite high, but there is to be said that few have managed to obtain reliable temperature
measurements in that location, on workpiece side.

Figure 7.1.11: Temperature fields comparison between simulated runs

Concerning the front side of the chip, temperatures are variable and comparable to
measurements obtained with Thermocameras.

Figure 7.1.12: Front surface chip temperature

Heat Exchange by convection and radiation toward the environment are but very
small portion of the thermal energy exchanged in the process. It can be seen how the
magnitude of heat convection and radiation raises with cutting speed. Heat exchange
with tool (die) is also quite small due to short process time and conductance at the
interface. The heat transferred to the tool is mainly governed by the feed, so the portion
of contact surface (larger tool chip contact length). Same behaviour is observed for the
heat generated by friction. Elastic power has a very noisy signal, even if windowed, and
raises almost with equal manner with speed and feed. Friction power is more influenced
by tool chip contact area, so feed than speed. Plastic power has the highest influence
in the total cutting power. It seems to raise in equal manner with feed and speed, it
would be therefore convenient to go at higher speed than feed, due to the increase in
the MRR, causing, however, higher temperature and tool wear.
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Figure 7.1.13: Simulated windowed and experimental Heat Exchanges and Mechanical Powers com-
parison
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7.1.2 Cutting mechanics and tool stress analysis
It is interesting to compare specific material and tool related features in variable cut-
ting parameters. Strain remain almost unchanged with local maxima around 8, while
keeping from 3 to 6 in the secondary deformation zone.

Figure 7.1.14: Strain fields around 4ms for the simulation runs

Strain rate visualization in 3D is complex. By applying filtering thresholds, logar-
itmic scales and cutting planes the shear zone peculiar strain rate path is visible and
average values can be obtained. Strain rate increase at higher speed as cutting cine-
matic would suggest. It decrease with higher feed probably because of the increased chip
thickness, so wider material portion can share the loading rate. Anyway, the images
represent only a portion of the edge, and a single time instant. They could therefore
depict a particular case

Figure 7.1.15: Strain Rate fields in the shear zone around 2.3ms for the simulation runs #1, #4
and 3.2ms for #3, #5
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Looking at tool side, it can firstly be noted the contact time between workpiece
and insert. It gives an idea of the area with higher probability of wear development
and geometry of the contact area. “Normal stress on die”, “All die relative tangent
speed” and “All relative tangent stress vectors” display the magnitude of the relative
vectorial fields. Normal stress can reach up to 3.5GPa for the higher feed parameters.
Tangential speed evidence a small area of sticking near the tool tip.

Figure 7.1.16: Insert related fields: contact time, normal stress magnitude, tangential speed magni-
tude, tangential stress magnitude, #4 50m/min0.20mm/tooth

However, tool computed stresses and tangential speeds are subjected to strong av-
eraging. By analyzing in depth, with the use of paths, the normal stress, tangential
speed and stress, it can be seen how noisy the signal are. Below the case for run #4 is
reported, but the same holds for all simulations. The two graphs should be equal.

Figure 7.1.17: Normal stress high variability on tool side, #1 70m/min0.2mm/tooth
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Figure 7.1.18: Normal stress on WP side, #1 70m/min0.2mm/tooth

The tool computed quantities are simple projection on tool mesh of deformable
object results, it is clear something happens causing the high variability. It has more
sense to look at the workpiece side. Normal stress and temperature fields can be
extracted along paths and displayed as a function of the chip contact length. As an
example, it is reported below the normal pressure calculated on the workpiece, far more
fair looking than the one calculated on tool side.
Tool-Chip contact paths were drawn and normal pressure and temperature on workpiece
side were extracted. For all simulation runs, the chosen time steps corresponded to the
same position along the cutting arc, so to evidence difference in tool chip contact length
due to the variable feed rate and provide the same time for thermal field stabilization.
For the highest cutting speed this corresponded to 2.3ms while it was 3.2ms for the
50m/min case.
As the quantities are taken from the workpiece side, it is necessary to recognize were
does the flank and rake separates (b). Intuitively this would happen in correspondence
of the maximum normal pressure value. Also, being flank wear null (tool modeled as
perfectly sharp), flank contact length is minimal (ab) compared to the rake tool-chip
contact length (bc).

Figure 7.1.19: Tool chip contact path scheme
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Concerning the normal stress, XY stress tensor component was considered, given
the orientation of the chip sliding on the tool. It was not possible to extract surface
tangent stresses like it was possible with normal ones, this causes some issues:

• There is an almost constant shift of 200MPa that can be seen at the left and
right, also when the workpiece surface and the chip surface has detached;

• There is a sign inversion that can be guessed as the almost 90◦ solid tool angle
from rake to flank. This also can be used to detect the passage from flank to rake
or vice versa. However, data around the tool edge, being a sharp corner, can be
inaccurate.

Said so, the tangential stress is highly dependent on the contact model choice, any
result is therefore biased by the Coulomb Tresca model choice. Anyway, we can see
that its behavior is acceptable according to literature.
Normal pressure, on the other hand, has a different behaviour from what is known
in literature, usually approximated by a simple decreasing exponential function on
the rake. It exhibits a slope change which seems to be linked with the uncut chip
thickness, influencing also the temperature profile. This feature has been found in all
and every path tried by the author to extract contact variables. It would be interesting
to investigate this effect further.
Tool chip contact length behaves well in relation with cutting parameters, as reported
in literature, increasing with the feed while decreasing slightly with speed.
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Figure 7.1.20: Tool-Chip contact variables, #3
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Figure 7.1.21: Tool-Chip contact variables, #5
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Figure 7.1.22: Tool-Chip contact variables, #4

This paths are extracted in the region of the peak temperature along the tool edge.
The tool edge is long, it could have been more complete to extract paths along the
whole engaged edge length at precise intervals one from another. The single curves
could have been then averaged, for example, on three main paths (with mean and
deviation) to be attributed to the linear vertical edge, the round corner, and the linear
bottom horizontal edge. It would have been so lengthy we decided to show only the
highest loaded spot, likely to be subjected to the most intense wear rates.
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Figure 7.1.23: Tool-Chip contact variables, #1

7.2 Cryogenic Environment

Simulations were run in cryogenic environment as described in the section for model
set up. A cryogenic window at −195◦C with variable HTC was added. Workpiece
initial temperature was set below zero (−20 °C), tool temperature to −100◦C (ap-
proximation), ambient at −150◦C, HTC 1500W/m2◦K. Contact model fitting with
experimental results gave µ = 0.25, m = 0.4. Cutting force along Y axis and errors
(along the arc and peak discrepancies) are shown below. Forces along X and Z axis
exhibit same issues as dry forces, see section 1.2.

Cryogenic Environment

Exp ID Errtrapz Errpeak

#3 −3.9% −4.3%

#5 −4.3% +1.2%

#4 +7.2% +13.2%

#1 +7.9% +7.0%

Dry Environment

Exp ID Errtrapz Errpeak

#3 −16.0% −4.8%

#5 −14.6% −8.8%

#4 −5.8% +6.4%

#1 −6.6% +3.4%

Table 7.2.1: Cryogenic Numerical Fy forces prediction accuracy
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Figure 7.2.1: Simulated windowed and experimental cryogenic cutting forces comparisons

Fy cutting force is considered well predicted. Case #4 present the highest peak error
but after that the force behaviour is well predicted. For the cryogenic case we have a
better prediction of force evolution and peak forces with respect to the dry case. This
could be due to higher MT stiffness at low temperatures so that the rigid approximation
of the FEM is more accurate.
Chip morphology is in line with average defect levels of experimental chips. However,
the model is not able to reproduce the correct development of those defects. In simula-
tions, strong fragmentation is generated by serration fractures reaching the back chip
surface. Proof of this is the “EDA” and “LatandCo” fields being concentrated on shear
bands, who have then become fractures.

Figure 7.2.2: “EDA” and “Latandco”, Cryogenic simulation, #ID 3 0.15mm/tooth, 50m/min
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Also higher fragmentation is seen in the lower chip part. Defects presents in dry
chips are here increased in magnitude. A recurrent feature of experimental cryogenic
chips is a horizontal fracture propagating after the first chip portion has formed. Chip
#5 is much longer than other collected chips, it could miss completely that chip portion
which turn the comparison difficult. In general, no simulation is able to reproduce that
horizontal fracture. It is to be said that 5ms of cutting couldn’t be enough for the
formation of that fracture. Chips #4 and #1 predict the lower defect level of initial
chip portions.
With respect to dry cutting, cryogenic (parameters matched simulations) chip thick-
ness is lower and shear band frequency is increased, according to literature (see chapter
4, Turning, Chip Morphology). A general issue regarded keeping at a reasonable re-
fined level the newly formed chip without undergo excessive calculation deceleration. A
80µm formed chip mesh window size caused cryogenic simulations to last 40÷100 hours.

Figure 7.2.3: Cryogenic chip morphology prediction, #3, #5, #4
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Figure 7.2.4: Cryogenic chip morphology prediction, #1

It is to be said that the model was able to automatically predict higher defect level
of cryogenic chips without acting on stress flow or damage model modification. Lower
temperature meant higher stress flow response. More elements reached the Damage
limit value and have been deleted from the computation. On the same time, this phe-
nomena brings forward meshing issues problems. Large mesh size with frequent element
deletion causes chip holes, fractures, material voids. This lead to longitudinal fragmen-
tation of chips at higher level than experimental observations.
Other than mesh refinement, simplicity of the LC criterion and JC material model
description could appear when so intense defectivity is present. All considered, the
model fairly describes the main phenomena leading to higher chip fragmentation and
accurately reproduces the cutting force.
Maximum temperatures observed a variation around −100÷150◦C with respect to dry
cutting. The hot spot is still concentrated in the same region and still at quite high
temperature. Thermal related wear rates would therefore be retarded but not blocked.
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Figure 7.2.5: Maximum temperature comparison between dry and cryogenic simulated runs
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Figure 7.2.6: Temperature fields comparison between dry and cryogenic simulated runs

Cryogenic cuts exhibit higher heat exchange toward the environment (given the
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higher HTC and lower temperature of ambient gaseous N2). Exchange by radiation is
lower but absolutely negligible. Exchange with dies is much higher in cryogenic case.
This is biased by the low temperature of the tool skin kept constant during all simu-
lation time, but since it is the same for dry case a comparison can be drawn. Friction
heat exchange and power are lower due to imposed lower contact coefficients.
Plastic power is reduced for cryogenic machining. This is interesting as the material
isn’t able to exploit all his ductility and needed less energy to be sheared. Total power
is lower, being in line with experimental findings.
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Figure 7.2.7: Simulated windowed and experimental Heat Exchanges and Mechanical Powers com-
parison, cryogenic and dry comparisons
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7.2.1 Cryogenic cutting mechanics and tool stress analysis
Strains level remain almost unchanged from dry conditions, reaching localized maximum
of 8 but keeping around 3÷6 along the edge. What is different from dry conditions, is
a more definite colour banding (compare the image in section 7.1.2). Also higher strain
levels are present. This could have been the cause for the formation of the horizontal
crack through the chip length. In the model a crack is not initiated there because
temperature is much higher than the upper chip part, and stress flow levels are too low
to activate element deletion of the LC damage model, in poor words, the material is
too soft there to fracture. The model would therefore lack of a maximum strain driven
fracture level, which is plausible and interesting.
The primary cause of this strain band concentration could be the cutting edge geometry
or the cooling jet chip-bending action.

Figure 7.2.8: Strain fields for the cryogenic simulation runs

Figure 7.2.9: Strain Rate fields in the shear zone around 2.3ms for the cryogenic simulation runs
#1, #4 and 3.2ms for #3, #5

Strain rates exhibit lower influence of feed compared to dry cutting, and seems to
increase for the higher feed runs. Given the fact that strain rate fields is a complex tridi-
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mensional and time variant, a fixed space and time visualization can be misleading.Tool-
chip interface paths were extracted trying to consider the same position along the ver-
tical cutting edge, in the vicinity of the maximum temperature spot, before the round
corner.
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Figure 7.2.10: Tool-Chip contact variables, cry versus dry #3
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Figure 7.2.11: Tool-Chip contact variables, cry versus dry #5
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Figure 7.2.12: Tool-Chip contact variables, cry versus dry #4
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Figure 7.2.13: Tool-Chip contact variables, cry versus dry #1

A part from a net interface temperature decrease, the graphs show an important
finding regarding normal pressure:
Normal pressure distribution are reduced in length. They are also a bit increased in
magnitude, but we prefer not to trust this too much. Profiles should be taken at regular
interval over the whole edge and statistical analysis would tell if really there exhibit
normal pressure increase. On the other hand we can say that normal pressure, being
not lower than in the dry cases, acts on a reduced length. This means the cutting edge
is loaded in a way that enhances its weakness.
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The tool-chip interface length reduces? From the normal pressure and tangential stress
distributions this is evident in all combinations. Less evident considering the distance
between the workpiece and the tool. However, two bodies can be very near each other
without touching. The threshold of contact in FE models is activated when little inter-
penetration is reached. Said so we can say with reasonable confidence that interface
length reduces.
The following field images show how the cryogenic normal pressure gradients are steeper
(narrow yellow and green bands).

Figure 7.2.14: Normal pressure distribution comparison between dry and cryogenic runs
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Cryogenic insert loading is therefore more localized, not lower, more sudden with
respect to dry cutting.

7.3 Summary
We believe handy to resume the achieved result in a schematic way. Both cryogenic
and dry cutting simulations were run with Johnson-Cook material model, Latham-
Cockcroft damage model with D = 400MPa constant, same material properties and
interface conductance values of 10kW/m2◦K. The effusivity of the tool was also kept
constant. The changes in the model between the cutting strategies are summarized in
the following table.

Cutting Environment Dry Cryogenic

Friction coefficients µ= 0.4, m= 0.6 µ= 0.25, m= 0.4

Workpiece initial temperature 50◦C 0°C

Ambient temperature 50◦C −150◦C

HTC with Ambient media 500W/m2°K 1500W/m2°K

Tool constant temperature 300◦C 100◦C

HTC jet window − Variable, see Chapter 6

HTC jet window temperature − −195◦C

Table 7.3.1: Resuming table for model coefficients and boundaries

The main findings coming from numerical model and experimental results regarding
different cutting environments are summarized in the following table.

Issue Finding

Friction coefficients Lower for cryogenic machining

Cutting Forces 20% lower for cryogenic with respect to dry, 10% lower against wet cutting

Ambient temperature Lower workpiece and environment temperature for cryogenic

Insert loading Higher edge loading, higher normal pressure gradients on edge for cryogenic

Tool-Chip contact length Lower for cryogenic

Workpiece temperature Negative shift '−150◦C for cryogenic

Chip defect levels Much higher for cryogenic

Tool temperature Negative shift in the thermal cycle of inserts due to idle phase cooling for cryogenic

Table 7.3.2: Resuming table for findings regarding comparisons between cutting environments
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Chapter 8

Summary and Conclusion

An extensive, and one of the few quantitatively oriented, literature analysis on cryo-
genic machining experimental trials on Ti6Al4V alloy has shown how, unless the high
number of articles, is very difficult to extract trends or understand phenomena causing
tool life problems, cutting force and friction inconsistent results, optimal cryogenic flow
parameters depending on cutting parameters.
The complexity generated by the numerous available tool geometries, coating layers,
cutting approaches, cryogenic flow parameters (often unstated) is added by the total
diversity of cryogenic flow delivery designs. Cryogenic flow parameters have been sci-
entifically justified by few, with the result that very different pressures and flow rates
are applied without knowing if optimal under economic and ecologic point of view. On
the same side, lack of scientific justification of nozzle designs resulted in a variety of
application strategies without knowing if optimal in targeting the heat affected zones.
Additional process complexity in milling is the answer for the poor and discontinuous
obtained performances of the cryogenic alternative.
Cutting simulations are a fundamental aid to experimental runs, and in synergy with
them, capable of industrial development of new technologies. Chip forming numerical
modeling is a complex subject involving material response to intense and differentiate
loading rate and conditions, complex contact/ thermal interactions, high number of in-
put variables and need of reliable experimental/literature data. Process, software and
FEM behaviour knowledge is compulsory to discriminate the reliability of results.
Many studies focused on orthogonal cutting simulations and have contributed to develop
the knowledge on material, friction, damage, thermal models. However, we believe it is
time to move the attention toward realistic cutting processes.

FE Modeling of heavy industrial cutting processes

This work underlines how Material models developed for orthogonal cutting simula-
tions have been used in 3D models with mesh sizes by far larger than needed to exploit
the peculiarity of the models, which does not justify their use. Simpler Johnson-Cook
material model could be used instead.
For all simulations, a correct chip radius was obtained after the chip scratched against
the workpiece. The chip must not be too bent or self-wrapped since then. This study
highlighted how Material models developed for orthogonal cutting promoted wrapped
chips different from experimental ones. It was also observed that chip radii are seldom
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considered when those studies compare experimental and numerical chip morphology.
During the research it emerged how Damage models are often applied as final model
refinements or simple additions to match experimental values through iterations, with
exception of the Johnson-Cook damage model. In our case, a simple Latham-Cockcroft
damage model offer a first order approximation of shear band modeling for Ti6Al4V.
However, to avoid unnecessary iterations and advance knowledge on material behaviour,
damage model need to be systematically compared and their effectivity studied. Ma-
terial and damage models should be condensed in a single material description, as for
the Johnson-Cook case.
It was also depicted how Stress flow description for Ti6Al4V show large variations.
Same alloy material grades should be described by less variable parameters set. Efforts
need to be addressed to more precise material description over strains, strain rates and
temperature ranges of machining interests.
While proceeding with model fitting it became clear how Friction modeling in simu-
lations should be based on experimental trials, avoiding further iterations (lengthy for
3D heavy simulations). As literature suggests, there are in fact more material model-
friction model couples giving accurate force and chip morphology predictions. The
choice depend on practical issues such as time, implementation in codes, model coeffi-
cients availability.
During model tailoring we were able to understand that Friction fitting on cutting force
is mainly related to material models strength fitting. Changes in m are related to the
uncertainties in the shear stress limit determination depending on the material flow
stress. For static loading we can say τlim = σ/

√
3 but what exactly happens to the

shear limits at high strains, strain rates and extreme pressure conditions? In general
m 6= 1/

√
3 ∼= 0.58, and based on that researchers are free to change m so to fit ex-

periments. The value of µ on the other hand is fixed to experimental findings with
tribometers with Ti6Al4V-Carbide tools couples (0.2÷0.4). Our model proves to be
realistic also considering this aspect.

Cryogenic Machining understanding from numerical simulations

Our model shows that cryogenic machining fitting needed lower friction coefficients,
at least suggesting that contact conditions must change. Material behaviour was in-
fluenced only by 100÷150◦C shift, which, on the other hand, would even rise cutting
forces (less thermal softening). Eventually, lower contact conditions are expected so to
match the experimental results.
Metallurgical motivations for the phenomena the simulations do not give. The tool
would be cooler than in dry conditions, extracting much more heat. This mean it keeps
stronger, harder and more slippery than a hotter tool while dry cutting. Hardly any
penetration of LN2 is supposed possible, given the vertical orientation of the jet.
A new insight, coming from recent surface quality analysis at MUSP, suggest that a
different surface morphology can be another portion of the answer. Tearing is more
definite for cryogenic machining, promoting higher macro rugosity (higher peaks and
valleys). During material loading the peaks are smoothed but valleys could remain,
trapping gas and lowering the contact area.
The present model, as in literature, showed contact length to reduce slightly, leading
to lower friction power and heat generation in turn.
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One of the most important findings of the study concerned Tool load. It raised with
cryogenic application as tool-chip contact length reduce and normal pressure on rake
does not diminish. Normal pressure distribution is steeper and localized on the very
edge of the cutting tool. The phenomena offers an important key to look at square
shoulder tool life early failure in experimental trials, and in general, at early failures
observed in milling. Generally milling inserts are less bulky than turning cutters. This
linked to tool geometries promoting sudden edge engagement causes intense loading
impulse. Edge chipping due to strong thermo-mechanical load would be increased for
the cryogenic case, causing refused cut and severe flank rubbing action. Poor tool life
would result.
Sturdy tool geometries promoting gradual engagement with the workpiece would smooth
mechanical loads, achieving higher tool life. High feed tools, made with more expensive
materials and complex manufacturing procedures have bulky geometries and are strong
so to withstand high chip loads. Their use in cryogenic machining would be beneficial
not only at high feed, but at moderate as well due to their tough nature.
The present work demonstrates how the work material express lower ductility due to
the lower temperature, lower friction, increased stress flow and material damage levels.
This leads to increased defect level in chips and reduced cutting power.

Cryogenic Machining improvements from cutting simulations

The Numerical model underline as the cooling jet has limited action in cooling the
tool-chip interface affected regions. While fitting cryogenic simulations it became clear
how the addition of a cooling window only, whatever physical approximation of the
HTC

(
10÷150kW/m2◦K

)
demonstrated slow cooling action. The heat generated in

the process and the rotation speed caused the jet to have limited time for cooling down
the affected area.
Good results in terms of chip morphology have been achieved with low temperature of
the workpiece. This in line with the frozen conditions of specimens at the end of cutting
trials. The piece would freeze due to the extreme cold environment developing in the
vicinity of the cutting area. The cold environment would be generated by the continuous
addition of cold Nitrogen vapours in the same area, tool pass, after pass, after pass.
Higher level of defects in chips would be due to a negative shift in temperature of the
process by some hundredth degrees.
The jet would contribute to newly formed chip cooling as well as tool cooling during
the idle phase, promoting a negative shift for the insert skin temperature cycle. Also
simulations do not consider the thrusting action of jets onto chips. The pure mechanical
power of the high pressure jet could bend chips and promote lifting actions so to limit
the more the interface length and increase the interface cooling action.
Regarding this final phenomena, chip lifting action would be increased by orientating
smartly the jet. In our case the best way, as literature suggest, would be perpendicularly
to chip flow on the rake face.
Finally, we must not forget to discuss about flank wear. Tool life tests are based on flank
wear. Literature studies suggest how rake cooling could influence flank wear through
edge recession rate limitation. The lower tool temperature would decrease crater wear
rate and slow down edge recession. The lower workpiece temperature and definite
tearing of the material could lower flank abrasion. In any case flank wear limitation
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is indirect, while for many turning applications flank cooling have always been applied
directly.

Figure 8.0.1: Jet orientation versus chip forming direction, high feed tool (last picture) has favorable
jet orientation

Modeling procedure

Setting up a model from zero means facing a wide horizon of choice. The main procedure
we have been subjected to is to keep complexity at a reasonable level during the working
period. In the first phase, being a lot of unknown variables present (material models,
friction values, damage values, thermal boundaries, mesh sizes, remeshing frequency,
remeshing mode...) it was not worth to complicate the problem by adding other source
of complexity such as variable friction models, accurate thermal fields. In a second
phase, in which material, damage models, friction average values and meshing were set,
refined friction and thermal modeling could have been applied. The only problem we
faced was time. There was barely time left to refine models, but that is the nature of
things.

Future work
Complete Engagement simulations

For sake of simplicity, whole engagement simulations have not been tried. Calculations
progressively slow down while the newly formed chip adds elements to the model.
Machined surface was not kept refined for same reasons. Once the tool flank left,
machined layer should have kept at a reasonable small mesh size. This would have
translated into another source of element addition and calculation deceleration.
Keeping a reasonable N°elements/Chipthickness ratio for meaningful results is necessary.
This means that, for the final part of the engagement, mesh size needs to be much
smaller than what would be necessary for the first part. Starting with that small
final-mesh-requirement would result in excessively slow computations. FORGE can
helps us, as a separate step can be set up within the same process, allowing to stop the
calculations, change the mesh size of the shear refined zone, and continue automatically.
Mind that this procedure is necessary to obtain a complete reliable engagement in
reasonable time, for example two days, computer power dependent of course but still a
bit to much for industrial purposes.
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An ambitious aim we had to renounce was the whole cutting arc + cooling + second
passage, we believe FORGE to be a good program to do it.

FORGE capabilities

The software offers a lot of useful tools but mainly two alternatives were available for
tool stress/thermal calculations. Simulation finished, a decoupled thermo-mechanical
calculation could be done on the tool by applying the simulated fields through the con-
tact interface. The second solution is to run a thermal or thermo-mechanical coupled
simulation in which the tool is either thermal meshed, or thermo-mechanical calculated.
Lower frequency of mechanical calculations could also be given so to avoid slowing down
too much the simulation. Tool-chip contact area, pressure and tangential stress on tool
could have been extracted giving more precise indications.
An interesting option could have been used to calculate the temperature of the work-
piece after the tool passage. Even in a simulation with partial engagement, the “Final
Cooling” option could have been activated. Setting up the time until the next insert
would have engaged the cut, we could have let the thermal field evolve until the next
tool approach.

Experimental targets

For what concerns cryogenic cutting trials and tool life tests, delivery design in the
vicinity of the cutting zone need to be optimized. In milling, no one tried to reproduce
the excellent results of Hong and colleagues [13, Hong 2001c] of the end of the nineties,
with very localized nozzle positions. In parallel, there is no study regarding the precise
application of cryogen to the flank face of milling inserts. The development of fixturing
bolts with additional integrated micro liquid delivery have never been applied in milling.
Nozzle orientation need to be adjusted with respect to chip flow on rake.

Figure 8.0.2: Insert dedicated nozzle design example

Few studies analysed the importance of thermal cycles felt by the insert and their
link with tool life. Thermal cycling and stress distributions on the insert need to be
studied in relation with cryogenic flow. No experimental or analytic study have tried
to produce data regarding tool temperature variation caused by the addition of LN2.
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Numerical modeling related experiments

Simulations set up is still dependent on particular cutting data that need to be ob-
tained ad hoc, or necessitate long and demanding iterations. Material models are often
a choice based on the mere performance observed in the literature, probably dependent
on the particular application (for example orthogonal cutting), with no warranty of
success when applied in other circumstances.
Specifically regarding material models, new robust experimental methods need to be
developed in order to measure the flow stress of the material at strain and strain rates
levels observed in machining and link them with damage models.
Friction models need to be set up so that experimentally obtained friction coefficient
can be applied as a function of temperature, normal pressure, sliding speed. In parallel,
conductance behaviour needs to be modeled as well.
Thermal boundary measurements are crucial for setting up reliable steady state
cutting models. Workpiece, tool, ambient temperature need to be monitored. Also
punctual average values out of cutting regions can help when setting up a model.

Scientific research is a continuous flow nourished by implicit agreement between subse-
quent students, researchers, generations. We have done our best and strongly hope to
have offered future researchers a solid base for their efforts.
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Tables

In this section we add some interesting tables, useful to provide a different visualization
of the biblical mess otherwise known as bibliography. Tables ordering articles for tools
and workpiece materials or subjects (review, experiments, modeling, optimization, tri-
bology etc) have been organized. However, not all of those tables are presented, because
I had no time to look at the articles within. I concentrated only on Ti6Al4V studies,
stick to the point that is not worth filling up pages with information I couldn’t check
if complete. The hope is that others would grab the challenge and reorder the high
number of studies for cryogenic machining regarding other groups of materials. For
instance, good performances are obtained by cutting Inconel 718 and similar. Inter-
esting, as some researchers report, would be the application of cryogens while cutting
aluminum, magnesium alloys, and, for machinists, non-metallic exotic forms of matter
also known as polymers and ceramics.
A first table summarizing the reviews on cryogenic machining is presented. Some of
them are very professional, others only tables containing some articles. Then, a table
containing articles regarding tool life experimental analysis for Ti6Al4V is reported.
The articles have been used to analyse the cryogenic machining performance in Chap-
ter 3. Since used tools are mainly coated and uncoated Carbides, and the geometry
regarding turning is always quite bulky (while for milling differences in tool design
are already treated in Chapter 3) tool specifications are not displayed. Other great
variables, such as delivery design, flow media and properties are however included.
Achieved performances and process parameters are not included, due to limited space,
the results can be found reading Chapter 3 or looking directly at the cited articles (my
excel database is not written politely, let’s say).
Consequently, articles regarding pure thermal, FEM and CFD models are organized.
Tables also include articles concerning friction and material models. Finally, thanks
to the work done on a case study regarding sustainability of cryogenic machining, the
author include also a table regarding Sustainable related issues useful for the study of
economic and ecologic performance of cryogenic machining. If there is not it is because
I run out of time.
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Reviews on Cryogenic Machining

N° Reference Title Content

1 [2, Yildiz 2008] “A review of cryogenic cooling in machining

processes”

Provides tables containing research

experiments ordered by cooling strategy

2 [12, Yasa 2012] “Overview of cryogenic cooling in machining

of Ti alloys and a case study”

-

3 [?, Shokrani 2013] “State of the art of cryogenic machining and

processing”

Provides tables of experimental articles

sorted for materials

4 [1, Jawahir 2016] “Cryogenic manufacturing processes” Detailed explanation of recent findings, Flow

properties analysis

5 [?, Deshpande 2018] “How cryogenic techniques help in machining

of nickel alloys? A review”

Review on Nickel alloys, with tables ordering

experiments for Dry, Cryogenic, Hybrid

machining and Cryogenic Processing

6 [?, Haron 2018] “A review on future implementation of

cryogenic machining in manufacturing

industry”

Detailed and complete study offering

alternative insights on chip morphology and

surface integrity

7 [34, Benedicto 2017] “Technical, Economic and Environmental

Review of the Lubrication/Cooling Systems

Used in Machining Processes”

Provides an excellent review and insight

regarding cutting fluid alternatives and

related issues

8 [86, Rubio 2015] “Cooling Systems Based on Cold Compressed

Air: A Review of the Applications in

Machining Processes”

Useful for understanding and referencing for

chilled air applications

9 [5, Pusavec 2009] “The role of cryogenics in machining

processes”

-

10 [46, Madhukar 2016] “A critical review on cryogenic machining of

titanium alloy (TI-6AL-4V)”

Historical insights, LN2 delivery systems and

flow rates general order of magnitude

11 [?, Senevirathne 2016] “Effect of Cryogenic Cooling on Machining

Performance on Hard to Cut Metals - A

Literature Review”

Adds really small contribution to previous

works

12 [?, Kale 2017] “A Review on Cryogenic Machining of Super

Alloys Used in Aerospace Industry”

Manage past studies for geographical area,

gives additional insights

13 [170, Sharma 2019] “Impact of cryogenic cooling during

machining: A Literature Review”

Lists in table some previous articles and

summarize their findings

14 [171, Ahmad-Yazid 2010] “A review of cryogenic cooling in high speed

machining (HSM) of mold and die steels”

Provide extensive review in the analysis of

RHVT

15 [?, Abele 2011] "High speed milling of titanium alloy" Review on the general machinability of Ti

alloys

Table 8.0.1: Literature reviews on Cryogenic Machining
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Titanium Alloy Ti6Al4V Tool Life Performances Articles

N° Reference Approach Cooling Media Delivery Design Flow Properties

1 [12, Yasa 2012] Turning LN2 Flood -

2 [15, Wang 2000] Turning LN2 Indirect rake cooling -

3 [70, 13, Hong 2001a&c] Turning LN2 MicroR&F 24bar,0.65kg/min

4 [10, 47, 172, Paul 2006,

Venugopal 2007]

Turning LN2 Localized R&F -

5 [63, Dhananchezian 2011] Turning LN2 Micro R&F 3bar

6 [55, Bermingham 2011] Turning LN2 Rake Cap 8.27bar

7 [57, Bermingham 2012] Turning LN2 Rake Cap 8bar

9 [173, 174, Shokrani 2012] Milling (Carbide

Helix)

LN2 External Spray -

10 [72, 73, Jerold&Kumar 2013] Turning LN2&LCO2 External Spray -

11 [32, Strano 2013] Turning LN2 Localized R&F 1.6bar

12 [65, 66, Deiab&Raza 2014] Turning LN2 Unknown -

13 [51, 52, Park 2015, Suhaimi

2018]

Milling (Carbide

Helix)

LN2 Through Holder 3bar

14 [61, Shokrani 2016a] Milling (Carbide

Helix)

LN2 External Spray 1.5bar,0.32kg/min

15 [69, Ayed 2017] Turning LN2 Rake Cap 4.5/9bar

1.29/2.5kg/min

16 [39, 40, Sadik 2016&2017] Milling (Indexable) LCO2 Through Holder 50bar,0.65kg/min

17 [77, Shokrani 2015] Milling (Carbide

Helix)

LN2 External Spray 0.16/0.33/0.5kg/min

18 [29, Nimel 2019] Milling (Ball Insert) LCO2 External Spray 2.5bar− (?)

19 [64, Mia 2019] Turning LN2 Localized R&F 50bar,2.4kg/min

20 [36, Tapoglou 2017] Milling (Indexable) LCO2 Through Holder -

21 [74, Bordin 2017] Turning LN2 Localized R&F 15bar

22 [75, Bordin 2015a] Turning LN2 Localized R&F 15bar,0.9kg/min

23 [83, Kramer 2014] Turning LN2&LCO2 Unknown -

24 [67, Tirelli 2015] Turning LN2 Localized R&F 1.6bar,0.75kg/min

25 [80, Pittala 2018] Milling (Carbide

Helix)

LCO2 Mill Channels 50bar,2.7kg/min

26 [175, Lee 2015] Micro-Milling LN2+Preheating External Spray 0.5bar− (?)

27 [76, Bruschi 2016] Turning LN2 Localized R&F 6bar
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N° Reference Approach Cooling Media Delivery Design Flow Properties

28 [176, Damir 2018] Turning LN2 Localized R&F 0.8kg/min

29 [42, Kirsch 2018] Turning LN2

LCO2

External Spray 2bar,1.1kg/min

60bar,1.75kg/min

30 [79, Shokrani 2019] Milling (Carbide

Helix)

LN2 Micro R&F 1bar,0.33kg/min

31 [177, Biermann 2015] Turning LCO2 Rake Cap -

32 [78, Shokrani 2018] Milling LN2 Micro R&F 1bar

33 [84, Iqbal 2019] Face Turning LN2

LCO2

External Spray 1bar

62.5bar

Table 8.0.2: Studies on Cryogenic tool life performances during Ti6Al4V cutting

Thermal Models. Temperature Measurements, Thermal Oriented FEM

N° Reference Description Content

1 [8, Hong 2001b]
Turning

Ti-6Al-4V

Thermal modeling

2D steady state heat transfer

Temperature control effectiveness of dry, emulsion,

cryogenic back, rake, flank, flank&rake cooling and

WP precooling

2 [89, Ay 1998]
Turning

Al, Cu, Cast Iron, AISI1045

Temperature measurement Thermal profile as first order exponential, max tool

temperature shifted from the tip

3 [90, Dhar 2002a]
Turning

C40 Steel

Temperature measurement
Cryogenic vs Dry

Tool-WP thermocouple

Tool max temperature shift due to chip drag and

friction heat build up

4 [91, O’Sullivan 2001] Temperature measurement Review

5 [92, Bacci da Silva 1999] Temperature measurement Review

6 [94, Ng 1999]
Turning

AISI H13

Temperature measurement Optical fibre pyrometer

7 [95, Davies 2007] Temperature measurements Review

8 [96, Komanduri 2000]

Turning

Thermal modeling First of three articles on analytical thermal modeling

of tool chip interface

9 [6, Abukhshim 2006]Turning Thermal modeling Review

10 [98, Liu 2007]
Turning

A390 Al

3D thermal model Chilled air cooling
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N° Reference Description Content

11 [99, Kitagawa 1997]
Milling

Incone1 718, Ti-6A1-6V-2Sn

Temperature measurement Maximum temperature is lower in interrupted

cutting, but thermal oscillation is high

12 [93, Yang 2014]
Milling

Ti6Al4V

Temperature measurement Constantan Band thermocouple on workpiece

13 [45, Sato 2011]
Milling

Ti6Al4V

Thermal modeling and measurement Optical fiber pyrometer and Green’s function thermal

transient model

14 [43, Jiang 2013]
Milling

AISI1045

Thermal modeling and measurement Larger engagement result in larger thermal cycling

15 [44, Karaguzel 2016]
Milling

AISI1050

Thermal modeling and measurement Larger engagement lead to larger maximum and

average temperature in the cycle. Higher speed

reduce the thermal oscillations

16 [100, Baohai 2016]
Milling

Inconel 718

Thermal modeling and measurement Variable heat source considering stick-slip model,

interface quantities obtained from simulations

17 [37, Augspurger 2019] Milling

Ti6Al4V

Thermal modeling and measurement LCO2 can reduce the maximum thermal load on

inserts

18 [101, Augspurger 2020]
Milling

AISI1050

Thermal modeling and measurement Heat toward the insert decreases by rising the cutting

speed

19 [102, Umbrello 2007]Turning

AISI1045

2D orthogonal cutting and 3D pure

thermal FEM

Conductance value can be raised artificially to

reproduce in small time the thermal field on insert

skin at steady state

20 [178, Ceretti 2007]
Turning

AISI1045

2D orthogonal cutting and 3D pure

thermal FEM

Physical conductance is dependent on feed and speed

Table 8.0.3: Studies on Thermal modeling and measurements in metal cutting
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Tribology and Friction Models

N° Reference Description Content

1 [104, Moufki 1998] Orthogonal
Cutting

CRS 1018 Steel

Friction modeling Friction is primarily governed by temperature

at the interface

2 [106, Ozel 2006]
Orthogonal Cutting

Low Carbon Steel

Friction models comparison Variable friction coefficient along the

interface preferable for accurate results

3 [107, Filice 2007]
Orthogonal Cutting

AISI1045

Friction models comparison Good material models are needed as starting

point to speculate on friction models, new

conductance models need to be studied

4 [108, Haglund 2008]
Orthogonal Cutting

AISI4140

Friction models comparison Thermal dependent friction coefficient is the

most accurate

5 [109, Shi 2009]
Orthogonal Cutting

AISI1045

Friction modeling Precise and detailed models can perform

worse than simple constant friction

coefficients

6 [110, Arrazola 2010]
Orthogonal Cutting

AISI 4340

Friction models comparison Coulomb-Tresca stick-slip models need

accurate shear stress limit depending on

T,ε, ε̇ depending stress flow

7 [111, 112, Molinari

2011,Molinari 2012]

Orthogonal Cutting

42CrMo4

Friction modeling and testing Dependence of sticking region by sliding

friction, by speed and consequent thermal

softening

8 [113, Ulutan 2013]
Orthogonal Cutting

Inconel 100, Ti6Al4V

Friction and tool stress modeling The most complete friction analysis on tool

Table 8.0.4: Studies on Friction Modeling
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Friction Determination

N° Reference Description Content

1 [115, Hong 2002]

AISI1018, Ti64

Closed tribometer Reduction in case of LN2 but problems for

the “favourable” equipment layout

2 [7, 116, Hong 2001d, Jun

2005]AISI1018, Ti64

Force elaboration Reduction in case of LN2, difficult separation

of workpiece material properties variation

3 [117, Hong 2006]

AISI1018, Ti64

Closed tribometer -

4 [105, Childs 2006]

Turning

Tool-Split technique results -

5 [118, El-Tayeb 2009]

Ti6Al4V, Ti5Al4V

Closed tribometer Friction coefficient dependent on sliding

speed and normal pressure, however far from

normal cutting ranges

6 [119, Arrazola 2008]

AISI 4140

Force elaboration Original force elaboration, variable friction

along the interface give best results

7 [120, Bonnet 2008a]

AISI 316 L

Pin on rod open tribometer Sliding speed dependent friction coefficient

and heat partition coefficients

8 [121, Bonnet 2008]

AISI 316 L

FEM simulation with previous friction model -

9 [122, Egana 2012]

Ti6Al4V

Open pin on rod tribometer Variable pressure and sliding speed

determined friction and HP coefficients

10 [123, Puls 2012]

AISI 1045

Closed tribometer, deformable disk Constant friction coefficient relating varying

normal and friction forces

11 [19, Courbon 2013]

Inconel 718, Ti64

Pin on rod open tribometer Friction and HP coefficients for variable

speed and cooling approaches

12 [124, Rech 2013a]

Several materials

Pin on rod open tribometer HP and Friction coeff. determination, then

application of sliding speed dependent

friction coefficient in FEM

13 [125, Yousfi 2017]

Ti6Al4V

Pin on rod open tribometer The main influence to the friction coeff. is

rugosity

14 [126, Sterle 2019]

Ti6Al4V, 42CrMo4

Comparison between open and closed

tribometers

For cryogenic friction determination, open

tribometers are preferable

Table 8.0.5: Studies on Experimental Friction Determination
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Rehology and Material Models for Ti6Al4V simulations

N° Reference Model Content

1 [127, Johnson 1983] Johnson-Cook material model -

2 [128, Johnson 1985] Johnson-Cook damage model -

3 [129, 130, 114, Chen 2011,

Wang 2014. Atlati2014]

JC damage model with ductile fracture

propagation criteria

-

4 [131, Cockcroft 1968] Latham-Cockcroft damage model -

5 [132, Ozel 2006a]

Ti64 and others

JC experimental model Model coefficients determined inversely

through cutting tests and Oxley theory

6 [133, Guo 2006]

AISI 52100

Baumann-Chiesa-Johnson Long determination of coefficients

7 [134, Anurag 2007]Ti64 and

others

Internal State Variable model Not tested in any cutting simulation

8 [135, Calamaz 2008]

Ti6Al4V

Calamaz Modified JC Softening effect at high strains to reproduce

shear banding

9 [137, Umbrello 2008] Ti6Al4V LC damage criterion A good material model is necessary to iterate

on damage and friction models

10 [138, Ozel 2009]

Ti6Al4V

Comparison of JC model coefficients Large variability on results for different JC

model coefficients sets is observed

11 [139, Sun 2009a]

Ti6Al4V

JC model sensitivity analysis Important effect of inelastic heat fraction

coefficient and stress state in the fracture

behaviour

12 [140, Shi 2010]

AISI1045

Distributed Primary Zone Deformation model Z-A accurate in describing the shear zone

stress-strain state. Unique solution to inverse

JC model determination is possible with

designed tests

13 [143, Sima 2010]

Ti6Al4V

Calamaz Modified JC model tuning The best accuracy can be obtained with a

complete Calamaz modification

14 [144, Calamaz 2010a] Ti6Al4V New modified JC model With refined mesh accurately describe strain

localization in shear bands

15 [145, Karpat 2011]

Ti6Al4V

Karpat Modified Z-A Excellent results in reproduction of two

separate experimental campaigns

16 [129, Chen 2011]

Ti6Al4V

JC material and Damage models with ductile

fracture propagation

Accuracy in shear band prediction and chip

bending radius, no remeshing

17 [146, Calamaz 2011] Ti6Al4V New modified JC model Strain and strain rate dependent softening

18 [147, Shrot 2012]

AISI52100

Inverse JC coefficient determination Difficulties in converging to the same set from

different initial guesses
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N° Reference Model Content

19 [148, Liu 2013]

Ti6Al4V

Modified ZA -

20 [130, Wang 2014]

Ti6Al4V

JC material and Damage models with ductile

fracture propagation

No remeshing and orientation of the initial

mesh so to avoid distortion

21 [149, Cheng 2018]

Ti6Al4V

Modified JC material model and JC damage

model

-

22 [150, Bertolini 2019] SHPB testing at cryogenic temperatures -

Table 8.0.6: Studies on Material Models for cutting simulations

CF Properties and CFD Models

N° Reference Description Content

1 [151, Obikawa 2012] Evaluation of compressed air to flank face

effect

Increase in turbulence and penetration of

emulsion

2 [152, Lu 2013] Inverse determination of HTC of cryogenic jet

toward tool flank

Development of a speciment and procedure

for inverse HTC determination from TC

cooling rate

3 [48, Pusavec 2016] Inverse HTC determination, Fluid/Gas phase

detection

HTC as a function of overheat temperateure,

importance of flux state

4 [154, Hribersek 2017] Inverse HTC determination, jet on plate Confirms the inverse proportionality of HTC

and surface overheat

5 [155, Tahri 2017] Heat transfer along the pipes for LN2 High liquid title and smooth bends are

preferable, no roughness of tubes and no

cavitation considered

6 [156, Lequien 2018] Inverse HTC determination, various jet

pressure, spot diameters, angles, distance

Preferable: high pressure, large diameter, low

distance perpendicular jet

7 [49, Tahmasebi 2019] Internal and external LN2 flow behaviour No slip and cavitation, cavitation is

preponderant for fluid evaporation. Pressure

need to be optimized considering the delivery

line

8 [157, Golda 2019] Gas layer behaviour for parallel LN2 flows The HTC in case of parallel (not

perpendicular) impinging jet can be one order

of magnitude lower than the usual literature

values

Table 8.0.7: Studies on CFD Modeling of cryogenic and emulsion jets, flow properties of Cutting
Fluids
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Cryogenic Machining FE models, Hybrid FE-CFD models, Surface prediction Models

N° Reference Description Content

1 [136, Ozel 2011]
Turning

Inconel 718

Calamaz Modified JC Accurate force results, lower temperatures

prediction

2 [71, Melkote 2017] Review on modeling of machining processes -

3 [158, Bordin 2015]
Turning

Ti6Al4V

Force, temperature and deformed layer

predictions, cryo vs dry

First full Calamaz modified JC, section of the

tool to reduce computational burden

4 [159, Davoudinejad 2015]
Orthogonal Cutting

Ti6Al4V

Force and chip morphology prediction, cryo

vs dry

Tabular material model, good result can be

obtained by experimentally determined

friction coefficients

5 [160, Imbrogno 2017]
Turning

Ti6Al4V

Force, temperature and deformed layer

prediction

First full Calamaz mod. JC, cylindrical

window for cryogenic jet,

6 [162, Stampfer 2019]
Orthogonal Cutting

Ti6Al4V

Cryogenic delivery design simulation The only simulation in which an alternative

design is simulated, reduction of tool heat

capacity, higher ambient HTC, variable LN2

HTC

7 [163, Salame 2019]
Orthogonal Cutting

Ti6Al4V

Decoupled CFD and FEM simulation Thermal fields of the FEM reported on the

CFD model, no coupled effects considered,

LCO2 HTC

8 [164, Shi 2019]
Turning

Ti6Al4V

Inverse HTC determination with jet on plate,

3D FEM for force prediction, 2D FEM for

interface temperature prediction

Voce Power Law and Usui wear model

9 [165, Rotella 2014]
Orthogonal Cutting

Ti6Al4V

Grain size and hardness prediction Grain size and hardness updated material

model

10 [161, Umbrello 2016]
Orthogonal Cutting

AISI 52100

Grain size and hardness prediction Variable cryogenic HTC, Brozzo fracture

model, Hardness based material model

updated by grain size and hardness

11 [166, Umbrello 2017]
Turning

Ti6Al4V

Metallurgical alpha grain orientation and

surface hardness

First Calamaz modification with hardness

and alpha deformation updated flow stress

Table 8.0.8: Studies on Cryogenic FE Models

Additional information
Cryogenic Sustainability Evaluation:
FORGE NxT 3.0 User Guide: http://docs.transvalor.com/forge/en/nxt3_0/
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